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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION i;{0 
Hrforeiuv.s i;5;{ 
1 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
1 Background 
In many environmental studios, the processes under study typically exhibit spatial, temporal, and 
I xogenous variability. The United States Environmental Protection .-\.gency (L'SEP.\) s Environmental 
Monitoring and .Assessment Program (E.M.-\P). which is concerned with monitoring and assessing the 
ciirreni condition and trends of tiie nation's ecological resource, contains many such studies. The overall 
objectives of E.\I.-\P (e.g.. .\lajure et al.. 1995) are to: 
1. E.stimate the current status of. trends, and changes in the selected indicators of the condition of 
the nation's ecological resources on a regional basis with known statistical confidence; 
2. Intimate the geographic coverage and e.vtent of the nation's ecological resources with known 
confidence: 
Se(>k a.s.sociations between selected indicators of natural and anthropogenic stresses and indicators 
of the condition of ecological resources: 
I. Provide annual statistical summaries and periodic assessments of the natioit's ecological resources. 
lo fulfill these objectives. E.\I.\P has been developing and demonstrating indicators to monitor the 
condition of ecologi<-al resources, and collecting and analyzing rnulti-.scale data. Between 1987 and 
1!)!)1. the data of selected ecological-resource-condition indicators were sampled from a well designed 
national hexagonal-base grid, which produced a spatially and temporally systematic sample of about 
lo.OOO sites located 17 miles (27 km) apart for the fifty U.S. stales. Data were aggregated over the 
spatial support units (SSU) at these sampling sites. To reduce the chance of artifacts, known as the 
' cological fallacy (or modifiable areal unit problem), an SSU was chosen to represent an area large 
enough to allow sufficient spatial averaging in the selected indicator, yet small enough to capture local 
fhu-t iiat ions in a small geographical area. 
•) 
Becnusf the traditional scientific method of controlling variability by statistical experimental design 
is rarely available, these four objectives all speak to the need for alternative statistical methods that can 
characterize the spatio-temporal variability through interpretable parameters and in conjunction with 
sensible explanatory variables. There is also the need to make accurate predictions of when and where 
certain types of environmental events take place, before one can necessarily explain the mechanisms 
that underlie these processes. 
Due to the nature of these environmental processes, the appropriate statistical methods usually 
in\ol\e spatio-temporal statistical models. In EM.\P. indicators of ecological resources over regions of 
interest are selected and can be tiiodeled as spatially distributed random processes, known as random 
fii^lds (r.f.). -Summaries of these r.f.s. either in the form of summary spatial statistics or parameters that 
characterize the underlying models, can then be used to reflect the status, changes, and trends in the 
selected ecological resource indicators. One such surimiary statistic is the spatial cumulative distribution 
function (SCDF). In 199-1. as part of a cooperati%-e agreement with the L'SEP.-V. a research team was 
formed at Iowa State University to conduct spatial statistical research applied to ecological resource 
monitoring programs. .-\n important component of this research w;is to estimate, visualize, e.xplore. and 
<-om[)are .SC.'DFs over time and regions (Majure et al.. 1995). Later, statistical inference procedures on 
.S( 'DFs were developed, so that estimation and prediction about the ecological resource conditions could 
be made with knowti confidence (Lahiri et al.. 1999). The theoretical results for inference on the SCDF 
liased on the sampled data arc given in Lahiri (1999). Compared with the traditional e.vperirnental 
designs, the main differences are as follows. Instead of independent-and-identical-distribution (iid) 
tiiodels. spatial locations as.sociated with the data are used in the statistical analysis to model statistical 
dependence. Rather than estimation of population parameters (e.g.. the population mean), spatial 
summaries (in the form of random functions) of the r.f. are predicted. In contrast to the central 
limit thecsrems (CLTs) for random variables, functional central limit theorems (FCLTs) are established 
within large-sample inference. .Moreover, a non-standard asymptotic framework, which is a mi.xture 
of "increasing domain asymptotics" and "infill asymptotics". is adopted, and a sample re-use scheme, 
known as the spatial subsampling method, is used to estimate the unknown sampling distribution 
functions. I shall discuss these and other related theoretical aspects in more detail in Section 2. 
The goal of this dissertation is to further develop these inference procedures for the SCDFs. To 
do .-io. I shall first apply the existing statistical methods to compare SCDFs over time and across 
regions. .Vext. 1 shall explore new methods that are more suitable for certain problems, for e.xample. 
to fleveiop bootstrap methods when subsampling methods are not appropriate. Finally. I shall rela.x 
certain model assuniptiotis in the current statistical methods, and examine the imputation procedures 
us<-d fur handling missing data in practice. 
2 Literature Review 
2.1 Raiicloiu Field and Mixing Condition 
CJiven a probability space (Q.f». P )  and a spatial domain of interest R  C ( d  > I), a random field 
(r.f.) Z is formally defined as a function. 
Z{^.») :Q kR^IR^ (k > I). 
such that for each .s € /?. Z { - . s ]  is a random variable, and for each — G Q. Z(w. •) : R  —>• iT?'" is a 
n-alixatioii of the r.f. The r.f. is also denoted by. 
{Z(.s) :«€ /?}. (2.i) 
and is sometimes abbreviated as Z(-). When tlie volume of R  is positive (i.e.. |/?i > 0). tlie r.f. is 
k n o w n  a s  a  r . f .  w i t h  c o n t i n u o u s  s p a t i a l  i n d e x .  U n l e s s  s p e c i f i e d  o t h e r w i . s e .  I  f o c u s  o n  =  1 .  w h e r e  Z ( - )  
is a scalar r.f. and is denoted by Z(-). Finite dimensional distributions of the r.f. Z( ) are defined as. 
P [ Z ( . s i )  e .-li.---.Z(.v) e A r ) :  e /?. € )f. (2.2) 
where li' is the Bore! ^r-field of f f i  and r is any positive, finite integer. In particular, if the finite 
dimensional distributions are Gaussian. Z(-) is called a Gaussian r.f.. or a Gaussian process when 
(1=1. A r.f. is (strictly) stationary if all the finite dimensional distributions are invariant to spatial-lag 
shifts. For a review of the r.f. models, see Chapter 1 of Ivanov and Leonenko (19S9). 
S[)aiiall\' referenced data can often be adequately modeled by the r.f.s. because the spatial depen-
diMice among data can be captured by the specification of (2.2). Further, since many proces.ses under 
study exhibit a closer relationship in the variables that are physically nearbj'. a r.f. with weak depen­
dence properties, said to satisfy the mi.xing condition, is oftentimes suitable. .Mixing theory was first 
introfluced for r.f. with d = I. and different mi.xing coefficients, such as o. 3. o. and p-mi.xing. are 
designed to quantify tiie dependence structure of a r.f. (see. e.g.. Doukhan. 1994. Section l.l. for a 
i-om|5lete review). In this dissertation. I concentrate on the />-mi.xing coefficients, defined as. 
riiSi.S-,) = .sup{|E(Cf/)|/((£-(C-))'^'(i?(rr))'/-) :Ce £;(5,).^G £:,(5,)}. 
where £'j(S) denotes the collection of all random variables with zero mean and finite second montents 
that are measurable with respect to the cr-field generated by {Z{s] : s E S'}; S C /R''. 
•1 
2.2 Empirical Distribution Function 
For a random (i.e.. independently and identically distributed) sample. Z\. - • • .  Z\. with cumulative 
distribution function (CDF) G{-). the empirical distribution function (EDF) is defined as. 
.V 
Fv(--) = .V-'  ^  I{Z, < = € R. 
1=1 
where /(.I) is the indicator function, equal to 1 if the statement .4 is true and 0 otherwise. For a 
given c. Fv(-) represents the proportion of sample values that do not e.xceed c. Hence Fv(-) is a 
step (rriiifiom) function that increases from 0 to I by an increment of l/.V at the jump points. The 
Koiniogorov statistic is defined as the difference between the EDF and the CDF. 
D.v = sup,.gjj|FY(r) - 6"(r)|. 
When the CDI" C!(-) is continuous, as the sample size .V becomes larger, the quantity D.v becomes 
smaller and its asymptotic distribution is well known (see. e.g.. Theorem 2.9.."5. Gibbons and Chakraborti. 
1992). Hence, the EDF F.v(-) is a commonly used estimator (function) of the CDF G( ). 
Sow. suppose the sample. Z{»i). •• •.  Z{»s)- i-'S taken from the r.f. Z(). where . • • •. a v € R- The 
EDF. wliic-h will be called the empirical CDF (ECDF) in the papers to follow, can be written more 
e.\[)licitly ;us. 
.V 
Fv(r; R) = .V-'  ^  I{Z{s,) < :): e R. = e R. Ci.:?) 
1 = 1 
If the r.f. is stationary, then the marginal CDF is invariant to the spatial location and is denoted as. 
6'(--) = P{Z(0) e R. 
wiiere 0 is the origin of the region R containing all O's. The CDF G'( ) can be estimated by the EDF 
Fv( ) in (2.;{). .Vote that, in general, the difference between the EDF and the marginal CDF can be 
summarized by its f-norrn as follows. 
D\(p) = < 
L sup.gjelFv(-) - 6'(;)| : p=^. 
The EDF Fv(-) in (2.:{) is a popular e.\ploratory-dala-analysis tool, because of its visual appeal. 
Further, luider fairly mild conditions, it becomes closer and closer to the CDF C'(-). as the sample size 
.\' increa.ses. For e.xamples of displaying, comparing, and exploring EDFs. see .\Iajure et al. (1995). To 
some e.Ktent. the EDF Fv(-) can be thought of as a dimension-reduction tool, because it summarizes 
o  
iiiforinatioii about the r.f. Z(-) over a spatial domain in (/-dimensionalspace using a real-valued function 
on til. ' rt-al line. However, because of this property, the EDF i.s invariant to the permutation of the 
.•ipatial locations witiiin the data set. While it is possible to visualize which spatial locations correspond 
to which jump points in the EDF. it is not clear how to incorporate spatial locations directly into the 
EDF. For tliis work, the additional spatial-location information is captured by the mixing condition of 
ihe r.f. Z( ) along with the joint distributions defined in (2.2). 
Not only can the EDF estimate the (fi.xed) CDF. it can also predict a random function called 
tiie spatial CDF (.SCDF). The use of an SCDF was proposed by Overton (1989) for data analysis of a 
surface-water survey. Lahiri et al. (1999) establish inference procedures that use the EDF as a predictor 
of the SCDF. .More details will be discussed within the papers that follow this introduction. 
Iti a broader context, the EDF is the building block of the empirical process, defined as (Fv(r) — 
: Q IR. The study of the empirical process has advanced greatly in both mathematical theory and 
statistical applications to. for e.xample. goodness-of-fit tests, bootstrapping, rank tests, and censored 
(.lata, ['or reviews, .see Pollard (1984). Shorack and Wellner (198(3). Pollard (1990). and \'aart and 
Well tier (199(5). 
2.3 Weak Convergence Theory 
The cla-ssicai weak convergence theory was mostly developed in the 19o0s and was well simmiarized 
by FJillingsley (1968). Consider a metric space [ID.d) and a mejtsurable space {ID.'D). where 'D is the 
I3orel (T-field on D. .V sequence of probability measures. {Pn}- on [ID.'D) is said to converge weakly to 
the limiting probability measure. P. if. for every bounded, continuous, and real-valued function /. 
a.-^ —T >c. The basic elements of this weak convergence theory consists of the Portmanteau Theorem 
( Theorem 2.1). Continuous .Mapping Theorem (Theorem o.I). Proiiorov's Theorem (Theorems (i.l and 
(j.2). and theoroms to establish tightness of the processes in Billingsley (1968). The metric space 
considered in this di.ssertalion is ID = Z)[—DC. yz], which is the space of all right-continuous functions 
on with left limits, endowed with the Skorohod metric (see. e.g.. Billingsley. 1968. ppl09-r23). .Vote 
that the EDF defined in (2..'») is a P-measurable random element in Z)[—DC. X:]. Further, if the limiting 
distribution P is Gaussian, then the functional central limit theorem (FCLT) is said to hold. 
Ihe dependence structure in the r.f. model affects the distributional results of the EDF Fv( ). 
While dependent variables have been extensively studied (see. e.g.. Billingsley. 1968. Chapter 4: Seti. 
6 
197-1. ^'osliiliara. 1975: \bkoyania. 1980). the results about the dependent r.f.s are more recent (see. 
e.g.. (Joldio and Greenwood. 1987: Ivanov and Leonenko. 1989). Lahiri (1999) uses the basic eletneiits in 
cla.ssical w(>ak convergence theory to develop FCLTs for the EDF from a />-rni.ving r.f. The asymptotic 
fraiiiework is scjiiiowliat nonstandard: it is a combination of "increasing domain asymptotics" and "infill 
asymptotics" (Cressie. 199;{). Similar approaches are used in much of the theoretical work here. 
In the past twenty years, modern weak convergence theory has been developed to allow for non-
Borel measurable P on D (N'aart and Wellner. 1996). However, this is beyond the scope of this work, 
primarily bocause the cUissical weak convergence theory is sufficient to solve the problems I have. I 
sliall make a few more comments about modern weak convergence theory in the concluding chapter. 
2.4 Resampling Methods 
Resam[)ling methods or sample re-use methods can be used to approximate the limiting distributions 
in the FCLTs. which are mostly unknown in practice. Two types of resampling methods are considered 
here: block bootstrap and spatial subsampling. 
The development of the bootstrap has been rapid, since it wa^ first introduced by Efron (1979). 
In this di.ssertation. I focus on bootstrap estimates for empirical processes Jis random elements of 
D[—7c. >c]. Theoretical results for iid observations can be found in Bickel and Freedman (1981). Singh 
(1981). CJine and Zinn (1990). For the r.f. model, the moving block bootstrap seems a natural way to 
capture the weak dependence within the sub-blocks, and hence is used (see. e.g., Kiinsch. 1989: Liu and 
-Sitigh. 1992; Biihlmann. 199-1). 
A n  alternative to the block bootstrap is the sample re-use idea, known as the subsampling method 
(see. e.g.. Carlstein. 1986: Sherman and Carlstein. 1994: Hall and .ling. 199(5). L'nlike the bootstrap that 
n-samples the blocks, the subsampling method subdivides the entire sampling region into subsampling 
regions (or blocks) and analyzes the blocks of subsaniples directly. More details will be given in the 
relevant pa[)ers. 
3 Dissertation Organization 
1 his di.ssertation consists of four co-authored papers, which will be submitted for publication in 
both statistical and environmental science journals. Each paper is a self-contained chapter and is 
iride[)endently formatted according to the submission rules of the corresponding journal. These four 
pa[iers are then followed by a closing chapter of general conclusions. .\ sunmiary of each paper is given 
follows. 
3.1 Asymptotic Inference for Spatial CDFs over Time 
Sti'lii (1999) makes an important observation that the analysis presented by Lahiri et al. (1999) 
presi'iits a single point in time. and. given the nature of long-term and large-region ecological resource 
monitoring, there remains the issue of detecting changes in the ecological resource conditions over time. 
Kven thougli .\Iajure et al. (1995) have developed visualization tools, the development of inference 
procedures for comparisons over time was lacking. The purpose of this paper is to address this issue. 
Here we develo[> hypothesis testing to detect a difference in the spatial random processes at two time 
pcjiiits. and we construct a prediction interval to quantify such discrepancy in the corresponding SCDFs. 
I sing a s[)atial subsampling method, we show that our inferences are valid asymptotically. As an 
illustration, we apply these inference procedures to test and predict changes in the SCDF of an ecologic.il 
inde.x for foliage condition of red-maple trees in the state of .Maine in the early 1990s. The statistical 
tools d(nelo[)ed by Lahiri (1999). including the asymptotic framework, the /j-mixing r.f. model, and the 
spatial subsampling method, are used here. Some of the extensions from one time point to comparison 
of two time points are straightforward, but care is needed to relate the r.f.s at the two time points by 
reasonable temporal structures. 
3.2 Comparison of Spatial CDFs for Two Regions 
It is sometimes important to compare the SCDFs of the ecological resource conditions for one 
region (<-.g.. the state of .Maine) versus another (e.g.. the remaining five .\ew England stales), fn an 
exploratory data analysis, one can compute and and then superimpose the two empirical CDFs based 
on the sampled data from these two regions. However, the quantification of variability in the .SCDF 
i-stimates has been lacking and there was no inference method for making conclusive statements. In 
this paper, we establish statistical methodology to analyze differences in the SCDF across regions. We 
again develo[) a hypothesis test to detect a difference in the spatial random processes at two regions, and 
we construct a prediction interval to quantify such discrepancy in the corresponding SCDFs. Using a 
blo<-k Ijootstrap method, we demonstrate that our inferences are valid. For illustration, we apply these 
inference procedures to compare the SCDFs of simulated data. The nature of this problem requires 
new statistical methods. In particular, it becomes apparent that a somewhat restrictive asymptotic 
framework is needed, because it may not make sense to allow two regions to grow in all direction and 
eventually overlap with each other. .Moreover, the simple straightforward spatial subsampling method 
8 
is cliffK'ult to irnplcnient here. Hence, we develop a block bootstrap method to estimate unknown 
di.stribiitions of tlie statistics of interest. 
3.3 Asymptotic Distribution of the Empirical CDF Predictor Under Nonstationarity 
In the two papers above, the r.f.s are assumed to be stationary, such that tlie underlying joint distri­
bution functions are invariant to spatial-lag siiifts. E%en though this is not too strong an assumption and 
many environtncntal processes can be reasonably modeled as stationary, there are many other processes 
tliai e.\liii)it non-siationarity. for e.Kaniple. in the form of spatial trends. Hence, it becomes important 
to rola.x the stationarity assumption and allow for non-stationarity. In this paper, we establish a FCLT 
fur the empirical predictor of an SC'DF for a r.f. with a nonstationary mean structure. 
3.4 On Imputations Used in Spatial-Process Predictions 
In the analysis by Laliiri et al. (1999) of the red-maple forest health in the state of .Maine, a substan­
tial amount (about -I09c) of data were not available on the he.xagonal grid of sampling sites. spatial 
liol-deck imputation was implemented to fill in the missing values and then the analysis was conducted 
ns if the imputed values were actual observations. Biihlmann and Kiinsch (1999) point out the need 
for .some correction to account for the imputed values in the SCDF prediction, with the understanding 
liiat a resampling scheme would become very complicated if data were not imputed. .Although the 
tn?atmeiit of missing values has not been an easy problem, we attempt to address this problem in this 
paper, .\fter prwenling imputation techniques applicable to the spatial-process predictions, we conduct 
a simulation study to assess the imputation effect on the SCDF prediction, for various sample sizes, 
spatial dependence structures, and amount of missing data. 
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ASYMPTOTIC INFERENCE FOR SPATIAL CDFS OVER TIME 
A paper submitted to Stati. 'itica Smtra 
Jun Zliu. S. Laliiri. and Noel Cressio 
Abstract 
A spatial ciiimilative distribution function (SCDF) is a random function tliat provides a statistical 
suiiuiiary of a random process over a spatial domain of interest, [n this paper, we consider a spatio-
toniporal process and establish statistical metiiodology to analyze changes in the SCDF over time. We 
de\<>lop a hypothesis test to detect a difference in the spatial random processes at two time points, and 
we construct a prediction interval to quantify such discrepancy in the corresponding SCDFs. L'sing a 
s[)atial subsarupliiig metliod. we show that our inferences are valid asymptotically. .-Vs an illustration, 
wi- apply these inference procedures to test and predict changes in the SCDF of an ecological index for 
foliage i-ondiiioii of red maple trees in the state of .Maine in the early 1990s. 
Kt ijnonls firifl Phrases: Enviroimiental resource assessment and monitoring. Functional central liniit 
thforf'm. Spatial cumulative distribution function. Spatial prediction. Spatial subsampling. Spatio-
t'>m[)oral (jrocess. 
Ruuuhkj Ttll(: .\symplolic Inference for SCDF over Time 
1 Introduction 
\\>ll flesigned. large-scale, long-term ecological resource monitoring programs allow study of the 
current status of and changes in the nation's ecological resources on a regional basis and hence are 
of great im[joriance. Indicators of ecological resources over regions of interest are often selected and 
modeled as a spatially distributed random process, known as a random field (r.f.) with continuous 
1 2  
.s[)atial index. A spatial cunuilative distribution function (SCDF) is a random function that provides a 
spatial slatistical summary of a r.f. In the past, statistical inference for the SCDF at a given time point 
h:us been developed to determine the current condition of an ecological resource (e.g.. Lahiri. Kaiser. 
('ressie. and IIsu. 1999). This paper e.xtends earlier results to inference for comparing SCDFs over time 
in order to dtttrl and f/i/a«/;/y changes in the ecological resources at different points in lime. The results 
are api^lied to analyze forest-health monitoring data collected from a spatial network of monitoring sites 
in ii>e state of Maine in the early 1990s. 
We consider a r.f. with continuous spatial inde.>c. 
{Z(.H) 
where Z(.H) is a random variable at the spatial location and R C J?'' is a spatial domain of interest. 
Its SC/DF is defined as. 
F-^{z:R) = \R\-' [ [(Z{s) < : e R. (l-l) 
Jit 
where |/^| = denotes the volume of R .  and f ( A )  is the indicator function, equal to I if the 
statement .1 is true and 0 otherwise. .Vote that is a random cumulative distribution function 
(CDF). Specifically, it is a function of actual and potential observations, of which any realization is a 
CDF that is right contiiuious and increases from 0 to 1. 
The SCDF summarizes effectively the r.f. Z( ) over a given spatial domain of interest. Overton 
( 19J<y) proposes the use of the SCDF in the conte.xt of survey sampling from the .Vational .Surface Water 
Sur\e\s. The SCDF itself represents the proportion of volume in R where the value of the r.f. does not 
e.xceed a cut-off level r. In addition, all spatial moments, areal proportions, and spatial quantiles can 
be recovered from the SCDF. For example, the regional mean of the r.f. Z(-). Z{R) = |/?|~' ffj Z{tt)d.t. 
is equal to / (r:/?)- Hence the SCDF can be thought of as a basic (random) functional who.se 
properties can be used to indicate resource status. 
riie SCDI" may .sometimes be confused with but. in fact, is different from the theoretical CDF. 
6-(r:.s) = PiZi^) < : e R. 
as.sociated with the r.f. Z{ ) at the spatial location s. The SCDF. R). is a summary statistic of 
the r.f. Z{ ) over the entire spatial domain R. whereas the theoretical CDF. G'(-:»). is a fi.ved parameter 
of the r.f. -?(•) at a given spatial location s. If the r.f. Z(-) is stationary, then G{::s) = G'(.::0) for 
all .s, where 0 is the (/-dimensional vector containing only 0"s. Further. E(F>;(r; R)) - - G'(c".0). for all 
r € IR: that is. the average of the SCDF is the theoretical CDF. 
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A cotiiinoiily used predictor of the SCDF is tlie empirical CDF (ECDF). Based on a finite sample 
1 ).•••. )} - observed at known spatial sampling sites . • • •. v } C R. we define the equal-
weight version of the ECDF as. 
.V 
F s { : :  R )  =  -V"'  ^  /(^(^.) < -): G «• 
1 = 1 
I'siiig an asymptotic framework and a subsanipling method. Lahiri. E\aiser. Cressie. and Hsu (1999) 
[)redict the complete-data version SCDF (1.1) with the ECDF. and construct large-sample prediction 
bands for the SCDF that achieve desired confidence levels asymptotically. Lahiri (1999) gives further 
theoretical results for the SCDF. In this paper, we shall use a simil.ir asymptotic friitnework and 
subsanipling method. 
lrn[)licitly. the discussion above on the SCDF concerns a r.f. Z( ) at a given point in time and is 
restricted to statistical inference for the current status of the process. In order to detect any changes 
or trends in an ecological resource over time, we consider different r.f.s at various time points, namely. 
{2'((.s) : G /?}. where t belongs to an index set of time points and R C IR"^- .\ssociated with the r.f. 
Z, { •). we define tlie SCDF as. 
F^A = :R) = \Rr' f < =)d:>: :  e IR. (1 .2)  
J R 
and the theoretical CDF as. 
car:.'*) = P(Zt{s] < : e IR. R. (1.3) 
(;iv(^ri a finite sample {Z, (.ti ).••-. Zt(.t.v)} from the r.f. Zt(-). observed at fi.Ked (over time) sampling 
sites {.<< I. - • -. V }. the ECDF is defined as. 
.V 
FsA-:R] = zeR. (l.-l) 
1 = 1 
where t  < =  {1.2. • • T} and T  is the total number of points in time under consideration. In this paper, 
we i-.Ktend the statistical methodology for inference on a single SCDF (1.1) to inference on two SCDFs 
(1.2) (with T = 2). and draw conclusions on the improvement or decline of an ecological resource as 
time progres.ses. 
I hrougiiotit this paper, we assume that the (joint) spatial random process, or the vector r.f.. 
{Z(.H] = (Z,(.^).Z,.(«))' : G R''}. (1.5) 
is .stationary. Hence the theoretical CDF is location invariant and is denoted as 
G,(z) = G,(::0): :  e R. t = 1.2. (1.6) 
1 4  
whrre G'[(;;0) is defined in (I.-?) and 0 is tlie origin of the spatial domain R. Henceforth, we call Gi 
tlii^ iniaricinl CDFo(l\\c r.f. Zt( ). 
The statistical inference for detecting change of the SCDF over time, is based (in this paper) on two 
procechires. The first procedure is a formal test of the null hypothesis 
Ho '• Gi — Ci2 ( 1  • ' )  
versus the alternative hypothesis 
//•„ Gi^ G>. (1.8) 
where Gt is defined in (l.li). We use the difference between the two ECDFs. 
Fv.,(--:/?) - Fv.2(--:/?): :  G R . (1.9) 
for our test statistic, derive its large-sample distribution and propose a test criterion that guarantees 
a desired significance level asymptotically. The second procedure quantifies change by a weighted 
integrated scjuared difference (WISD) between the two SCDFs. defined as. 
T-. = f (F^,i(r:/?) - F:^,-,(--:/?))-«•(--)£/--. (1.10) 
J m 
where (/•(-) is a fixed weight function. The predictor for the WISD we use is the weighted integrated 
sc|uared distance between the ECDFs. defined as. 
•V.v = f (Fs.i(z:R) -  rx.2{-.R))-w{:)d=. (I.II) 
J m 
.\fter deriving the large-sample distribution of the predictor .V.v. we construct a prediction interval for 
.1'-.. that achieves a desired prediction probability, asymptotically. 
For the large-sample properties of (1.9) and (l.II). we adopt a flexible framework and some fairly 
general assumptions. We let the sample size grow according to an asymptotic structure proposed by 
Lahiri (1999). which is a combination of the "increasing domain asymptotics" and the "infill asymf>-
totics" (Cressie. 1993, pplOO-IOL). In addition, we assume that the vector r.f. (1.5) is stationary and 
its dependence structure satisfies a mixing condition. Under some additional smoothness conditions of 
the m.arginal and joint bivariate distribution functions of the r.f. Z(-). we establish weak convergence 
of the test statistic and the predictor .Vy. Through a subsampling method similar to the one developed 
by Lahiri (1999). we are able to estimate the sampling distribution of these quantities, in order to carry 
out the test atid to cotnpute the prediction interval. 
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rii<- paper is organized ai follows. In Section 2 .  we describe the theoretical aspects of tlie sampling 
design, the asymptotic framework, atid the subsajiipling method. In Section ^5. we develop an asymptotic 
test procedure for testing the null hypotlu^^is (1.7) against the alternative hypothesis (1.8). based on the 
pro<'<'ss fiefitied in (1.9). In Section 4. we construct an asymptotic prediction interval for the W'ISD .1'^. 
defined by (1.10). based on .I'.v defined by (1.11). .\s an illustration, the inference procedures developed 
in Section and 1 are applied to a forest health monitoring data set in Section 5. Conclusions are given 
in .Section (5 and tlie proofs of the theorems are collected in Section 7. 
2 Theoretical Aspects 
In this section, we describe the theoretical aspects of the asymptotic framework and the subsampling 
method. 
2.1 Tlie Asymptotic Fi'auiework 
•Several different asymptotic structures have been used to study large-sample properties of estimators 
and predictors based on spatial data. Oftentimes, they come from different combinations of two basic 
sampling forms. One form is known as "increasing domain asymptotics" (Cressie. 199;{. pp4S0). where 
all sam(jliiig sites are separated by a fi.\ed positive distance and the sampling region 
R  =  R u  ( 2 . 1 )  
becomes unbounded as the sample size increases. The other form is called "infill asymptotics". where 
more and more samples are collected within a bounded sampling region R (Cressie.  199.5. pp^JoQ). For 
our ()urpose. we use a mi.xture of these two forms for the asymptotic structure, where we allow the 
sampling region R = ft,, to grow and. simultaneously, allow "infilling" of any f i.xed bounded subregion 
of ft,,. Other papers, where a similar asymptotic structure has been used, are Ilardle and Tuan (1986). 
Hall and Patil (1994). and Lahiri (1999). 
First we describe the "increa-sing domain" component of the asymptotic structure. Let Rq denote an 
open connected subset of ( — 1/2.  1/2] ' '  that contains the origin 0. Let 7L denote the set of all integers. 
For any seciuence of positive real numbers {on} tending to 0 as ri —>• x. let fto satisfy the condition that 
tlie number of cubes of the lattice cin^'' that intersect both fto and its complement R^ is of the order 
(",7as H —r >c. Further, let {A,,} denote a sequence of positive real numbers tending to infinity as 
n —r -x. .  Then we obtain the sampling region ftn by "inflating" the region fto with the scaling sequence 
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{A„ } as follows. 
f i n  =  K R a .  (2 .2)  
Bfcaiisc Ro contains the origin 0. the shape of the sampling region is preserved for different values of 
n. .Moreover, the '•niimber-of-cubes"' requirement of Ro guarantees that the effect of the sampling sites 
on th(> boundary of /?„ is negligible compared to the totality of all sampling sites in /?„ • 
.Ve.\t we describe the "infiir component of the asymptotic structure. Let {/i,,} denote a sequence 
of [jositivo real numbers decreasing to 0 as ri —?• >c. We partition the tiie sampling region /?„ by equal-
volume cubes aiifi denote thoni as r(j) = (j + (0. l]' ')/in. where j E and r{j) H /?„ 0. .MIowing 
exactly one potential sampling site in each cube r(y). we form a regular .square grid of sampling sites. 
.N'otatiotiwise. let c denote an arbitrary point in the interior of the unit cube (0. 1]*' and assign cfir,. in 
1 he cube (0. to be the starting sampling site. Then the remaining sampling sites are given by the 
translated points, [ j  +  c ) h „  6 r(j); j  € 2''. that lie in the sampling region /?„. f-fence. the sampling 
sites in R„ form a grid {sj = {j -f- c)/i„ : 6 Rn-j € 2''}: and as ri —>• the number of sampling 
silos .V = .V„ in /?„ satisfies the growth condition. 
.V,. ~ \Ro\K/''i-
Here, for any two sequences of positive real numbers {u,,} and {i'„}. we write ~ 'Vi to denote 
(/„/(•„ —r 1. as H ^ 
.\n illustration of the asymptotic structure and the sampling design in IR' is shown in Figure I. 
Within the circled sampling regions /?„_i and . the sampling sites form a square grid. .Vote that tiie 
sampk' size increases from .Vn_i to .V„ as a result of both a /afr/e/-sampling region and a ymer grid of 
sain[)ling sites. 
2.2 The Siibsampliiig Method 
In this section, we describe a subsampling method proposed by Laliiri. Kaiser. Cressie. and IIsu 
(199!J) under the asymptotic framework in Section 2.1 (see also Politis and Romano. 1994: Siierman 
and Carlstein. 199-1). This subsampling method can be used to estimate the sampling distribution of 
statistics involving tiie ECDF Fv„.f and the SCDF F-^j- such as (1.9) and (1.11). The basic idea 
is to create several smaller subsampling regions within the sampling region /?„ and then to recreate 
"•samples' and "population.s" at the level of the subsarnples. so that a subsampling estimate for the 
sampling distributions of the quantities of interest can be obtained. 
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rii<' .smaller siibregions in the sampling region /?„ are of the form. 
here i £ 2'' and I =ln is a sequence of integers sucli that I —r oc and l/n —r 0. as n —r :x. Tlie constant 
A( determines the size of the subregion. and the constant Jn- 0 < Jn < A/, controls the amount of 
overlap of the subregions. Note that when J,, = A/, the siibregions are disjoint. Inside each subregion. 
W(> inscribe a subsampling region \i Ro by mapping the origin onto the center of the subregion. .-\s 
i varies, a I 'ollection of subsampling regions is generated that are of the same shape as the original 
>ampliug region and are contained in /?n • Tliese are denoted as. 
/?. 1- • • R.fi-
where /\' = /\'„ is the total number of subregions created. 
Within each subsampling region, we recreate the effect of ""sample"" and ""population"" by imposing a 
coarser grid and a finer grid of sampling sites. The coarser grid "Pi has spacing /i; (i.e.. Vi = and 
the finer grid has spacing //„ (i.e.. Vn = Here. /»„ i^j the infill rate of the original sampling 
grid, and {/it} is a sequence of positive real numbers tending to 0 as « —r >c. For simplicity, we assume 
that III/It,I is an integer and hence 'Pi is nested in 'Pr,. Figure 2 illustrates the idea of the subsampling 
design in IR' on a square grid of sampling sites within the circled sampling region R„. 
.\ow we define the subsample replicates of the ECDF Fv„ , t  and the SCDF F-^ t- For notational 
convenience, henceforth we let F„.,( ) = Fv„ ;(•:/?„) Jind ) = F^ ti-.R,,). Then a subsampling 
i-o[>y of the EICDF F ^ j  in the subsampling region /?., is defined as. 
F„-,(--) =  ^  [ { Z , { s )  <  = ) :  ,  e  f f i .  V 2 M )  
»€R..n-p, 
and a subsample copy of the SCDF F~^ r in /?., is defined as. 
F:^J = ) = \R..nP^\-' Y, J?. (2.1) 
«€/?..nP„ 
where i  -  1.- -./v. Let T „  =  T n { F n , i -  F - ^ , i .  F „ / j .  F ^  2 )  denote a quantity involving Fn , and F - ^ t -
I — l."2. Then the sampling distribution of 'F„. namely 
//„(r) = P(r„ < r): r € R. (2.5) 
can be estimated by the empirical distribution of the subsample copies F," = F((F,"',. F '^ ,. F,FJ^ ' •_,). 
K  
//„(--) = A-' Yi < -)• - ^ 
1 = 1 
['iiflr-r approi>riate assumptions, llie subsampling estimator (2.G) of (2.5) is consistent. 
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3 Detection of Changes over Time 
As we liavf argued, the SCDF is a basic (random) functional whose properties can be used to 
indicate the current status of ecological resources. .Moreover, comparisons of SCDFs at different points 
in lime over the same region can be used to indicate resource improvement or resource decline over 
lime. I'lider a spatial stationarity assumption of Zt(-). we have E{F^ R)) = Gc{:). where G'l is the 
invariant CDl' of Then for two time points, a comparison of two SCDFs could be considered as a 
test statistic for testing l { „  :  G'i(;) = for all :  E .  I R .  versus I f j  :  G'i(r) ^ for some :  E  I R .  
as staled in (1.7) and (1.8). 
•Since the spatial sampling sites in ecological monitoring programs are oftentimes fixed, it is rea­
sonable to assume that the finite sampi«. {Zi(ai ).•••. Zi(sv„ )} and • • -. . are ob­
served at the same set of santpling sites {j(i . • • •. .s v„ }- Recall from Section 2.1 that under the asym[> 
totic framework, the tinie-inde.xed version of the ECDF and SCDF are Fn.r(-) = Rn) and 
F-^ ,{•) = /•"-», ;(•: Rn). respectively. The test statistic we propose is based on the difference between the 
FC'DFs. tiamely F„ i — 2- As we shall show, an appropriate normalizing constant is where we 
recall that is the inflation (or growth) rate controlling the increasing domain asymptotics. Define 
the scaled difference between the ECDFs as. 
^„(--) = A:,'/-(F„,,(--) -  F„.2(--)): - € J?. (;i.l) 
wliicli is a random function. The tost statistic we u.se is the weighted P-norm of . given by 
t sup{|f„(r)|u(r) : r € JR} : p=rc. 
where !;(•) is a nonnegative weight function. The rationale behind the test statistic is tiiat e.vtreinely 
large discrepancies between the observed ECDFs F„ i and F„ -j. or ecjuivalentiy. extremely large observed 
values of llsnli/. • should lead us to reject the null hypothesis that G'l = G'i>. 
The rest of this section is divided into three subsections, in Section 3.1, we introduce some more 
definitions and notation. In Section 3.2. we state tiie assumptions and the asymptotic distributions 
of and ilsnll;.• Because the asymptotic distributions depend on unknown population parameters, 
we use the subsampling method to estimate the critical points of the test statistics and complete the 
specification of the test procedure at a known asymptotic significance level. 
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3.1 Defiuitious and Notation 
I'lidcr tlic .-ussuniption of stationarity of the vector r.f. Z(-} in (l.o). we denote tlie invariant CDF 
of Z,( ) by (1.(5). Further, we denote the joint bivariate distributions of the vector r.f. Z(-) by. 
= P(Zr(0) < ri.Zr(j.) < r.): / = 1.2. (;{.3) 
< Ct). (•{•4) 
whore ri. r-_. G ffi and € fft''-
In afidition. we use a p-mixing coefficient to specify the dependence structure of the r.f. Z ( - ) .  Let 
C'niS) denote the collection of ail random variables with zero mean and finite second nionients tliat are 
mea-stirable with respect to the cr-fieid generated by {Z(s) : s € 5}: C iR'^• For Si.S-j C • let 
= supdf-cc?)!/((£-(C-))'^'(£"('/'))'^') :Ce £;,(52)}. 
Tiieii tiie />-tiii.\ing coefficient of the r.f. Z( ) is defined as (Doukiian. 1994. Section 1.1). 
p{k\ni) = supjpi (5i. 5-..) ; |i 'i I < m. < m.d{Si. S2) > (-^-o) 
wliere the suprenuirn is taken over all rectangles .b'l and in . and d{S\.S-2) denotes the distance 
between the sets S'l.S-^ C That is. <)(i'i.-^'2) = inf{|a: — .••(: x G Si..f G wiiere |  - |  is the 
-norm. 
In general, for a Borel-measurable function y  :  f f t  — r  I R .  we define tlie weighted U ' -norm of < j  by 
I (/jR : /^G[l.^). si'P{ltf(-)l"(-) : - € : p=3C. 
whore u( ) i.s a nonnegative weiglit function. We u.se this form of the norm to quantify the magnitude 
of n roal-valuofl function tj over IR. 
Finally, wo let D[—x:. denote tlie space of all real-valued functions on [—rc. DC] that are right 
colli inuous with left-hand limits. We equip this space with the Skorohod topology (see. e.g.. Billingsley. 
19(5,S. ppll 1-112). 
3.2 Asymptotic Null Distribution 
To establish the asymptotic distribution of and the test statistic ||^n||p under the null hypothesis, 
wo make the following assumptions: 
(.\.l) There e.xist positive real numbers C.r.O with r > ' id. Od < r such that 
p(k:ni) < C'lc~' rn^. 
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(A.2) Tlie r.f. Z ( - )  is stationary and the invariant CDF G'l and G'2 are continuous. 
It is well known that for a r.f. on with d > I. if the sizes of the sets b'l and i'-j in the definition 
(."{.5) are unrestricted, a /Kniixirig condition that requires "linu-^^y; x) = 0" forccs the r.f. to be 
//i-depetident (Douklian. To ensure validity of our results for a large class of r.f.s. we follow the 
standard convention that for any fixed distance k- between two sets 5i and S^- the />-rnixing coefficient 
becomes unbounded as the sizes of these sets tend to infinity, .\ssumption (A.2) is a smoothness 
coiulitioii on the invariant CDFs. .Vote that we do not require the knowledge of their parametric forms. 
The main result of this section is a functional central limit theorem (FCLT) for the difference 
process in (.5.1). Since P(lim|-|_.^ sri(-) = 0) = 1. we consider as a random element of the space 
^c]. equipped with the Skorohod metric. We show that under the assumptions (A.l) and (A.2). 
5,1 converges weakly to a continuous Gaussian process VV on [—x]. such that VV( ) has continuous 
sani[)le paths a.s. and VV'( —x) = VV'(x) = 0 a.s. The following theorem holds. 
Tlicorem 3.1: Under the asymptotic framework of Section 2.1. suppose that assumptions (.-V.l). 
(.\.2). and the null hypothesis //„ ; G'l = hold. Then, as « —x. 
^ VV. 
where -2. denotes weak convergence of random elements in D[—x. x]. VV(-) is a zero-mean Gaussian 
process with covariance function. 
"•(-I--!') = f '^1 i(-i J*) 
J O f  
—  r j ( - 1  • — . " < )  +  G o ' j i  - 1 . - 2  •  
H'( ) has continuous sample paths a.s. and VV'( —x) = VV(x) = 0 a.s. 
Proof: •See .Section 7.1. 
Theorem ;5.1 shows that, under tiie given asymptotic structure and the null hypothesis ; G'l = G->. 
the process converges weakly to a Gaussian process in D[—x. x]. The limiting distribution has zero 
mean and a covariance function that depends only on the joint bivariate distribution functions in 
and The normalizing constant depends on the growth rate A„. 
The null a.symptotic distribution or||^„||p can be determined as an immediate consequence of The­
orem .'{.I. as follows. 
Corollary 3.1: L'nder the same conditions cis in Theorem 3.1. as n —>• x. 
116.11;. ^ IIVVIIp: p€[I.x]. 
x> 
where here —r denotes weak convergence of random variables. 
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Proof; We use tlio Continuous Mapping Theorem (see. e.g.. Theorem 4.2.12 in Pollard. 19S-1). 
Lot //(•:;;) denote tlie CDF of |jVV||p sucli that H(::p) = /'(HVV'Hj, <;);;€ IR- Let <i,j(p) denote 
tlie o-ih c|uantile of i|VV||p. defined by = inf{c : H{z:p) > o}. where 0 < o < 1. We define the 
appro.Kiiiiate level-o hypothesis test as follows: 
Reject tlie null hypothesis l l „ .  if | |^n||p > '/i-a(p)-
Becau.se of {,'orollary .'{.1 and > '/!_.,(/>)) = «. this test has an asymptotic significance level of 
n .  However, the Cjuantiles of ||VV'||p depend on the joint bivariate distribution functions, and are not 
kiioun in practice. In the ne.xt subsection, we describe how to u.se the subsampling method to derive 
an estimator of these quantiles. while maintaining the desired significance level asymptotically. 
3.3 Hypothesis Testing Using Subsauipling 
The subsampling copy of in (-J-l) is defined as. 
= K"' 6 K. / = 1.2. - - /v. 
win^re is the subsampling copy of F„ r defined in (2.;{). A( is the growth rate of the subsampling 
regions, and A' is the total number of subsampling regions in /?„. Let Hn{\p] denote the CDF of ||^n||;,. 
and let the subsampling estimator of Hn[ \p) be denoted as 
k 
l U { z - . p )  =  A - ' - e / R .  
. = 1 
Then the following result liolds. 
Theorem 3.2: Suppose the conditions in Theorem .'{.1 hold. Furtiiermore. aissume the subsampling 
design ill Section 2.2. and suppose that ff( :p) is continuous, and that Xif\n —> 0. as n —> >c. Then, 
f o r  a n y  p  Q ,  [ 1 .  r c ] .  a s  u  y z .  
-//n(-:p)| 0. 
P 
where -4- denotes convergence in probability. 
Proof; .See Section 7.2. 
Consequently, under the conditions of Theorem .'5.2. tlie subsampling estimator of the sampling 
flistribution of li^nll;. provides a valid approximation to the sampling distribution of ||VV||p. Let <in(p] 
denote the a-th qiiantile of H„(:\p). defined by <ln{p} = inf{-r : H„{::p) > Q}. which is the [Ao]-
th order statistic of Here [x] is the largest integer not exceeding x. Then the 
apijro.ximate level-a hypothesis lest based on the subsampling method is: 
'i'l 
Reject the null hypothesis H o -  if > q i - a i p ) -
Since under //„. /^(||^ri| |,) > ( ] i - . , { p ) )  —i- a. as « —> >c. tiiis test has an asymptotic significance level of 
o. 
4 Prediction of Changes over Time 
In Section we have developed a test to detect changes in the SCDFs for a given region at two 
ilifrerent time ijoints. In this section, we develop a statistical method to (juanliftj further these changes 
hy a weighted integrated squared difference (WISD) between two SCDFs. as is defined in (l.IO). 
The W'l.SD is an unknown random quantity, whose realizations measure the discrepancy between 
the sample paths of the SCDFs at two time points. Ciiveti constants € f?. if the weiglit function 
((•(•) is an indicator function on (ri.CT)- then the WISD is a measure of the SCDF discrepancy for r 
values ranging between ri and z^- Hence the WISD can be used to assess the differences of the SCDFs 
where ; takes either subnominal. marginal or nominal values. 
Based on the finite samples {Zi («i ).•••. Zi ) } and (aj). • • •. Z-j(a v, )}. collected at sampling 
sites {-"<1. • • •. }. a reasonable predictor for .V->_ is the finite sample version .Vv„ defined in (1.11). 
For iiotational simplicity, we let .V„ = -I'v, - In order to measure the variability of .I'n and to make 
[jrr-diciion of .1'-^ at a desired confidence level, we again study the large-sample properties of .V„ under 
tlii^ asymptotic structure in Section 2.1. 
.\s it turns out. the limiting distribution of .V„ when the two invariant CDFs coincide (G'l = €!•>] 
is fliffereiit from that of .V„ when the two invariant CDFs differ (G'l ^ g->). Recall from Section 
we have developed a statistical test for the null hypothesis H,j : G'; = G'T. If the data provide strong 
evideiH-e that there are differences in the SCDFs over time, we can use the asymptotic distribution of 
.V„ for C't\ ^ G'-_> to quantify these differences. Hence we have a two-step inference procedure that first 
detects and then (|uantifies the changes over time. On the other hand, if the data do not show strong 
<'\ iflence against the null hypothesis, it is still of interest to predict the WISD .1'-^. 
The rest of this section is divided into three subsections. In .Section 4.1. we introduce some more 
definitions and notation. In Section 4.2. we slate the a.ssumptions and the asymptotic distribution of 
tiie predictor .V„. centered around the predictand .V^ and properly normalized. In Section 4.3. we apply 
the subsampling method and construct a prediction interval for .1'-^; at a given asymptotic confidence 
level. 
4.1 Definitions and Notation 
For a vector x = (xi. • • •. j-^)' G IR'^'- f/ > I. let |x| = (•'"il ll^ll = denote tlie 
aiicl /--iiorin of x. Let 2"*" denote the set of all nonnegative integers and ci = (QI. • • -.oj)' £ (2"^)''. 
We write x'^ - — nf=i 
u ( a )  =  /  f  ( a r  —  a ) ' *  —  ( r .  —  —  ( c  —  d s d x .  
J i O . l ] ' '  -/(O.l]' '  
n'(a) = f  ( j i  —  d . t .  
j i o i ] - '  
Here, recall from Section 2.1 that c G (0. 1]' ' determines the starting sampling site. 
Suppose / is a real-valued function on f?*': then let D'J' f denote the Oj-th partial derivative of / 
with respe<-t to its j-th argument and denote the differential operator D"' • - • D"^''. 
I 'lider the assumption of stationarity of tlie vector r.f. Z( ) in (1.5). we denote the invariant CDF 
of Z[( ) as in (l.(i). the joint bivariate distributions as in (••{..•{). (:5.-l). and the />-mixing coefficient as in 
Further, we define the bivariate joint probabilities involving ranges between ri and :•> as. 
t7ta--i.--L':«) = /'(ci < Z,(0) < r...-! < Zt(.s) <--.):/= 1.2. 
where ri. r_. G IR. and a G IR'^. 
Hecall from the asymptotic structure and the sampling design described in Section 2.1. the growth 
rati^ of the "increasing domain asymptotics" is A^. the infill rate is /(„. and the starting sampling site is 
f.'/i,,. whore c G (0. 1]"'. .\s it turns out. in the non-centered design, an appropriate normalizing constant 
for the predictor .l',i is 
f 
1  K K '  
G'l G-. 
; cj\ — cj->. 
\ iider appropriate conditions. Lahiri (1999) shows that a FCLT holds for each centered and nor­
malized FC'DF. That is. as n — 
-p 
where here —r denotes the weak convergence of random elements in d[—:c. DC] equipped with tfie 
Skorohod metric, and V''t(-) is a zero-mean Gaussian process with covariance function. 
la|=2 ' ' ' '  
for ri. Zj Q. IR. t = 1. 2. 
•2-1 
Flowover. (his is not enough for making comparisons between the SCDFs. because they only involve 
marginal properties. In addition, under similar conditions (to be stated in the ne.Kt subsection), the 
covariancos. E{On,\{:\)On,2(-2)) and £'(o„.i(c2)cin.2(-i ))• tend to 
V «(«)(«!)-' f 
= |/?or' V a(a)(a!)-' [ r,: 
lal=2 
as fj —r x;. 
Finally, let 
>,(ri.r-_)) = SI 1 (-1 •-^-j) — •-1') — <>'2i (-1 
l«l=i 
— D^Cr 12( ^ 2 • - 1 • ^) G22( ^  1 . -2-
where rj. ;2 € IFt-
4.2 Asymptotic Distributiou 
We now establish the a^syniptotic distribution of the centered and normalized WISD. 
y,. = br^i.vn - (-f.-l) 
where th<' normalizing constant is defined in (4.1). the predictor .X'n = .Vv„ Ji»d the predictand .1'-.; 
are defined as in (1.10) and (1.11) with R = Rn- The following assumptions are made; 
(13.1) There e.xisi positive real numbers C .  r . O  with r > ' . \ d .  O d  < r such that 
p ( / c : r n )  <  C ' k - ~ ' n i ^ .  
(tJ.'i) The vector r.f. Z ( - )  is stationary and the invariant CDFs G'l and G-> are continuous. 
(B..'5) For given ri.  ^ 2 € IR- i.J G {1.2}. the bivariate distributions satisfy. 
(i) G,j(ri. ^2: •) lias bounded and Lebesgue-integrable partial derivatives of order 2 on and 
(ii) for |Q:| = 2. there exist nonnegative integrable functions T i a . i j i - i  •  - - j -  • )  such that for all 
X..1 e ffi'' with | |x|| < 1. |D"G,j(ri.  ^ 2: « + a;) — £)"G.j(ri.  ^ 2: s)| < (cj. r2: «)• for 
some r/ > 0. 
(B. l) Tlierr exist constants C > 0.1/2 < " < I sucli that Xr|ct|=''•'•H S ~ 
G'a.-i)|\ for ail ci.r, € ir. « e ir'': i = 1.2. 
(B..5) (/im'"'A;')~' + (/inAn/log An)"' —> 0. as n  -J- >c. where - is as in (B.4). 
fffiKn(:) - 6'2(r)|<,-(r. r)'/-(r(r)f/r < >c and /^j [(T(r. r)(,-(r. c)]' ' '" u (r)Jc < >c. where o-(-.-) is 
defined in (."!.()) and <,'(•. ) is defined in (4.2). 
.\ow rewrite as 
>n = f b „  [(F,,,{.-) - F„ ,(--))- - (F^,i(--) - F.^.,(.-))-] a { z ) d z .  (4.5) j r 
.\ssiitnptions (B.l) -(B.o) are used to show a FCLT for the integrand in (4.5). The mixing a^ssumption 
(B.l) and the continuity assumption of Gt in (B.2) are the same as (.-V.l) and (.A.2). .Vssumptions in 
(B.;i) are .smoothness conditions for the joint bivariate distributions, viewed as functions of s at fixed 
zi and They are almost minimal for proving FCLTs. .\ssumption (B.4) is needed in proving the 
tightness of a process as a random element of the space D[—x:] and is a type of LipscJiitz condition. 
.\.-;sum[>tion (B.5) specifies the relationship between the growth rate A^ and the infill rate /in in the 
asymptotic framework. Finally, assumption (B.ti) is a condition needed to ensure the weak convergence 
of the integral in (4.5). 
I he main result for this section establishes weak convergence for the random variable i'n in (4.4) Jis 
follows. 
Thc!oroni 4.1: .\.ssume the asymptotic framework given in Section 2.1. and suppose that assump>-
tions (B. 1 )-(I3.(j) hold. Then, as ri —> >c. 
/  /^2(Ci(--)-G-,(--))y(--)«(--)t/-- : Cn^Ch. 
[ /^/2VV(--)y(--)tr(r)t/-- : C, = 63. 
P  
where —>• denotes weak convergence of random variables. Here (VV(-). V'(-))' is a vector Gaussian process 
with mean (0.0)'. The covariance function for y(-) is defined in (4.2). that for VV'( ) is a defined in 
(.•{.(j). and the cross-covariance function is r defined in (4..'5). 
Proof; See .Section 7.3. 
\\ lien the two invariant CDFs are not the same, the limiting random variable is a weighted 
[)roduct of the invariant CDF difference and tiie Gaussian process V'( ). Otherwise. is a weighted 
product of the two Gaussian processes. VV'(-) and V(-). The normalizing constant is the same as for 
the  individual  processes  On. t (  ) .  when C/ i  ^ G->.  but  i t  i s  sca led  up by a  fac tor  of  Xj/ ' .  when G' l  =  G-j -
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Ba.sod on Tiieoreni -l.l. a prediction interval for .1'^ can be constructed with an asymptotically valid 
preciict ion probability. Let denote the n-th quantile of the random variable The prediction 
interval 
l l - n  = {A : ~r,/2 < — A )< "i } 
attains a prediction probability of I — o. asymptotically. Because the asymptotic distributions depend 
oti population parameters that are not kiiown in practice, we use the subsampling method to estimate 
and 
4.3 Prediction Interval Using Subsampling 
I 'sitig the subsampling method described in Section 2.2. we define tiie subsample copy of .I'n and of 
.1'-^ as. 
•i;:' = f (F-Jr) - F,:',(r))-«(.-)r/.-. j m 
.V- = f ( f : : , { z ) -  F : - , { z ) ) - u : { z ) d = .  
j Si 
whi^re and ^ are defined in (2..'{) and (2.-1); i  = 1. • • •./\. Then the subsample copy of 
is y ' '  = 6/(.V,'' — A'^'). where the normalizing constant for is 6; = . if G \  ^  G'T. and 
hi = . if (^r'l = G'-j. We denote the CDF of y'-^ by //(;) = P(3'-v; < •)'• - € CDF of by 
//., (r) = l^(y„ < -): :  € H. and let the subsampling estimator of H„{-) be denoted as. 
k 
//„(r) = A-' n y r  <  = ) •  -  e r .  
1 = 1  
.Note that since the forms of y,i and J'-.; depend on whether G'l = so do tlie CDFs H(-). Hn{-) and 
//„(-). The following result holds. 
Theorem 4.2: Suppose tlie conditions in Theorem -t.l hold. Furlhermore. assume the subsampling 
design in Section 2.2. and suppose that //(•) is continuous, that Xi/X„ 0. hn/hi —i- 0 as r7 —r >c. and 
that the assumption (B.o) holds with A,, replaced by A/. Then, as f? —r >c. 
sup,g^|//„(--) - //„(.-)! ilo. 
where —j- denotes convergence in probability. 
Proof: .See Section 7.4. 
I'nder the conditions of Theorem -1.2. the subsampling estimator //n(-) of t'le sampling distribution 
//„(•) of >V, gives a valid appro.ximation to the sampling distribution H{•) of Let denote the 
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f>-tli (iiiaiitile of //n(). wliicli is tlie [A'a]-th order statistic of . •• •. . Again, [j] denotes tlie 
largfst integer not exceeding x. Then p(x : ~„/2 < 6n(.Vn — A") < 1 — a. as ri —r >c. 
{'oiisec|neniiy. tlie prediction interval. 
/ l — a  —  ( ' ^ n  \ — r t / 2 /  
attains a prediction probability of 1 — o. asymptotically. 
5 An Example 
In the .^arly I'jyOs. the United States Environmental Protection Agency and the United States Forest 
S''rvic(^ conducted an annual forest-health monitoring program in the .Vew England states. .\ selected 
indi<-alor of the forest health is the crown defoliation index (CDI) of red-maple trees in the range of 
[0. 100]. <-onstructed from measures of visible injury to the tree crowns and adjusted by the sizes of the 
trees. Estimation and prediction of the current status and the changes over time of the CDI values can 
be used to assess the overall forest healtli and detect its chang<?s. 
Lahiri. Kai.ser. Cressie. and Hsu (1999) analyze CDI values for red-maple trees in the state of .Maine 
at one t irne point [l = 1992) by constructing simultaneous prediction intervals for tlie SCDF. The spatial 
flomain of interest r C ir' is tlie state of .Maine. The 77 sampling sites where actual observations were 
made form an incomplete he.xagonal grid as in Figure :i(a). The he.xagonal sampling grid has actual 
spacing 27 km and is .set to /i„ = 1. The total size of the grid is determined by the growth rate 
A„ = lU/iri = lU. In order to apply the sampling and subsampling procedure described in Section 
2. the sampling grid is completed (Figure 3(b)) and the hexagonal grid is transformed to a square 
one (Figure :{(<•)). a^ follows. Cotisider a sampling site .so at the center of a complete he.xagonal grid 
/'(•to) = {.HI. • • (Figure .'{(b)). where there is no observed value at .to: the "most similar" hexagon 
of .s,,. say the hexagon /f(s,*) = • • •.•»,'} centered at s',. is selected and the observed value at site 
is n.seri as the imputed value for site so- The "similarity" between «ind /i(»n) is measured by 
th<- Euclidean distance between the observed CDI vectors (r; (.<«i ).•••. Ct(.s,;))' and (Cf (.si). •••. ;,(.<<,"))'. 
Tliis [)ro<-ediire is aimed at preserving the spatial structure of the CDI process. .-Vfter the imputation, 
no distinction is tnade between the imputed values and the observed data in the analysis. Next, for each 
saiii[)ling site .s in the he.xagonal grid (Figure 3(b)). a linear transformation is made to the corresponding 
location in the .scjuare grid. Because of the one-to-one relationship between the hexagonal and square 
grifls of sampling sites, the analysis of the data on the square grid is equivalent to that on the he.xagonal 
grirl. .More details can be found in Lahiri. Kai.ser. Cressie. and Hsu (1999). 
I'or the subsanipliiig design, the subsampling grid is defined to have spacing hi = 2//,, = 2 and 
the size of eacii subsampling region is determined by A; - 6li„ = (3. Each of the resulting K = 21 
subsanipling regions has points for use in computing F^' ^ in (2.4) and 9 points for use in computing 
in (2.;5). Let Li denote tlie set of indices for the 9 sampling sites and .V, denote the set of indices 
for the sampling sites in tlie /-th subsampling region /?.,:/= 1.-- -.21. Then the subsample copies 
of the I'X'DF Fn t and the SCDF t are 
F , =  1 / 9  ^  - -  e  R .  
j € L .  
F;- ,(--) = 1/:5G ^ G R .  
j€.V. 
as in (2.;{) and (2.-1). For this study, the spacing /)„ and the growth rate A„ of the original sampling 
region are fi.\etl: tiie choice of the spacing /i/ and growth rate A/ of the subsampling regions are based 
on the findings from the simulation study conducted by Kaiser. Hsu. Cressie. and Laliiri (1996). 
.Now. we shall apply the statistical methods developed in Section and 4 to compare foliage condi­
tions in the state of .Maine at two different time points (/ = 1992. 1993). We shall conduct hypothesis 
testing and construct prediction interval for the W'l.SD of the CDI values of red-maple trees, using the 
comi)lete sciuare grid of the actual and imputed data. The data imputation and grid transformation are 
[jerformeci ;LS in Lahiri. Kaiser. Cressie, and Hsu (1999). Figure -1 shows smoothed CDI surfaces (using 
S-Plus functions persp and interp) over the square sampling grids, based on the observed and imputed 
values and Figure superimposes the ECDF curves from both years. There seem no major differences 
or trends in the CDI values over the two years. 
Ba.sed on the method described in Section - i .  wp conduct a test of the null hypothesis H o  '• G \,yj2 = 
C/i,.,,.!. at significance level o = 0.1. The normalizing constant in is A„ = 10. hence = 10(F,. i — 
Fn •_')• and (^^-norms and equal weights for the test statistic ||^n||p. that is. p = 2 or 
>c. and (/(;) = 1; for all :  £ H. The scaling constant in is A/ = 6 .  hence = (5(F^'i — F^'v): 
/ = 1. • - •. 21. We use K = 21 and 1 — o = 0.9 in 7I_Q(/J) to obtain tlie [A'(1 — a)] = 18-th order statistic 
of 11^,"II;,. which is then used to estimate the 0.9-lh quantile of ||VV||p. Table 1 shows the observed test 
statistics ||^„||,,. the critical values for rejection f/o oip)- and the test results. For both p = 2 and p = x:. 
neither of the observed values exceeds the corresponding critical value. Hence we do not reject the null 
h\ [)otliesis. That is. there is no strong evidence that the foliage conditions have changed from 1992 to 
199:5. 
Based on the method described in Section -1. we construct a 90% prediction interval for the WISD 
. V - . _ .  c o m p a r i n g  1 9 9 2  a n d  1 9 9 : 5 .  T h e  n o r m a l i z i n g  c o n s t a n t  i n  i s  b „  =  A „ / / J „  -  1 0 .  i f  G ' l  G ^ .  
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and = Xijh,, = 100. if G\ = G'T. The scaling constant in — A(//i( = 3. if G\ ^ G'T . 
and = X f / I ' i  = 18. if G'l = G n -  Because there is no strong evidence that the invariant CDFs have 
changed over time, the prediction procedure for G'l = G'-j applies here. Hence, = IOO(.l'„ — .1'^) 
and = 18(.V,"' —.1'^'): /= 1.---.21. Two types of weigiit functions are considered, one witli equal 
weights u (r) = 1 for all and the otiier with a point mass at CQ: that is. if(r) = L if r = ro: = 0 
otiierwise. In the latter case, the WISD is the squared difference of tlie two SCDFs evaluated at the 
cut-off level C(). Following Lahiri. Kaiser. Cressie. and Hsu (1999). a CD[ value below 12.-5 indicates 
goofl t ree health and one above 12.5 indicates poor tree health- Hence we select ;o = 12..5. Note that the 
results in .Section 4 hold for a point-mass weight, as a direct consequence of the weak convergence of the 
integrand in (-1.5) evaluated at ro. We use the [2la]-th order statistic among estimate the 
o-th quantile of . Table 2 summarizes the observed predictor .IVj. the ratio between the estimated 
ciuantiles and the normalizing constant 6„ of .1',,. and the 909c prediction interval /q 9 of the WISD 
.1-^. 
From the statistical comparisons between the SCDFs given in Table 2. we conclude that there are 
no significant changes in red-maple forest health in Maine from 1992 to This coincides with the 
surface plots in Figure 4 and the ECDF plots in Figure -5. where the CDI values do not show great 
fliffercnce over time. 
6 Conclusions 
In tiiis paper, we have developed inference procedures to detect and quantify changes in the SCDFs 
at two different points in time for a given spatial domain of interest, using a fairly flexible asymptotic 
structure and subsampling method. Consequently, we have moved beyond e.xploratory data analysis of 
finite samples, such as can be found in Majure. Cook. Cressie, Kaiser. Lahiri. and Symanzik (199-5). to 
making probability statements about the changes in the underlying spatial random processes. 
Wo have used these procedures to compare foliage conditions of red-maple trees in the state of Maine 
over two years. The choice of scaling factors in the subsampling design is based on the findings from the 
simulation study by Kaiser. Hsu. Cressie. and Lahiri (1996), which is for the SCDF at one time point. 
It wouki be interesting to conduct a similar simulation study and find out the effect of the dependence 
within the Z(-) process on the performance of the subsampling estimates. 
Several assumptions have played crucial roles in the development of our results. One of them is the 
spatial stationarity assumption on the Z{ ) process, which may not be suitable for r.f.s that exhibit 
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iionstationarity. For example, the process Z\ and Z-j may have local ion-dependent means, say pi(-) and 
li-ji ). In this ca.se, we may consider additional model specifications such as with 
the stationarity assumption on e() = (f i(). instead of on Z() = (Zi (•). Z n ( ) ) ' .  As suggested by 
Lahiri. Kaiser. Cressie. and Hsu (1999). if there is additional reliable information, parametric models 
may be used instead of the nonparametric one here. Another assumption made for both the hypothesis 
testing and the prediction procedures in this paper is that only pairwise comparisons are made. One may 
<-onsider a more general approach so that simultaneous comparisons can be made for an arbitrary number 
o f  t i m ( >  p o i n t s .  I n  t h i s  r e g a r d ,  w e  c o u l d  c o n s i d e r  a  m o r e  g e n e r a l  v e c t o r  r . f .  Z { - )  =  ( Z I { - ) .  •  •  • .  Z T { - ) Y  
without assuming the longitudinal nature of the pro<-ess. Inf<?rence for these vector r.f.s will require 
further research. 
7 Proofs 
7.1 Proof of Theorem 3.1 
First, we introduce some more notation and state a lenmia. Then, we prove the FCLT of the process 
) defined in (."5.1). in two steps. We show weak convergence of finite dimensional distributions of 
^,:() in .Step I and show its tightness and almost-surely continuous sample paths of the limiting process 
in step n. 
Since the result is under the tmll hypothesis that : G'l = G'-j. we omit the subscript and let G 
denote invariant CDF for both r.f.s Zi(-) and Z->{-)- Let denote the inverse of G'(-). defined by 
(! '(r) = inf{i/ : G'(iy) > c}: r € [0. I]. 
W'e rescale .J„( ) in (-'{.l) to. 
( G - G  [ 0 .  I j .  
. \ow let Z t { » )  = G ( Z , ( . < « ) )  and V'(j«) = I { Z i ( s )  <  - )  —  I ( Z - j { s )  <  : ) :  . t  G R n -  ^ £ [0. 1]. Hence we can 
rewrite s,, ( •) as. 
In addition, let = [ { Z i ( s ]  <  z j )  —  I { Z n ( » )  <  z j ) :  s  6 /?«• ~ j  € [0. I], j  E  T L ^  •  Let the individual 
centered and scaled ECDF be denoted as. 
Notation 
(r) = - G(--)): z E R. I = 1.2. 
; { i  
ritoii. xn (;) = sn.i ( -) — " € IR- III a similar manner as for we rescale to. 
•V„ 
^n.r(--) =6..t(6-'(-)) = A;y-.V-' Y. • - € [0- !]• '  = 
1 = 1 
[•"iirther. we denote tlie rescaled bivariate distribution Ci,j(zi.z-^-.ii) by. 
• ~-j'--f) = O'ljiCr '(ri).G a Q . ri.r2€[0.1]. 
wlii-n- i . j £  {1.2). the rescaled Gaussian procrts VV by 1-V'( ) = VV'(G'~'(•)). and the covariance function 
ofVV(-) by. 
= |/?<)| '  f  dii izi  j n' (T(r,. ' ir< 
Kor a countable set .4. we let |.-l| denote the cardinality of .1; wherea:5 for an uncountable set .4 C 
we let |.4| denote the volume of .4. We now let ./„ = {j g 2'' : [j + c)/)„ € /?« } denote tlie indices 
of the sampling sites, according to the sampling design in Section 2.1. Then the collection of sampling 
sites {.HJ = (j + c)h„ : .HJ £ Rn-j S 2''} can be rewritten as 5,. = {MJ : j E In}- which has sample 
size = |^„ I = Furthermore, we let the indices of the unit cubes in R„ be denoted as. 
r,. = {i€ Z'': (i + (0. Ij-'in/?,. #0}. 
and lei the indices of the subcubes withiri each unit cube be denoted as. 
U „  i  =  U e T L ' ' • . { j  +  c ) h „ e { i  +  ( O A Y ) r \ R „ ] :  i e r , . .  
riien it is (\asy to check that 
.\ow. we split the sum in S .n t ( - )  into sums indexed by • :  i  G I ' n -  For € [0. 1]. f  G I R " ^ . 
t  = 1.2. and / € we let, 
1 lion, for ::i, r-_> € [0. I]. / = 1. 2. 
Vr. 
6 , ^  [ ( / ( Z , ( . s . )  <  -  ( / ( Z , ( . s . )  n ) ]  
i=:I 
*€f„ 
;{2 
Finally, for two real numbers u and r .  let u A r  and t i  V  r  denote the minimum and maximum of u  
ami ( . 
riif following lemma holds. 
LcMuiiia; L iider the asymptotic framework described in Section 2.1 and assumption (A.I), and 
sup[)ose for rj. r-.. € [0. 1]. / = 1.2. £"{«•„.t(ri. < <)„ ,(ri. r^); for all i E f 'n- Then. 
^ "'ri.ti-l • -2^')) < -2) + -•-'))• 
i € i n  
wlii^rc C is a positive constant that depends on d and />(•: •). 
Proof: This is a direct consequence of Lemma -l.l of Lahiri (U)99). W'e omit the details. • 
Proof of the Theorem 
.Siiicr ('{•) is continuous, by standard arguments (see. e.g.. Pollard. 198-1. pploo). it is enougli to 
show that, the rescaled process cotiverges in distribution to VV as random elements of D[0. 1]. where 
D[(). 1] denotes the space of all right-conlinuous functions on [0. I] with left-hand limits equipped with 
the Skoroliod metric. W'e use Theorem Lo.l in Billingsley (191)8) to prove the FCLT of «n(-) by showing 
weak convergence of its finite dimensional distributions in Step I and then establishing the tightness of 
a n d  a l m o s t - s u r e  c o n t i n u o u s  s a m p l e  p a t h  o f  V V  i n  S t e p  I I .  
S t )  p  I :  F i i u t t  d i n i i  i i s i o n a l  d i s l n b t i f t o n s  o / ^ „ ( - )  
First, we use Theorem ;5.1 of Lahiri (1998) to show a central limit theorem of for a given r G 
[0. 1], Recall that i a Z ) = V(.s.): r € [0. 1]. where r(.s) = /(Zi(s) < :) - /(Z,,(«) < -"). 
I'IKI'T t he stationarity assumption of the (vector) r.f. { Z ( s )  :  .T € the (scalar) r.f. {V'(S) : G /R''} 
is siaiioriary with mean £"(>'(0)) = 0 and P(|>'(0)| < I) = 1. The sum in ^n{~) has equal weights and 
. \ ' „ / r ;'A" '  ~ |/?o| > U. Define functions o 1 (A-) = k~' and g{"i) = tn''. such that the bound for p{lc:rn} is 
( 'n it . .Since r > and Od < r. we have 'a i (A-)f/A- < :x and (/(in)/—r 0. 
as n i  — r  ?c. Hence the conditions in Proposition ^5.1 and Theorem ;5.1 of Lahiri (1998) hold. Further, 
since h', '/ ' ~ |/?()| '/-An''".\'~'. we obtain, for a given r € [0. 1]. 
^n(--) ^ .V (u. l«or '  --;«)f/.s^ . 
P  -  i  '  lleri' —r denotes the weak convergence of random variables as ;i —r and. for s  G I R  and r € [0. I]. 
^(r.-- ;«) = E(V(0)>-(.s)) 
= G'l 1 (r. r: .*) — — Gi2(- - - : — •*•) + C2i{~- a). 
By similar arguments and tlie Cramer-Wold device (see. e.g.. Billingsley. 19(58. pp-l8--iy). for given 
- 1  •  • r. € [U. I], r € 
•VR, 
1 = 1 
.V ^0. <T( - J .  rt: 
: l  
^  . \  I  U .  I r t o l  "  1  /  c r ( : j .  j . k = i ,  
Hf-re denotes the weak convergence of r-dimensional random vectors as « —^ x and. for a € W* and 
-0.-. € [U. 1]. 
-  e ( y j ( q ) y k ( » ) )  
= 11 {^j • -A.-; •») ~ i2(-j • -A-: ••<) — C'• -J: —•») -r 
.Vote that (T(rj . '  f f f f t  a-(:j  .  s)d.H: Zj.  E [0. 1]. Hence the finite dimensional distribu­
tions of ^„( ) <'onvcrge in distribution to tiiose of VV(-). 
S t >  ! >  I I :  T i g l i t n c s . s  o f  
The proof is similar to that of Tlieorem 22.1 in Billingsley (19(58). W'e show that, for each f > 0 and 
// > 0, there e.xist a d S (0. 1) and an riQ S 2"^ such that. 
^ ( = ^ u P - - , < - . . < ( - - . + , 5 ) A i l ^ n ( ; 2 ) >  8<:) <  r / d .  (7.1) 
for all II > II,i and ri G [0. 1]. 
Recall that ii„i(zi.z2:i) = . z-j: Sj). For 0 < -i < < 1 and for .some 
constant C. it can be shown that. 
r,;|-))= = A:-;' ' .V- = E( ^ .V, «y)) '  < C'(--, -  Zi) = d„A = i • =-j). 
for all I G f t,. Hence, by Lenmia. for some constant C and C" = cc. 
e[Y1 «r..r(--i.--.;i))' < c(Ar;' '<),l,(r,.-,)-f A;ld,.,,(--1.--.)) 
< C"(A;;' '(--,-ci)-+ A;{ (--,-,-i)). 
t e f ,  
Fi.x ;i £ [0. 1]. f € (0. I) and // > 0. Choose no such that, for all r i  >  hq. fA^ < r-j — ri. Then, for each 
/  =  1 .  2 .  
e { l a = 2 ) - i n a  =  i ) y '  <  k - ' ' c " ( x l ' ' ( z .  -  -f xu=2 - -i)) 
< C"^(c2 — ri)-f~' -i-(r2 — 
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Lot // > By Tlieorern 12.2 of Billingsley (1968). for some constant c" (which depends on c"). 
for each t  = 1.2. 
P(ma.Ki<,<,„|,J„,j(ri + i» -6i,t(;i)l > f) < C" r7j-p-(2e'')~'. (7.2) 
.Vow. for ri <  : 2  <  z i  +  p .  t  =  1.2. (as in (22.17) of Billingsley (1968)). 
Kn,r(-:;) -^n.r(--l)| < [ i n . d z i  +  p )  -  L A  =  i ] \  +  •  
and lioiic-p. 
Slip.-,-i.mp!<n.((-2) -^n.((;i)l < ^nia.Vi < . [^n ,t ( r i +//>)-.t ( ) |  + . 
(7.3) 
Finall\-. with the choice of fA"'' <  p  <  c X n  ' ^ ' •  and by (7.2) and (7.3). for every n > HQ. 
+,npl6.(;2) - £n(;i)l > 8c) < P(siip,,<.^<.,+„p|^„.i(r-..) i(ri)| > -If) 
+ ^(SUP;,+r7,pi6l.2(-2) -^«.2(;i)| > -If) 
< P(nia.Ki<.<^|^„,i(ci + i p ]  -  ^„.i(;i)| > f) 
+  P(ma.>ci<,<„,|^„,2(::i +  ' p )  -^n.2(;i}| >  f) 
< Crn-p-e-'^. (7.-1) 
In (7.1). wo choose 0 such that C " i ~ ' ' S  < r j .  and i n  such that i n p  =  S .  We can find such i n  by choosing 
6(~^ X'U' < ni < t)f~'A^. Hence C" m-p-(~'^ < rjd and (7.1) holds. • 
7.2 Proof of Theorem 3.2 
The [)roof is similar to. but slightly more general than the proof of Theorem .-\.2 in Lahiri. Kaiser. 
C'rcssie. and Msii (1999). with a generalization from dimension cl = 2 lo d > 1. 
Let I denote the set of all i G 2'' such that the sciuare i.in + (—1/2. 1/2]''A; lies inside /?„. Then, 
by the subsampliiig design described in Section 2.2. |/ | = k. where k denotes the total number of 
siibsarnpling regions in /?„. Further, each subsampling region can be inde.xed by i such that = 
i.i„ + A//?o centered at iJ„: i G /- We cluster these overlapping subsampling regions into blocks such 
that any two blocks .separated by one or more blocks are appro.ximately independent. The indices of 
these blocks are collected in. 
j { j )  =  { i e r  : i 3 , , e  ( j  + (O. 1]' ')3A,}: j  € Z''. (7.5) 
Let 1 1 fleiiote the set of j  G 2'' such that . J  ( j )  ^  0. Theu. tlie tiumber of such blocks in /[ grows at 
th<- rate 
|/i|~|flo|A;5(:5A,)-'. (7.6) 
It cat! bo shown that there exists a constant C > 0 sucli that, for all n  >  C .  
1-/(J)I < (:U,/.i.)' ': for alii e (T.T) 
K > C-'(A„/.i„)'^ (7.8) 
.\ow. we relabel s/'( ): / = 1. • • in Section by ^,'*(•). where ^'*(r) = — /%'^(-))-
- -  e B i .  i  € /. Let H i ( z - . p )  =  Pdl^r'll;, < --) and H „ { z - . p )  = < -)• - ^ R -  Further, 
let the block sums be defined as S j { : : p )  =  ^(llsr'llp < - ) • : £  f f i .  j  E  l i  -  Then. 
< l->^(i)r': i€/i. (7.9) 
Hence, by .-ussutuption (A.l). (7.5)-(7.9). it follows that, given r € H. 
E { H „ { : : p ) -  H d : : p ) f  <  A " ' [  ^  P ) - ) E i S ^ { z :  p ) - ) ) ' ' '  
j e f i  k \ k - j \ < 2  
+ ^ Yi |Cov(ij-(c:p).5;;.(r;p))|] 
j e / ,  k \ k - j \ > 3  
< C'i/v~-|/iima.x{|./(y)|-
< C.X-'^Xf. (7.10) 
wiiere ("|. C'.j are positive constants. The last term in (7.10) tends to zero, because Xi/X,, 0. 
Hence, for all :  £  I R .  //„(r:p) — H i ( : : p )  —> 0. as n —r Becau.se |iVV||j, has a continuous CDF 
[[{•:p) on ff{ and. by Theorem .'{.l. Hn{-:p) and Hi[-.p) converge to it. Theorem 3.2 follows. • 
7.3 Proof of Theorem 4.1 
I'irst. we introduce some more notation. Ne.xt. we state and prove a few lemmas. Last, the weak 
convergence of in (-1.5) is proved for both G\ Gn and G'l = G'T. Eacli case is proved in two steps: 
we show the FCLT of the integrand in (4.5) using Lemma 1—I. and then, weak convergence of after 
the integration using Lemma 5. 
Notation 
Let 
tv.(--) = [(F„..(.-) - F„,-,(r))- - (F^,,(--) - F-..,(--))-] . 
:i6 
f v(6-i(.-)-G-,(,-))y(-) : G\^G-,.  
= < 
[ - iVVXrlVlr) : G,  = Gn. 
wli<T(^ c 6 Hi- Then >„ = i -n(~} u i z j c h  and L ~ ^ { : ) w { : ) d z .  where and are defined 
in tin? sintoriient of Tlieoreni l.l. In addition, we separate each of the integrals of y,^ and into two 
subparts. For .\f t  (0. x:]. let. 
>'r. = [  c „ ( : ) u { : ) d :  +  [  L „ ( : ) i L { : ) d :  
= >„..u+ (T.ii) 
>-v, = f r^(r)u(c)c/; + f r ^ _ { z ) u - ( : ) d z  
= y^ . . M+y^' '-  (7.12) 
Recall from Section -l.l that •-•.>;-'•) = ^(-i < ^ t ( O )  <  <  c-j): € S i .  
•t  € Hi' ' ,  and o„,{;) = \n^'  li~^ {Fn[(:] — :  E. IR. t  = l."2. L'nder a-ssuinptions (B. 1 )-(B.o). 
D  
o„j ~ V'f. as n —• tc. by Theorem 2.1 of Lahiri (1999). .Vow. let On(;) = o„.i(r) — o„,i'(r): :  ^  IR. 
. \ l s o  r e c a l l  f r o m  S e c t i o n  2 . 1  a n d  S e c t i o n  7 . 1 .  r ( j )  =  ( j  +  ( 0 .  l ] " ' ) / i n .  - / n  =  { j  E .  2 ' '  :  ( j  +  c ) / j n  € .  R n } -
and r „  =  { i e  2Z'- ;  { i  +  (0. 1]"') n ^ 
The first two lenmias are direct consequences of Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.;{ of Lahiri (1999). We 
restate them here only for the sake of completeness. 
Loiiiiiia 1: For the vector r.f. Z { - )  defined in (1.5). let : I R '  — > •  I R  denote a Borel measurable 
fun<- tion such that e(^ / j(Z(0))" ' j  < oc: for all  i  6 ( '„• Let V'(i)  = /  f-{Z(s))I{s € (* + (0.  I] ' ' )  Pi R,,  )ds 
denote random variables satisfying £"(>'(i)) = 0. |>'(t)| < I. and Zr(|V(i)|-) < ()„: for ail i € Then, 
under the asymptotic framework in Section 2.1 and assumption (B.l). 
^ c-(A^''j;i+ A:^Jn). 
I6f„ 
where f is a positive constant that depends on d  and p { - :  • ) .  
Proof; See the proof of Lemma -t.l of Lahiri (1999). O 
Loiiiiiia 2; Let /?', = (n„i.6„i) x • • • x [un^.h^j) denote a rectangle in J?'' such that |/?^| > C > 0: 
for all n > 1 and /?,.n0. Let ./^ = {j € Z'' : r(j)n/?„nand V'(i) = /r,j,nR„nfii ^(-1 < 
•^1 (••<j ) < --j) - < -^1 («i < -2) — /(^i < Z-iinj) < :i) + I< Z^is) < zn)da-. j E Jn- Assume the 
asyniptotic framework given in Section 2.1. and suppose that assumptions (B.1)-(B.3) hold. Tiien. for 
given zi .  z-j  € IR. 
£•( V'(i))"' < CI,l\Rl\ .  
ieJ" 
wli<>rc C  is a positive constant that depends on d .  />(•: •). and '  = I---
Proof: See the proof of Lemma -l.^i of Laiiiri (1999). • 
Leiiiiiia 3: .Vssiime the asymptotic frame\s'ork given in Section 2.1. and suppose assumptions (B.l)-
(13.;!), and (B..j) hold. For Zk € IR. k = 1.2. and j € Jn- l<?t 
>';.•(>) = J _ < rt) - ! ( Z i ( t s )  <  r*..)) -  (/(Z-j(.<y) <  z ^ )  -  /(2r-j(j«) <  c*.-)) d s .  
Then, for giveti rj. Q .  I R .  
Y i  H  « ( a ) ( « ! ) - '  f  _  D « G - n ( - - , . . - . : . H )  
|a|=-' 
—  0 ' i - j ( z i -  z - j : •») — 6" 1 -J(r-J. ri;.«) 
+  + « ( ! ) ) •  
Proof: Let } ' r ; , ( j )  = [ ( Z , ( s j )  <  Z k ]  -  l ( Z , { s )  <  Z k ) :  t  =  1.2. k  = 1.2. Then. 
^ k U )  =  f  >'IA(J) -  >K-(I)F/'»-
j r ; j i n r „  
j € J n  j e J n  j ^ J n  j € J n  j € J ^  j ^ J n  
-  e [  ^ y . i u )  ^ y r a j ) )  +  £•( j 2  >V.(i)). 
j e J , .  j e J „  j & J n  
= [ \ l u  —  i v i n  —  1 - 1 1 , 1  + ll2ri-
I lieii. using arguments similar to tho.se used in the proof of Lemma -1.2 of Lahiri (1999). under the 
n.ssumiJtions (B. 1)-(B..'5) and (B.5). we obtain. 
I n u  =  \ R ^ A X i h l  Y .  a ( t x ] { a \ ) - '  (  D " 6 - „ ( - i  • - - 2 :  • • ' ) f M l  + « ( ! ) ) :  
|a|=. 
• •  V  c i { c t ) { c x \ r '  f  D«6-r,(--,.--,:.,)f/..(l +o(l)). 
101=2 j hi'' 
: |/?o|A;(/); V «(a)(a!)-' /" D"6-,2(--2.-'i:  ^ •<)f/«( 1 + «(1))• 
|at|=2 
/l2n 
hi: ,  
Hence I l ie result of the lemma holds. • 
L(;iiiiua 4: .-V-ssimie the asymptotic framework given in Section 2.1. and suppose assumptions (B.l)-
(B..'{). (B..^) hold. Then, for any given oi. • • •. Or G ffi. Zi.---.ZrE: JR ('• € 2"*"). 
^ fU-(o,..,(->)-o,.,.,(c,.)) ^ ajafc<.-(rj . rfc) I . 
wli<Ti- il<'iiotf>s weak convergence of random variables as « —>• On.i()- •.>(•). and (,(•. •) are defined 
in Section -1.1. 
Proof: Note that. 
r 
^ ' U ( o „  i ( r f c )  -  0 „ , v ( r f c ) )  =  ^  /  f { Z i ( s j )  <  : k )  -  I ( Z i { a )  <  : k ]  
k = i  fc=i 
-  <  - - f c )  +  f ( Z n { . H )  <  : ^ ) d a  - T  b M - y n h i r '  -
X V  U k  f  l { Z i  («) < Z k )  -  G i ( Z k )  -  l { Z 2 ( s )  <  Z k )  +  G 2 { z k ) d s  
k = i  
= hn + i'sn • 
By Letiiiiia 1.8.1 of Ivanov and Leonenko (1989) and the boundary condition of /?o. the second term 
/•j„ tends to zero in mean squares. Hence it remains to prove the weak convergence of I\„. Here the 
""blocking" method of Bernstein (1944) is employed. Let {Ai^} and {A^n} denote two sequences of 
positivi- numbers such that X-^n/lhi E 2"*". and 
+ l/A-.>n + A-..„/Ain + Ain/An —rO. r t  y z .  
Let A;j„ = A],, -i-A^n and A„(«:0) = (t4-(0. l]' ')A3n. Each cube A„(i;0) is further partitioned into "big" 
blocks of (long) side length Ai,, and "liltle" parallellopipeds with at least one (short) side of length A-jn-
l.et /( 1. /) = [.sj,. .si, + Ai„ ). I('2. i) - [.si, + Ai„. si, + Asn). e G 0 = { 1. "2}'' and €Q = (1. • • •. 1)'. Then 
A,,(t:c) = X X i = ('i. • • •. '<;)' defines the blocks, resulting in the "big" block 
when e = e„ and the ""little" parallellopipeds when e ^ Co- Note tlrat the volume of a block A„(«'.€) is 
|A„(/:€)i = A;.,A!f~''- where q is the total number of "long" sides. Hence |An(t:c)| = o(|A„(i: eo)|) as 
It  ^  -yz.  for all e ^ Cy 
we e.xpress /i„ in terms of the "big" and "little" blocks. Let ./i„ = {/ G 2'' : A n ( t : 0 )  C Rn} 
denote inflices of nonboundary blocks and let j^n = {» € 2"' : An(i:0) PI /?„ ^ 0. A„(t:0) n ^ 0} 
(lenote the remaining indices. Let the sum over single cubes of r(j) be denoted as. 
y j  =  f  .  r { z i ( 3 j ) < z , . ) - i { z , i ' * } < ~ k )  
k^l 
-  <  Z k )  +  l ( Z 2 { » )  <  Z k ) d » :  j  e  . / „ .  
for i  € - J i n . e  E  0 -  that is. over the nonboundary blocks, define the random variables. 
r(i:e) = Y. 
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[•"or i  € tlial is. over the boundary blocks, define. 
>•('•: 0) = Y1 
Tlioti. it follows that,. 
/in = 51 H H 
e ^ d i ^ j x n  leJi, 
= 53 V(i";eo}+ Y. H H ^•('•••0) 
= A In + /l2n + /l3ri • 
.Note that /\'-j = |./-jnl < C(<-/)(AN/A .3N)'^~' and |Ar,(*:0)l = AG^. By assumption (B.l) and by 
Lemiiia 2. 
/i3n = ^(11 ^'(':0))' 
k . - l  
< Y1 - 1) V 0)A3„:Al)ma.v,-g^^,__£-(>-(i:0))-
A:=0 
< C(A3„/A,.)(A^r')-
where C is a positive constant that depends on d. p{-: •)  and r. By similar arguments, since A'l = 
|./ir,| = 0(A„/A.-J„)' '. |.A„(».e)| < AI~'A-J,I. and the distance between A„(/:e) and A„(j;e) is (|»—J| — 
I)-VJ„ + A-_.,.. we obtain. 
A-.. = E 
< £•( 53 
< C\Ji„\(\+Yk-''-'p{{h - 1)A3„ + A.„:Af-'A--n) ) ElVfi: e))" 
V i=i / e*Co 
< C(A,./A3,.)' '^A^'^-^(A--./A„)^(A,„/A3,.). (7.14) 
where ( ' is a constant that depends on d .  p ( - : - ) .  and r. With the choice of Ai„ ~ A„/logAr] and 
(it^ / -A-.'„ ~ A„ logA„. the two terms in (7.13) and (7.14) tend to zero and. 
£• (E«;.^«(--fc) -  ^  >-(i:€o)| -> 0. (7.15) 
V'-"' i ^ j l n  /  
.\ 'e.\t. nole that for the given choice of Ain and Asn- by assumption (B.l). 
|/:(e.xp(// ^ Y[i,e^)))- n E(exp(|-/V-(.-:£o)))| < C(d)\.JM>^n^-\Rn\) 
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(7.16) 
wliii'h leiicis to 0. rj —r >c. 
I.t't .V(£) = V'(i:eo) denotf' a triangular array of independent random variai)les with .V{i) having 
tlu- same distribution as V(*:eo). Then, by Lemma l-;{ with A„ replaced by Ain. .V(i) satisfies the 
Lyapounov's Condition (see. e.g.. Theorem Billingsley. 113(58). Hence, •V(») converges in 
tlistribiition to a Gaussian distribution that has mean zero and variance Yl'j = i Z^I- = i -fc). By 
(7.1-^) and (7.1(5). the result of the lemma holds. • 
The following lenmia is used to establish the convergence after the integration of t-",i( ). 
Loiiiiiia 5: Su[5pose that J'n A/ and ' are defined in (7.11). .u and are defined in 
(7.12). .\l.-;o suppose that. 
(C.l) for all M  > 0. y „,\r as ri —> 
((•.2) for all f > 0. sup,, P(|>'^"'| > f) -j 0. as x:: 
((•.;5) for all ( > 0. P(|>t:"'| > f) -+ 0. as M  - >  >c. 
Then. >„ = yn.M + ^ J'TC- where denotes weak convergence of random variables as n —>• x;. 
Proof; Suppose f  :  I R  I R  i s  uniformly continuous and bounded by C / .  [t is sufficient to show 
t l ' a t  / : • ( / ( > > , ) )  E { f ( y - ^ ) )  a s  n  
Su[)pose ( > 0. Since / is uniformly continuous, there exists a d > 0 such that. 
/^•(l/(>'-.)-/(>n,.u)|/(i>;"'|<d)) < c/2. forall n > I..\/ > 0. (7.17) 
By a.ssumption (('.2). there exists an M i  such that. 
sup„/'(|>"^-*^'| > (J) < c / { 4 C f ) .  for all .\/ > .\/|. (7.18) 
Since /  is bounded by C /  and (7.18) holds, for all n  >  I .  M  >  .\/i.  
E { \ f { y „ ) - f { y „ . . w ) \ i i \ y i " H > s ) )  <  2Qsup„P(|>-<-"'l >  < ) )  <  ('-19) 
llonce. ijy (7.17) and (7.19). for all r i  >  1 and . \ f  >  M i .  
E : { \ f { y n )  -  /(>-,...U)l) = E(I/(>V.) - /(>„..v/)|/(I>;V"'| < <>)) 
+ £:(l/(>n) - f ( y n ..xf) \ r { \ y i " ^ \  >s ) )  
< f/2 + </2 = «. ("-"-^O) 
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Nt^xi. siii<-o /  is Liriifornily continuous and bounded by C ' j .  and assumption (C.3) holds, by the same 
. i r i ^ u m c i i i . s  ; u »  f o r  ( 7 . 2 0 ) .  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a n  M - >  >  0  s u c h  t h a t ,  f o r  a l l  M  >  M ^ -
£• (l/O'^ .u)-/(>•.. )l) <<- (7.21) 
.\Iori>over. because assumption (C.l) holds, by the Portmanteau Tlieorem 2.1 in Billingsley (19(38). 
we have, for all M. there e.xists an .V > 0 such that, for all n > .V. 
E ( \ f ( y . M ) -  f ( y ^ . M ] \ )  < c .  (7.22) 
Now. let m '  =  m l  V .U-.'. By (7.20)^(7.22). for all m  >  m '  and i i  > .V. 
^•(l/OV.) -/(>"^)l) < /r(|/(>,) -/(>v...u)i) + ^ (l/(>n..u) -/(>-^..v/)|) 
+ ir(l/(>'-...u)-/(>•-. )l) < a 
Proof of tlio Theorem 
i :  ( t ' l  c i n  
C o n n  l y t  t i n  o f  i ' , i  ( • )  
ti/ 1 III this case. = An / '„ • Rewrite '•,i(-) as. 
r,.(;) = -6-'(o...,(--)-o,..•,(--))-+ 2(F,.,(.-)- F..,.(--))(o,.i(--)-O,,.,(,-)): zelR. 
B>' l.emnia 1. a finite dimensional weak convergence holds for o,, = o„,i — .N'ext. t he tight ness of 
Or,( ) and almost-sure continuous sample paths ofy(-) hold, since they hold for both On i(-) and On.i '(-) 
•p t *  
Ijy similar arguments in the proof of Theorem 2.1 in Lahiri (1999). Hence. On —?• V. where —r denotes 
weak convergence of random elements in D[—yz. x:] as —r rc. 
{  / 1  
Now, by similar arguments as in the proof of Theorem C5.1. tlie FCLT liolds for A'r,'"(F„,f — G't); 
/ = 1.2. Hence, for a given r G IR. /r(Fn ,(r) —G'r(r))- = and t( -) -?• G't(r). as —j- >c. .Note 
that tiie se<-ond term in i"n(-) dominates the first term. By Slusky's Theorem. t.'n i'->, = 2(G'i —G'2)V. 
where denotes weak convergence of random elements in D[—yz] as n —> tc. 
C o n n n j i  n n  o f  L  „ (  =  ) u  ( : ) d :  
• p  
W'e check the conditions (C.1)-(C.3) in Lemma 5. Since t'n —>• and by the Continuous .Mapping 
Tlieorem. y,, \f ^ y\...\r'- for all .1/ > 0. By the FCLT of and Lemrna 3. = 4(G'i(r) — 
'iiid F(i.rj(r)-) = F(i'^(c)-)(1 +o(l)). Hence, given an .\f > 0. by the Cauchy-Schwarz 
Iiif'ciiiality, 
P { s u p „ \ y : , ^ " \  >  e )  <  P(sup,. /" |t„{.-)i.r(.-)r/.- > 0 
< f"'sup„ f  u(r)c/r 
•/|-i>A/ ^ ' 
<  f-' f  c ( E { u ^ { : ] - ) y ^ \ - (  =  ) d z .  (7.2:5) 
u lu-n^ ( • is .1 positive constant. By assumption (B.(j). llie term in (7.2."{) tends to zero, as M  — r  x .  
Similarly, as M —• >c. > f) —> 0. Hence we can apply Leiimia 5 and conclude that, as n —r 
J,- c/i = c;-j 
f ' o n t )  i y <  n o  o f  i „  ( • )  
III this ca.se. b„ = Rewrite f„(-) a^i. 
= -/'n(o„,i{--)-o„,2(--))-+2A;5^-(F,.F,.,2(-))(o„,,(--) -On,--£#?. 
(7.24) 
V  In the proof of Case 1. we have shown that o,,  -  On.i — 0,1.2 Rpfall from Section :{. 
when d i  — C/-J. = An^"(F„,i — F„.l>) 5- VV" as n  —>• Iti both ca.ses. denotes weak convergence of 
raMdoni functions on the space D[— >c. >c]. equipped with the Skorohod metric di. By similar arguments 
;us in I.emma -I, the finite dimensional distributions of the vector process (<^„.On)' converges weakly to 
those of the (laussian process (VV. V')'. wiiere VV(-) and y(-) have cross covariance function i (-. •) defined 
in (-l.;{). 
.Now. define the metric (/•_. on the product space D[—5c] x d [ — y z .  ^ c]. such that 
•  < J I ) ' .  i h - u - i Y )  =  d x i h . h )  V 
where ( J i .  ( J  \ Y  . [ ! • , . < ] • > ) '  e D[->c. Dc] X D [ - y z .  >c]. Since both ^„(-) and 0 „ { - )  are tight. (6.()- o„())' is 
also tiglil. This, together with the convergence of the finite dimensional distributions of (^,,.0,,)'. implies 
that (^„.o„)' —r (VV. V)'. where —> denotes weak convergence of random elements on D[—:c. ^c] x 
D[—^. >cj. equipped with the metric f/o. 
Ilence. by the Continuous Mapping Theorem. in On —T VVV. as /I —> :?c. Since the process (Or,.i(-^) — 
^ T* 'P 
o,, •_'(;))" is tight and //„ —r 0. from (<.24). we have c,, —> 2VVV. where —>• denotes weak convergence of 
random elements in D[— 
r o i i n  r r j ,  n o  o f  i r , { : } u  ( : ) d :  
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Tlu> proof is similar to that of Case 1. The clifTerence is in tiie proof of (7.23). Since L „  — r  .  
n -p 
^ VV". o„ —>• V. H'( ) and V(-) are Gaussian processes, by the Caiichy-Schwarz Inequality. 
> 0 < p i ^ n p n  f  |lV.(.-)|« (--M-->0 
<  €-'sup„ f  ( E { i „ ( z ) - o . ( z ) - ) y ' \ - { z ) d :  
<  f - '  \  c [ E [ W { z ) - \ { z ) - ) \ ' ' v v { z ) d z  
<  C ( E ( V V ( ' ^ " ' ( E ( Y ( R ) - ' ) )  ' ^ \ i - ( z ) d z  
<  f-' f  C - M z . z ) a ( z . z ) y ' - u - i z } d z .  (7.25) 
•/l.-O-U 
for some positive constants C  and C " .  By assumption (B.6). tiie last term in (7.25) tends to zero, as 
M  y c .  •  
7.4 Proof of Theorem 4.2 
Let denote .1'^ restricted to the region and let 
k  
f f „ { z )  =  A - '  ^  - -  €  R .  
1 = 1 
Following the same arguments as in tlie proof of Theorem 3.2. we obtain, for all c G IR. 
E { H „ ( z ) -  H „ { z ) ) -  -r 0. (7.2(5) 
as II —r s:. 
Fi.K c > 0. By the continuity of h ( - ) .  which is the CDF of y ^ .  tiiere e.xists an q  >  0  such that 
{ :  +  n )  -  i :  -  n ) \  <  f -  let D n  =  -  - l - ' - v . ( / ? • •  ) I  >  ' / ) •  tfie'i- f o r  z  E  I R .  
P { \ n „ i  =  )  - //,.(--)! > 4e) < P(|/7„(r + r , )  -  H „ { z  -  r,)| > 3f) + P(D„ > c) 
< c[ c - - E { f f „ i z  + r , )  - //,.(-- + r;))= +f--E(/y„(_- - r , )  
- //„(---,/))'] +c-'P(6,|.i-::, ' - .V^(/?.,)| > n ) .  (7.27) 
for some constant C .  By (7.2(i). the first two terms in (7.27) tend to 0. Let b j  = if g'l ^ G'T. 
and hj' = x ' ' l i ~ ' .  if G'l = g - > -  Becau.sc the assumptions (B.l)-(B.6) iiold witli A/. Theorem 4.1 liolds 
with A„ replaced by A;. Hence. b ' ( . V ^  — .V^(/?.i)) as random variables. Since 6/ = b j { h „ / f u )  
'V' 
and hnjhi —+ 0. we have 6('.V.^' — . \ ' ^ { R . i ) )  —> 0. as n  —> oc. Hence, the last term in (7.27) tends to 0 
•p 
and hence. I f n ( : )  —  f l n ( ~ )  —>• 0 as ri —r rc. for all z  Q .  I R .  Becau.se has a continuous CDF //(•) on 
IR and. by Theorem 4.1. ff„{ ) converges to it. Theorem 4.2 holds. • 
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Tablr I fiosults of tlic hypothesis test Ho '• = ("'ly-'a- -it significance level 
n = 0.1. using test statistic ||<^n||p: P =p= 
(''-norm Observed ||^n||p 'la •AP] Conclusion at o = 0.1 
p = -2 0.38 0.52 Do not reject 
[J = ^ 0.19 0.20 Do not reject Ho 
fable •; 90Vc prediction intervals for .1'-^. the weighted integrated square dis­
tance (WISD). with equal weights t£(r) = 1 for all r and with point 
weights u {r) = I{: = 12.5). 
Weight Function Observed .V„ " O A ) - , / b n  "0 <:'r,lbri 
(r(r) = 1 for all :  E, IR 0.1-100 -0.07(50 0.0940 (0.047. 0.220) 
a-{:) = /(.- = 12.5) 0.0015 -0.0035 0.0089 [0.000. 0.005) 
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E-'igiire 1 An illustration of tlie asymptotic structure and the sampling design: 
(a) sampling region Rn-i and a square grid of sampling sites (in •) 
with sample size (b) sampling region /?„ and a square grid of 
sampling sites (in •) with sample size 
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(a) 
(b) (c) 
Figure '1 An illustration of the subsampling ineihod; (a) all subsarnpling re­
gions inscribed in /?„: (b) a coarser grid of subsampling sites (in •) 
in one subsampling region; (c) a finer grid of subsampling sites (in •) 
in the same subsampling region. 
(a) 
o 
3 
C 
o  0  
c c 
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(b) (c) 
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X 0 0 o X o 
Figure 15 Locaiions in Maine for sampled data (in o) and imputed data (in x): 
(a) the incomplete hexagonal grid: (b) the conipleted hexagonal grid; 
(c) the transformed square grid. 
[•igure 1 Smoothed surfaces of the crown defoliation index (CDI) values over 
the square grid of sampling sites in different years: (a) 1992; (b) 199:5. 
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Figure 5 Empirical cumulative distribution functions (ECDT) of the crown 
defoliation index (CDI) values for 1992 and 1993: the CDI value 12.5 
is featured. 
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COMPARISON OF SPATIAL CDFS FOR TWO REGIONS 
A paper to be submitted to Probability Thtory and Rtlaltd Fields 
Jun Zhu. S. N. Lahiri. and Noel Cressie 
Abstract 
A spatial cumulative distribution function (SCDF) is a random function that provides a statistical 
sumtnary of a random process over a spatial domain of interest. In this paper, we consider spatial 
proi-esses and establish statistical methodology to analyze difTerences in the SCDF over two neighbor­
ing rogioii.s. W'c develop a hypothesis test to detect a difference in the SCDF over two regions, and 
We constru'-t a prediction interval to quantify this difference, using a spatial bootstrap method. For 
illustration, we apply these inference procedures to compare the SCDFs of simulated random fields. 
1 Introduction 
.Measurements over regions of interest are often modeled as a spatially distributed random process. In 
this article, we are interested in a random field (r.f.) with continuous spatial inde.K. .\ spatial cumulative 
distribution function (.SCDF) is a random function that (jrovides a spatial statistical summary of a r.f. 
Heccntly. statistical inference for the SCDF over a given region has been developed (Lahiri. 1999: Lahiri 
et al.. 1999). This paper extends earlier results, to inference for comparing two SCDFs over different 
rr-gi(jns. Finite sample properties of the inference procedures arc illustrated with simulated data sets. 
W'e consider a r.f. with contitnious spatial inde.\. 
{Z(a) ; 6 /?}. 
where Z(.s) is a random variable at the spatial location s and R C IR'^ is a spatial domain of interest. 
Its SCDF is defined as. 
( 1 - 1 )  
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where |/^| = denotes the volume of R. and /(.-I) is the indicator function, equal to 1 if the 
-Statement .1 is true and 0 otherwise. .Vote that is a random cumulative distribution function 
(CDF): it is a function of actual and potential observations, of which any realization is a CDF that is 
right continuous and increases from 0 to I. 
The SCDF is an effective summary of the r.f. Z( ) over a given region of interest. Overton (1989) 
proposes the u.se of the SCDF in the conte.vt of analysis of survey data from the National Surface Water 
.Surv<>ys. The SCDF it.self represents the proportion of volume in R where the value of tlie r.f. does not 
e.xcecd a cut-olf level r. In addition, all spatial moments, areal proportions, and spatial quantiles ran be 
r<covered from the .SCDF. For e.xample. the regional mean of the Z() process. Z{R) = J/j Z[»)ds. 
is cciual to f zdF-^(:: R). Hence, the SCDF can be thought of as a basic (random) functional whose 
[jropi^rties can be used to summarize the r.f. 
The .SCDF may sometimes be confused with, but in fact, is different from, the marginal CDF. 
a.ssociated with the Z process at the spatial location .<». The SCDF. F^{-: R). is a sunmiary .statistic of 
the Z{-) process over the entire region R. whereas the marginal CDF. G'(-:.!<). is a fi.xed parameter o{ 
the r.f. Z{-] at a given spatial location s. If the r.f Z(-) is stationary, then G'(r:jt) = G'(r:0) for all 
•s. where it is assumed without loss of generality that 0 6/?- Further. E[F^{z: R)) = t/(r;0). for all 
r G IR\ that is. the average of the SCDF is the marginal CDF. 
.\ commonly used predictor function of the SCDF is the empirical CDF (ECDF). Based on a finite 
sample {Z(.<<i ).•••. Z(s.v )}• observed at known spatial sampling sites {ai. • • •. .f.v }. we define the equal-
weight FCDF as. 
I siiig an asymptotic framework and a subsampling method. Lahiri et al. (1999) predict the complete-
data -S(T3F (l.l) using the ECDF. and construct large-sample prediction bands for the SCDF that 
achieve desired confidence levels asymptotically. Lahiri (1999) gives further theoretical results for the 
SCDI". In this paper- we shall use a similar asymptotic fratnework but a different resampling method. 
Here we consider comparing the r.f.s. {Zi(s) : a € /?i} and {Z-jis) : s € Ri}- over two spatial 
ri gions Ri and R-j that partition the region R (i.e.. R = R^ U R-i)- .-Vssociated with each region Rr 
inde.xed by r = 1.2. we define the SCDF as. 
6 - ( - : . < )  =  P ( Z { ^ )  <  = ) :  :  e  I R .  
.V 
F.yiz: R) = .V-'  ^  /(Z(.^,) < -): r G R-
I { Z r ( i f )  <  z ) d a :  z e I R . r = \ . 2 .  (1 .2)  
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ami tlio marginal CDF as. 
G'r(.:: •») = P(Zr{s) < •;): : E IR. s E Rr- r = 1.2. (1.3) 
Tor a finite sample {Zr(ifr.i)- • • • • Zri^r .\\.)} from the Zr(-) process, observed at fixed sampling sites 
{.Hp I. • • •. Sr.A,. } C Rr- the ECDF is defined a:^. 
In this paper, we shall e.vtend the statistical methodology for inference on a single SCDF (1.1) to 
iiiforcnce on two SCDFs (1.2). and draw conclusions on the difference in the r.f.s for two different 
rt'gions. 
'I hroughout this paper, we restrict attention to the following conditions. 
(.\.l) The domain of interest is in two dimensions: that is. cl = 2. 
(.\.2) Two regions Ri and R^ are separated by a straight line and the origin 0 of the region R is on this 
dividing line. 
(.-\.;{) Each r.f. {Zr(a) : € /?r} is stationary. Hence, the marginal CDF is location invariant and is 
where G'r(;:0) is defined in (1.3) and 0 is the origin on the boundary of the regions Ri and /?•_>. 
nenceforth. we assume that G ' r (  ) is continuous and call it the invariant CDF the r.f. Zr{-) 
over the region Rr-
(.\. l) The overall r.f. { Z i { s )  : n  6 /?i} U ( Z - j ( s )  :  s  E  R - j }  satisfies a mi.xing condition sucli that the 
dependence within the r.f. becomes weaker as the spatial locations become further apart. A 
precise description will be given in Section 3.1. 
I he statistical inference for comparing the SCDF over regions is based (in this paper) on two 
procedures. The first procedure is a formal test of the null hypothesis. 
(1.4) 
denoted bv. 
GV(c) = 6V(r:0); r=1.2. (1.5) 
Ho ' GI — G 2. (l.G) 
versus the alternative hypothesis. 
: Gi Gn. (1.7) 
wli^re fr'r( ) is defined in (1.5). We use the differeiK-e process between tlie two ECDFs. 
F y . i i z :  R i )  -  F V 2 ( - - : €  iR. ( 1 - 8 )  
. 'Ls the test statistic, derive its large-sample distribution, and propose a test criterion that guarantees a 
desired significance level jisymptotically. If the null hypothesis is rejected in the first procedure, then we 
continue with the second procedure, where we quantify tiie difference by a weighted integrated squared 
distance (WI.SD) between the two .SCDFs. defined as. 
where « (•) is a fi.xed non-negative weight function. The predictor for the W'lSD we use is the weighted 
integrated squared distance between the ECDFs. defined as. 
.\fter deriving the large-sample distribution of the predictor .V.v. we construct a prediction interval for 
.IV achieves a desired prediction probabilil\- asymptotically. 
For the large-sample properties of (1.8) and (1.10). we adopt some fairly general assumptions and a 
fle.vible framework. In addition to the conditions (.•\,.l)-(A.4). we let the sample size grow according to 
an a.symptotic structure similar to the one proposed by Lahiri (1999) and Lahiri et al. (1999). which 
is a combination of "increasing domain asymptotics" and "infill asymptotics". Under .some additional 
smoothness conditions of the marginal and joint bivariate distribution functions of the r.f. Zr(-) over 
lii and H-j. we establish weak convergence of the normalized test statistic and the normalized predictor 
•Vv- (• sing a bootstrap method, we are able to estimate the sampling distributions of these statistics 
in order to concluct the test and to compute the prediction interval. 
The remaining paper is organized as follows. In Section 2. we describe the theoretical aspects of 
the sampling design, the asymptotic structure, and the bootstrap method. In Section 3. we develop an 
asymptotic test procedure for testing the null hypothesis (1.(5) against the alternative hypothesis (1.7). 
ba.sed on the process defined in (1.8). In Section 4. we construct an asymptotic prediction interval for 
the W'ISD defined by (1.9) based on .I'v defined by (1.10). As an illustration, the two procedures 
fleveloped in Sections 3 and 4 are applied to simulated data sets in Section -5. Conclusions are given in 
Section G and proofs of the tlieorenis are given in Section 7. 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
o(> 
2 Theoretical Aspects 
In lliis scctioii. we describe llie theoretical aspects of tlie asymptotic framework and the bootstrap 
method. 
2.1 The Asymptotic Fi-amework 
.Sevorai different asymptotic structures have been used to study large-sample properties of estimators 
and predictors based on spatial data. Oftentimes, they come from different combinations of two basic 
sam|)litig forms. One form is known as "increasing domain asyniptotics". where all sampling sites are 
separated by a fi.xed positive distance and the sampling region 
fi = /?n (2.1) 
be<-omes unbounded as the sample size increases. The oilier form is called "infill asymptotics". where 
more and more samples are collected within a bounded sampling region R (Cressie. I99;5). For our 
purjiose.  we use a ini.xture of these two forms for the asymptotic structure, wliere wc allow the sampling 
region /? = /?n to grow and. simultaneously, allow ""infilling" of any fixed bounded subregion of R„. 
Other papers, where a similar a.symptotic structure has been used, are Mardle and Tuan (1986). Hall 
and I'atil (1991). and Lahiri (1999). 
First. describe the ""increa-sing domain" component of the asymptotic structure. Let RQ denote 
an open connected subset of (—1/2. 1/2]"'' that contains the origin 0. Let 2 denoti> the set of all integers. 
For any .seciuence of positive real numbers {«„} tending to 0 as ri —>• .  let RQ satisfy the condition 
that the luimber of ("ubes of the integer lattice ci,jS.' that intersect both Ro and its complement /?fj 
is of the orfler as —r . Further, let {A,,} denote a sequence of positive real numbers tending 
to iiifiiiity as fj —r re. Then we obtain the sampling region R„ by ""inflating" the region RO with the 
scaling sec|uencc {A,,} as follows. 
R„ = X„Ro. (2 .2)  
[ b e c a u s e  R,) contains the origin 0. the shape of the sampling region is preserved for diflerent values of 
II. .Moreover, the ""number-of-cubes" requirement of Ro guarantees that the effect of the sampling sites 
on the boundary of /?„ is negligible compared to the totality of all sampling sites in R„. Let Ro.i and 
/A) -J denote two subregions that bisect Ro by a straight line passing through the origin. As the dividing 
line in Rn stretches at both ends, it continues to partition the region R„ into R„ i and R„ -j such tiiat 
0< 
l{„ = /?„ 1 U Becau.se tlie origin 0 is on the boundary of /?o.i ^nd Ro.2- the shapes of tlie two 
sampling subregio[is /?„ [ and are also preserved. 
.Xext we describe the ""infill" component of the asymptotic structure. Let {/in} denote a sequence 
of positive real numbers decreasing to 0 as rj —>• x. We partition the the sampling region by equal-
volume cubes, denoted by r(«) = {i + (0. !]""')/«„; i G 2". By allowing exactly one potential sampling 
si te in each cube r ( t ) .  we can form a regular square grid of sampling sites. Specifically, let c denote 
an arbitrary point in the interior of the unit cube (0. I]"' and assign ah„ to be the unique point of the 
grid in the cube Then, the sampling sites are given by the translated points, (i -h c)h„ E r(i): 
i € 2". that lie in the sampling region /?„. Hence, the sampling sites in R„ form a grid. 
= {.•»,• = (« + c)/i„ : a,- e R„.i € 2"}; 
and ;is n —r yz the immber of sampling sites .V = .V„ in R„ satisfies the growth condition. 
-Vn ~ \Ro\\l/h;,. 
Here, for any two sequence of positive real numbers {un} ^ind {("„}. we write u„ ~ i-„ to denote 
"7,/i'n —j- 1- as II —j- Consequently, the sampling sites in /?„ i are from the grid n R„ [ = {*£ : 
€ Rn i.i € 2""'}. and those in Ru.'i are from the grid Sn<~^Rn.2 = {•"£ • ^ Rn.2-i € 2"}. Moreover, 
the nunib<>r of sampling sites .Vi = -Vn.i in Ru.i and .V-^ = .V„ ^ in Rn.2 satisfy the growth condition 
thai. .V„ ~ IRo.rl^'fJ/'u- ^ 
.\n illustration of the a.symptotic structure and the sampling design in the space of ffi' is shown 
in l-igiire 1. Within the circled s.impling regions /?„_i and /?„. the sampling sites form a square grid. 
.Vote that the sample size increa.ses from .\n_i to .V„ as a result of both a /an/ersampling region and a 
Jim r grid of sampling sites. Further note that the sampling subregion Rn-i.r grows to Rn.r- r — I. "2. 
2.2 The Bootstrap Method 
In this .section, we propose a block bootstrap method under the asymptotic framework in Section 2.1 
(see also. Kiinsch. 1989: Liu and Singh. 1992: Biihlmann. 1994: Biihlmann and Kiinsch. 1999: Lahiri. 
2000). This bootstrap method is suggested by Biihlmann and Fviinsch (1999) and can be u.sed to estimate 
the sampling distribution of statistics in%^olving the SCDF F-^ r(-'- Rn.r) and t'le ECDF r(-'- Rn.r)-
defined in (1.2) and (1.4). For notational convenience, henceforth, we let F^.r(-) = F.y^ r{-- Rn.r) «ind 
r (  ) = Fv „ , r (  : / ? n , r ) .  
Tlip basic idea is to produce replicates of the r.f. Zr( ) over the region R„,r- r = 1--- First, we 
partition the subregions Rn.r into I\„,r smaller blocks. 
/?„,r =U^=r«n.r-
Hero ^ has the form. 
(i + (0. 1]~)A( n Rrt.r'- '  € 2". 
where {A(} denotes a sequence of positive real numbers lending to infinity as n —r yz. Hence A/ controls 
till" size of the subregions. .Vext. for each k = i. • • •. Kn.r- select randomly with reptacemunt a set 
from the collection of translations of ^ Rn.r- namely. 
{ill,, + Rn.r • * ^ S.'.ill„ + R'^, r c 
Let P denote the finer partition of /?„ with grid spacing /)„ and V denote the coarser partition of /?„ 
with grid spacing /i/. where {/)<} denotes a sequence of positive real numbers tending to 0 as « —r 
For simplicity, we assume that is an integer: that is. the coarser grid V is nested in the finer grid 
P. Then, we define the Ijootstrap version of the SCDF as. 
/?,. ,) = Y. /(^r(^«) <-): z e IR. (2.;{) 
and that of the ECDf' is defined as. 
F -  , [ z : R , ,  r) = Y. /(Zr(«)<--): z € IR- (2.1) 
We again abbreviate F'^ R„ r) and ,.(••. Rn.r) to Fl^ ^i') ^"^1 F',^(-). 
r.et 7„ = T„{Fn F„ •>. F->. 1. F-t.-j) denote a quantity involving F^,r( ) and F„ r( )'. r — 1.2. Then 
the sampling distribution of T„. 
Hr.i =  ]  =  P { r „ < : ) :  = e f f i .  (2..=)) 
can be estimated by the sampling distribution of the bootstrap copies = T"„(F^ i • F^ o. F^ FJ^ .,). 
//„(.-) = F.(r„-<--): z e R .  (2.(i) 
where F. is the distribution conditional on all the data Zi («i,i). • • •. Zi (si\-^). i). • • •. 
I'nder appropriate a.ssumptions. the bootstrap estimator (2.6) of (2.5) is consistent. 
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3 Detection of Difference over Regions 
As \vc havr argued, ihe SC'DF is a basic (random) functional that can be used to summarize the 
statistical properties of the r.f. .Moreover, the SCDFs over two regions can be used to compare the 
associated r.f.s. L'nder the stationarity Assumption (A.^i) of the r.f. Zr( ) for both regions Ri and R2. 
we have E{F-^ r(:)) = G'r(r): : £ ffi. where G ' r ( - )  is the invariant CDF of the r.f. over Rr. Hence, a 
<-omparison of tlie SCDFs can be made through a comparison of the invariant CDFs G'r(-): ;• = 1.2. 
In particular, for the two regions, we consider tlie null hypotliesis //„ ; G'i(;) = for all r € /R. 
vtTsus the alternative hypothesis : G^i(r) G'2(;): for some r G ff. as stated in (l.ti) and (1-7). 
L'nder the asymptotic structure described in Section 2.1. the region-indexed version of the SCDF and 
EvCDE-" are F-^. r( ) - r( '- Rn.r) and F„ ri-) = Fv„.r(-:/?n.r): — 1-2- The test statistic we propose 
is based on the difference between the ECDFs. namely. F^.i — Fn.2- we shall show, tlie appropriate 
tiormalizing constant is A,,, where we recall that A„ is the inflation (or growth) rate controlling the 
increa.>iiiig domain asytnptotics. Define the scaled difference between the ECDFs as. 
^,.(--) = A„(Fn.,(r) - F„.2(--)): r 6 K. (:{.1) 
which is a random function. The test statistic we use is the weighted ' '"-norm of ij,,. given by 
K.II, s I 
[ sup{|.^„(;)|"(r) : - 6 ; p=-3C. 
whore (/(•) is a non-negative weight function. The rationale behind the test statistic is that extremely 
large tiiscrepancies between the observed functions F„.i(-) and F„ •j( ). equivalently. extremely large 
observed values of should lead us to reject the null hypothesis that G'l = G'^-
'Ihe rest of this section is divided into three subsections. In Section ."{.1. we introduce some more 
definitions and notation. In Section ."{.2. we state the assumptions and the asymptotic distributions of 
f„( ) and ll^nilp- Because the asymptotic distributions depend on unknown population parameters, we 
use a bootstrap method to estimate the critical points of the test statistic and complete the specification 
of the test procedure with a known asymptotic significance level. 
3.1 Definitions and Notation 
By .-\ssumption (A..'{). the r.f. Zr(-) over Rr'. r = 1. 2. is stationary with invariant CDF G'r(-) defined 
in (1.5). L nder the null hypothesis II„ : G'l = G->- tlie two invariant CDFs are the same and are denoted 
b\-. 
G(;) = P { Z r { 0 )  <  --): = € IR. r= 1.2. (;}.:}) 
(jO 
Li't tlio half planes on the two sides of the dividing line be denoted as IR\ and H i .  where IRf contains 
r = I. 2. Now. we denote the joint bivariate distributions of Zr(0) and Zr{») by. 
C/p( r 1. r-_>:.«() = P{Zr(0) ^ -i • Zri'*) ~i • ~2 ^ • r = I. "2. (•^-•1) 
Lei Z ( » )  = Zi(.s). if a G #?]. and Z ( » )  =  Z n { s ) .  if* G IRi- \Ve use a />-tnixing coefficient to specify 
the lieperidence structure of the entire r.f. {Z{ti) : s g IR~}. Let £2(5) denote the collection of all 
random variables with zero mean and finite second moments that are measurable with respect to the 
fr-(i«"ld generated by {Z{») : » € .S'}; b' C ff?". For Si.S-j C IR~ • let. 
= .sup{|E(0/)i/({fc')'^-(£''r)'^-) : C e C i , { b \ ) . r i e C ' . , { S - , ) } .  
Then the /^-mixing coefficient of the r.f Z{ ) is defined a.s. 
p(k-: tn) = sup{pi(5i. 5-.>) : l-b'i I < m. |6'-.>| < rri. di'lS'i. 6'-_>) > A-}. 
wliere the siiprenium is taken over all rectangles Si and S-j in IR~. and 6{Si.S'j) denotes the distance 
betweon the sets . .b'-j C IR'• That is. <)(i'l. ^'2) — inf{|x — -•*( :  a: € i'l-a G -bi'-j}. where |  • i is the 
/'-norm on Hi' defined by = |xi| + I-TI 'I: (•'"i - € IR'• 
In geiK-ral. for a Borel-measiirable function y : IR IR. we define the weighted f' '-norm ofi^(-) by 
,, ,, /  (//n : pe[I.^c). 
Ikll/' = < 
[ sup{|(/(r)|i/(r) : r € J?} : p=^. 
where (/(•) is a nonnegative weight function. We use this form of the norm to ciuantif\- the magnitude 
of a real-valued function </(•) over IR. 
I'inally. we let D[—>c. >c] denote the space of all real-valued functions on [—>c. >:] that are right 
coniitiuous with left-hand limits. We equip this space with the Skorohod topology (see. e.g.. Billingsley. 
p p . 1  1  1  -  1  1 - 2 ) .  
3.2 Asymptotic Null Distribution 
To establish the asymptotic distribution of ^„i-) and the test statistic ||vn||p under the null liypoth-
esis. we neerl a.ssimiptions (A. 1 )-(.\.;{) and the following assumption. 
(.\. l) There exist positive real numbers C. r.O with r > ;k/. Od < r. and d = 2 such that 
p ( k : m )  <  C ' k ~ ^ n i ^ .  
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Nolo that the assumption (A.-l) is the precise ciefiniticn of that stated in Section I. It is well known 
that for a r.f. on Si'. if the sizes of the sets S\ and Sn in the definition (-{.5) are unrestricted, a />-mixing 
condition that requires "linu--,^) =0" forces the r.f. to be m-dependent (Doukhan. l'J94). To 
eiKsure validity of our results for a large class of r.f.s. we follow the standard convention that for any 
fi.xed di.stance k between two sets Si and S-> of indices, the p-tnixing coefficient becomes unbounded as 
the sizes of these sets tend to infinity. .Vssumption (A..'J) assures that the invariant CDFs are smooth. 
.\ote tiiat we do not require knowledge of their parametric forms. 
The main result of this .section is a fimctiotial central limit theorem (FCLT) for the difference process 
) dcfiried by (:{.I). Since P(lim|;|_,7v. (-) = 0) = 1. we consider as a random element of the 
spaci^ D[—yz. ?c]. equipped with the Skorohod metric. We show that under the assumptions (.-\.l)-
(.\. l). ^„( ) converges weakly to a continnous Gaussian process VV"( ) on [—>c]. such that VV(-) has 
continuous sample paths a.s.. and >V'( —>c) = VV(>;) - 0 a.s. The following theorem holds. 
Thooreiii 3.1: L'lidcr the asymptotic framework of Section 2.1. suppose that assuinpiioiis (.\.l)-
(.\.4). and the null hypothesis Ho '• G\ = Gi hold. Then, as n ^ yz. 
6, -5- >V. 
p 
Ih're —• detiotes weak convergence of random elements in D[—tc]. VV'{-) is a zero-mean (laussian 
|)rocess with covariance function. 
" • ( - 1 - 2 )  =  ^  ^  1^0.r| ' f •|G'r(;i C'(-i )C/(r-j)If/s: 
r=l Jfii ^ ^ 
.Moreover. VV"( —rc) = VV'(rc) = 0 a.s.. and VV( ) lias continuous sample paths with probability 1. 
Proof: .See Section 7.1. 
Theorem ;{.l shows that, under the given asymptotic structure and the null hypothesis H„ : G'l = G->-
the pro<ess converges weakly to a (Gaussian process that has zero mean and covariancc function 
depending on I he invariant CDF. the bivariate distributions, and the sizes of the regions /?O.I aiid Rn/j. 
.\ote also thai the normalizing constant is the growth rate A„ and does not depend on the infill rate 
h , , .  
Tlie null asymptotic distribution of ||^„||,, can be determined as an immediate consequence of The­
orem ;M. as follows. 
Corollary 3.1: Under the same conditions as in Theorem ;?.l. a.s n —)• oc. 
wiloro hore denotes weak convergence of random variables. 
Proof; \Vc use tlic Continuous Mapping Tlieoretn (see. e.g.. TUeorein 4.2.12 in Pollard. 198-1). 
Let [ f {  : p )  denote tiie CDF of ||VV'||;, such that f { ( z : p )  =  /'(HVV'Hp < r): ;  6 IR- Let </„(!') denote 
the o-tli quaiitile of ||VV'||p. defined by <ia{p) = inf{r : H(::p) > o}. where 0 < a < 1. Based on 
Corollary :5.1. we define the appro.vimate level-a hypothesis test as follows; 
Reject the null hypothesis //„. if | |^n||p > 
which has an .isyiiiijtotic significance level of a. However, the qiiantiles of | | VV'||p depend on the marginal 
and bivariate distribution functions, and are not known in practice. In the next subsection, we describe 
how lo use the bootstrap method, given in Section 2.2. to derive an estimator of these quantil(?s. while 
iiiaiiitainiiig the desired significance level asymptotically. 
3.3 Hypothesis Test Using Bootstrap 
The bootstrap copy of^„(-) in (^J.l) is defined as. 
V,A-.) = A„((F;, ,(--)-F,.,i(;))-(F;. ,(r)-F„.2(--))); :  e R- (:5.f5) 
where FJ^ r( ) is the bootstrap copy of defined in (2..'5). Because there is no need to estimate 
the S(_'DF. we use the finest possible sample grid for *. Let H n (  : p )  denote the CDF of ||vn||p. and 
clenoie the Ijootstrap esiinialor of H„( :p) as. 
H^z-.p) = P.(ll^;.| |p <--e/R. (:{.7) 
where P. is the distribution conditional on all the data {Zi (.*1.1 ).••-. (•si..v„ j )• •^•.>(•'•2,1 )• • • • • ^ 2 v „  ; 
The following rr-sult holds. 
Theoi-eui 3.2; .Suppo.se that the conditions in Tlieoretn ^5.1 hold. Furthermore, assume the boot-
stra[) [)rocedure given in Section 2.2. suppose that A//A„ —r 0. that XT VZ-^n < 
conl inuoiis. Then, for any p € [1. 3c]. as it —r rc. 
SUP.-6/RKA.(;:;^) - H„(z:p)\ A 0. 
P 
where —f- denotes convergence in probability. 
Proof; See Section 7.2. 
Consec|ueni ly. under the conditions of Theorem the bootstrap estimator of the sampling distri-
ijution of ]|^„]|,, provides a valid appro.ximation to the sampling distribution of ||VV||p. Let i/aip) denote 
till' o-tli qiiaiitile of H n ( - : p ) .  defined by q d p )  = inf{r : H „ ( : : p )  >  o}. where 0 < o < I. Then the 
approximate level-Q hypothesis test based on tiie bootstrap procedure (Section 2.2) is: 
Reject the null hypothesis if i|sn||p > <li-aip)-
.Since f (||^n||;> > fii-„(p)\Ho) —>• Q. as N —>• RC. this test has an asymptotic significance level of Q. 
4 Prediction of Difference over Regions 
111 S«'ction we have developed a test to detect differences in the SCDFs over two regions. In this 
.section, we develop a statistical method to quantify further this difference, if there is one. by a weighted 
iniegrnted rfciuared difference (W'ISD) between two SCDFs. as is defined in (1.9). 
riie W'ISD is an unknown random quantity whose realizations measure the discrepancy between the 
sample paths of the SCDFs at two time points. Given constants if the weight function tr( ) is 
tiie indicator function of the interval (-^I .^T). tiien the WISD is a measure of the SCDF discrepancy 
for r value.< ranging between ri and z->. Hence, the W'ISD can be used to assess the differences of the 
SCDl-'s where r takes either subnominal (e.g.. r < ;i). marginal (e.g.. r > ri and c < r-.>) or nominal 
(f.g.. r > r-j) values. 
IJa.sed on the finite samples {Zi(jtii).---. Zi ()} and {Z2(»-j.i )• • • • • ) }• observed at 
samiiling sites {•"'i i. • • •. } in region Rn.i- and {-f-j i .  .v„ ,} in region ^ reasonable 
predictor for .1'-^ is its finite-sample version .Vv, defined in (1.10). For notational simplicity, we let 
.V„ = .I'v.. - In order to measure tlie variability of .I'n and to make prediction of .1'-^ at a desired 
coiififlence level, we again study the large-sample properties of .1',, under the asymptotic structure given 
ill Section 2.1. 
'I'll '- rest of this section is divided into three subsections. In Section -l.I. we introduce some more 
flefinitions and notation. In Section -1.2. we state the assumptions and the asymptotic distribution 
of the ()redictor .1',,. centered around the predictand .V-^^ and properly normalized. In Section 4.3. we 
ai)[jly t he bootst rap method and construct a prediction interval for .1'^*; at a given asymptotic prediction 
()robability. 
4.1 Definitions and Notation 
For a vector x = ( x i . x - , ) '  € ffi'. let jxl = ^"d ((x|| = •'*? denote tlie f ' and C-
norms of x. Let 2"*" denote the set of all nonnegative integers and a = (ai.Qo)' G (Z"*")". W'e write 
(J4 
= n.=i <"'•= nLi 
(i(c*) = f f ({x — a)'^ — (x — c)*^ — (c— s)'^)d»dx. 
V(0.1]-
Ilore. rocall from Section 2.1 that c€ (0. 1]" determines all tlie sampling sites, since they are congruent 
to i:. 
Snppo.se / is a real-valued function on IR~-. then let Oj'/ denote the Oj-th partial derivative of / 
with respect to its j-th argument and D" denote the differential operator 
I iider the stationarity assumption (.\.;{) of the r.f. 2 ! r ( - ) .  we denote the invariant CDF of G ' r ( - )  as 
in (1.5). the bivariate distributions as in (:{.-l)- ^mi.xing coefficient as in (3.5). Further, we 
define tlie bivariate joint probabilities involving ranges between and z-y as. 
^r(;i.--j: .•«) = P(ri < Zr(0) < r-j. ri < Zr(«) < r-j); z i .  z - -  0 :  I R .  a  ^  I R ^ .  r  = .  [  . ' 1 .  
Recall from the a.symptotic structure and the sampling desigti described in Section 2.1. that the 
growt h rate of the "increasing domain asymptotics" is A„. the infill rate is /»„ . and the starting sampling 
.site is rJi„. where c G (0. 1]". Let Co = (1/2. 1/2)' denote tlie mid-point of (0. 1]'-. Under appropriate 
conditions and for the non-centered case (c i  Co)- similar arguments as in Lahiri (1999) can be used to 
show that a FCLT holds for each centered and normalized ECDF. Tiiat is. as ;i —>• rc. 
0 „ , r  =  b „ ( F „ , r -  F ^  r )  ^  VVI r=l.2. (4.1) 
wliere here the normalizing constant is. 
b „  =  (4.2) 
flenotes the weak convergence of random elements in D[—tc. :x] equipped with the Skorohod metric, 
and Vr( ) is a zero-mean Gaussian process with covariance fimction. 
< r { z , . z - , )  = |/?o,rr' ^ a(o)(«!)-' I D"6V(--,.--,;s)(/.s: z ^ .  z - ,  e  B i .  r  =  1 . 2 .  (4.3) 
|a|=2 
Finally, let 
<;(-i--2) = SI (^1. •^s) + <."2(-i •-L')- Z i . z - i ^ l R .  ('J--1) 
4.2 Asymptotic Distribution 
Under the condition tliat G'l G->. we now establish tiie asymptotic distribution of the centered 
and normalized W'ISD. 
>"r. = 6,.(.V„ -.V^). (4.5) 
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whorf the normalizing constant is defined in (-1.1). the predictor .IVi = and the predictand .1'^ 
ar<^ defined as in (1.9) and (1.10) with R = R^. Tlie following additional assumptions are made: 
(.V.o) For given cj. € IR. 
(i) (r'r(:i. s) has bounded and Lebesgue-integrable partial derivatives of order 2 on IR^: 
(ii) for |Q ;| = 2. tfjere e.xist nonriegative integrable functions Tir cii^i • :-2'-•"*) such tliat for all 
X..S S IRI witii | |a;|| < 1. |D"GV(.:i. r-..; a + *) — D^Grizi. ;-j: «)| < ||a:| | ' '?{r,a(-i • -2^ •") for some 
n > (J.  
(.-\..()) There e.xist constants C  >  0.1/2 < "- < 1 such that 53|a|=-> •-?: s)! < C|G'r(-:2) — 
C,V(ri)r. for all n.r,, £ R. h e IR;: r = 1.2. 
(.\.7) (/ir." + [linX,J log An)"' —r 0. as u —j- >c. where is as in (.V.ti). 
(.\.f<) J^|G'!(;) — G'-..(r)|(;(;. r)' ' '-u-(r)f/r < rc. where <,(-.•) is defined in (-1.4). 
.Vow rewrite in (-1.5) as 
>„ = f 6, .  [ (FN, , ( - - )  -  F„ , ( - - ) ) -  -  (F^. , ( - - )  -  F^. . ( - - ) ) - ]  a{ = )cl=. (4 .G) 
J m 
.\.ssumptions (.-\.;{)~(.\.7) are used to show a FC'LT for the integrand in (-1.(5). .-Vssumptions in (A.5) are 
siiioot iiiiess conditions on the joint bivariate distributions, viewed as a function of « for fi.ved ri and z->. 
They are almost minimal for proving FCLTs. .Assumption (.-\.(5) is needed in proving the tightness of a 
pro<-ess as a random element of the space D[—>c] and is a type of Lipschitz condition. .Assumption 
(.\.7) specifies the relationship between the growth rate and the infill rate //„ in the asymptotic 
framework. Finally. a.ssumption (.\.8) is a condition needed to ensure the weak convergence of the 
integral in (-1.(5). 
The main result for this section establishes weak convergence for the random variable y,, in (4.;i). 
as follows. 
TliGoreiii 4.1; Consider the asymptotic framework in Section 2.1: suppose that assumptions (.\.l)-
(.\.f<) hold and that Gy 9^ G'-j. Then, as ri —?• rc. 
>n =  b „  (.l'„ -  .V^) ^  y ^ =  f  2(Gi (--) - G - , ( z ) ) V { z ) u  ( : ) d z .  
Jot 
p 
where —r denotes weak convergence of random variables. Here. V(-) is a zero-mean Gaussian process 
with the covariance function defined by (-1.-1). 
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Proof: See Section 7..'5. 
Note tiiat the limiting random variable is a weighted product of the invariant CDF difference 
and the Gaussian process V(-). The normalizing constant b„ is the same as in the individual processes 
Fia-sed on Theorem 4.1. a prediction interval for .1'-^ can be constructed with an asymptoticaUy valid 
prediction probability. Let denote the a-th qii.antile of the random variable where 0 < o < 1. 
The prediction interval. 
attains a prediction probability of I — a. asymptotically. Because the asymptotic distributions depend 
on (Population parameters that are not known in practice, we use the bootstrap method given in Section 
' 2 .2  to estimate rr,^. 
4.3 Prediction Interval Using the Bootstrap 
I'sing the bootstrap tiietliod described in Section 2. 2 .  we define the bootstrap copy of .1',, — .Vv„ 
and of .1'-^ as. 
where j and r  =  1 . 2  are defined in (2.:{) and (2.-1). Then the bootstrap copy of is 
= /'/(.V," — .V.^). where the normalizing constant for >"'i We denote the CDF of 
b\ //(:) = P(y-^ S ^ CDF of >•„ by //„(r) = P(3'n <•:):; 6 Hi. and let the bootstrap 
esiimator of //„(•) be denoted as. 
w h e r e  P. is the distribution conditional on all the data Z i  (j^i i ).••-. Z i i )• ^2(^2.i}- • •" • ^2v„ .). 
The following result holds. 
Thooroni 4.2: .Suppose that the conditions in Tlieorem -1.1 hold. Furthermore, assume the boot­
strap procedure given in Section 2.2. suppose that A//An —>• 0. that —>• 0, and that //(•) is 
continuoiis. Then, as n —> 
/1 —cr — { - ^'-1/- ^ ('^ri -^ ) ^ ^1 —ct/'l } • 
/•/„(--) H P-O-;; < r € R. 
()7 
P 
uliero —j- denotes convergence in probability. 
Proof; See Section 7.-1. 
Heni'e. under the conditions of Theorem -I."J. the boot.strap estimator Hn(-) of the sampling distri­
bution //„(•) of gives a valid approximation to the sampling distribution //{•) of Let denote 
the f>-th quantile of //,,(•). Then P(~a/-2 < 6ri(-l'ri — -V) < -i_,j/2) —> 1 — o. as ri —>• >c. Consequently, 
the prediction interval. 
/ l - o  =  ( " I n  —  ~ l - . , / 2 / 6 r i . - V n  —  ( " l ^ )  
attains a prediction probability of 1 — o. ajsymptoiically. 
5 Examples 
5.1 Simulated Data 
W'e consider sampling region = (—A^/'i. An/2] x { — partitioned into two subregions 
R „ , \  = (-A„/"J.O] X (-A,./2. An/2] (i.e.. the left half of R , , ] .  and R n . 2  = (O.A„/2] x (-A„/2.An/2] (i.e.. 
the right half of /?„ ). 
First, data are simulated over the two subregions Z?,,.! Ftn.2 from the same r.f.. as follows. We 
^eiiernte a ( Jaussian r.f. on a square grid that has a fine grid spacing = 1/6 over the t nlirt sampling 
n>gioii R„. This r.f. is stationary, has mean 0 and vari.ince 1. and a spherical semivariogram. with 
iiugg<>t effcct and range equal to 0 and Then, we obtain a data grid that lias grid spacing /j„ = 1 
and is nested within the fine grid. The r.f. values on this data grid form the simulated "observed" 
daia. witii a total sample size .V„ = A;; and a size of \r,.r = *• = I--- for each subregion. .Vote 
thai the r.f. values from the fine grid are not needed for the data analysis, but will be used for a small 
simulation study in Section 5.2. Figure 2 shows the smoothed surface plots of the simulated data by 
S[)lus function persp. 
('lioosirig A„ = l(j. ;52. (j-1. we obtain the first three data sets for the three levels of An . For each data 
set. the hypothesis testing procedure developed in .Section 3 is conducted to determine whether there 
is any significant difference between the two subregions. The test statistic we use is the ^--norm of ^n 
with efjual weights, that is. | |^n||;. defined in (^{.2) with p — 2 and i/( ) = 1. Using a significance level 
= (J.IU. we estimate the 90-tli percentile of HsnH-i by the bootstrap metliod described in Section 3.3. 
.\ bootstrap block is selected randomly with replacement from all possible translations of the current 
block that h.'us size A; = 1.0.8 corresponding to A,, = 1(3.32.(54. Bootstrap samples are taken from the 
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'lata grid with grid spacing h„ = 1. For each of tiie three data sets, the observed test statistic lb-
I  ho estimated 90-th percentile 70 i-- and the testing result are presented in Table 1. 
X<\\t. data are simulated over the two subregions 1 and /?„ 2 from two different r.f.s. as follows. 
\V<> generate <1 Ciaiissian r.f. over as for tlie first three data sets. Tlien. we keep the data values over 
Rn 1 as they are. but increase the mean and variance of those over Rn.-j to 2 and 4. W'e again choose 
An = K). (5-t and obtain three more data .sets, shown in Figure 3. .Votice. in Figure 3. the larger data 
\aliies aiirl variation over Rn.2 tlian those over R„.i. 
.\ow. we apply the two-step inference procedure developed in Sections 3 and -I to these three data 
s»'t.--. I 'lie test statistic we use is again the #--norm of witli equal weights. L'sing a significance 
level o = 0.10. wo estimate the 90-th percentile of Hvnili' by the bootstrap method described in Section 
The observed test statistic estimated 90-th percentile (/QU. and the testing result are 
(iresented in Table '2. Because differences are detected after the hypotliesis testing, we proceed to 
constriK-t prediction intervals for SCDF differences. The equal-weight version WISD .In between the 
two ICCDFs is computed according to (1.10). with = 1. For a probability 1 — Q = 0.90 used for 
the prediction interval, we estimate the c(uantilcs -q o.j and ttq 03 by the bootstrap method described in 
Section -1..3. The fine-grid spacing li„ — 1 and the coarse-grid spacing /i; = 2 are used for computing 
and F,'. The normalizing constant is 6„ = An/Zi,, = A^. Hence, a large-sample prediction interval 
defined by (1.7) can be constructed for each of the three data sets. We show the observed WISD .IV,. 
the estimated quaiitiles Xq 05 and "o and the a.-^ymptotic prediction intervals /q in Tabled. 
5.2 A Small Simulation Study 
Here, we repeat the simulation steps in Section 5.1 one hundred times. For the data sets generated 
from the same r.f. with G'l = Gn- we record the proportion of rejections in the hypothesis testing, 
which is the actual significance level. .-\s it turns out. for a = 0.1. the proportions are 0.24.0.21.0.1-1. 
for Ar, = I().;{2.()4. respectively. For the data sets generated from the two different r.f.s with Cj ^ G'-... 
we can appro.Mimale the SCDF F^ and compute the true .V^. based on the realizations of the r.f. from 
the fine grid, and hence we can compute the estimated coverage probabilit\' of the prediction interval 
11-,,. For r> = 0.1. the coverage rates are 0.90.0.92.0.9G. for A„ = 10.32.(54. respectively. These 
eiiijjirical results support for the bootstrap method. 
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6 Conclusions 
III this paper, we have developed inference procedures to detect and quantify changes in tlie SCDFs 
over two spatial regions of interest, using a fle.xible asymptotic structure and a block bootstrap method. 
Conseciucntly. we have moved beyond e.xploratory data analysis of finite samples, such as can be found 
in .\Iajuro et al. (11)95). to making probability statements about the difference between the underlying 
spatial random processes. 
Several a.ssumptions have played crucial roles in the development of our results. One of tlieni is the 
spatial stationarity assumption on the r.f Zr(-) over the subregions Rr". r - 1.2. which may not be 
suitable for r.f.s that exhibit nonstationarity. If additional reliable information is available, parametric 
nioflels may be considered to model tlie nonstationarity. 
.-Vnother concern is the assumption that the regions Ri and are separated by a dividing line. 
In practice, this need not be the case. For example, the two regions may still be adjacent, but share 
curved boundaries. This will not cause any problem, as long as the samples on the boundary are 
substantially fewer than the totality of the data. .A more serious problem arises when region Ri is 
coiiipletely contained in R2. In this case, the asymptotic framework designed here will not apply and 
other approaches tieed to be considered. We leave these considerations for future research. 
7 Proofs 
7.1 Proof of Theorem 3.1 
First, we introduce some more notation. Recall that G'(-) denotes the invariant CDF under the null 
hypothesis.  Let ) denote the inverse of G'(-) .  defined by G'~'(H) = inf{y :  G{y)  > U}: u € [0.  1] ,  
wlicrr- wn .set the infimum over the empty set to be +yz. Denote the rescalcd bivariate distribution iti 
(li. l) as. 
G r ( " i .  " 2 :  • » )  =  G ' r ( G ' ~ ' ( u i ) . G ' ~ ' ( H - j ) : j * ) :  u i .  u o  G  [ 0 . 1 ] ,  s  G  J ? ; .  r = 1 . 2 .  
Let the individually centered and scaled ECDF be denoted as. 
^ n , r ( - )  = - G'(r)): z  E  f f i .  r = 1.2. 
Then. (r) = ^„,i{r) - : E R. We rescale r(-) to = ^ ri,r(G'~'(i/)): t/G [0. I]. Let 
Zri-f) = G'iZri-t)) and Vr(j() = [(Zr(s) < u) — u: 11 G [0. 1], » G Bir- r = 1.2. Hence we can rewrite 
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C  
s r j  , r  ( • )  
III adciitioii. let = /(Zr{«) < Uj) — Uj: Uj G [0. 1]. j G 2"^. s € ^R;:. r = 1.2. Furthermore, let 
>VV( ): r = 1.2. denote a Gaussian process with mean zero and co%"ariance function. 
and VV'i and VV-j arc independent. The rescaled versions of VV( ) and VVr{ ) are denoted by VV((i) = 
and V V r(u) = VVV(C'~'(u)): u € [0. 1]. 
.Now. we shall sliovv a FC'LT such that r W^; r = 1.2. Since G'(-) is continuous due to 
a.s.suinpt ion (.\.;{). by standard argumerits (see. e.g.. Pollard. 198-1. pp. loo), it is enougii to show that 
the rescaled process s n . r ( - )  converges in distribution to V V r ( - )  as a random element of D[0. 1]. where 
D[0. 1] is the space of all right-continuous functions on [0. 1] with left-hand limits equipped with the 
Skorohod metric. W'e use Theorem 1-5.1 in Billingsley (1968) to prove the FCLT of ^,i.r(-) by first 
showing weak convergence of its finite-dimensional distributions, and then establishing tlie tightness of 
r {  )  and  a lmos t  su re  ( a . s . )  con t inu i ty  o f  t he  s ample  pa ths  o f  V V r (  ) -
Recall tiiat sn.r(") = .V~' >'r(.Sr.): " €. [O. l]. L'nder the stationarity assumption (.-V.^) 
of the r.f G tlie r.f. {Vr(.s) : a G I R j ]  is stationary with mean £'(>'r(0)) = 0 and 
/•"([VrfO)! < 1) = 1. For the functions ni(X:) = k ~ '  and i / ( r n )  =  t t i ^ .  since r > .'k/ and O d  < - (here. 
d = 2). we have j (A-)f/A- < >: and i j{iu)/—>• 0. as m —> >c. .Note also that 
is of the same order as l/?(),r| ' ' ' ' 'An.V~ii- Hence, we have verified conditions (C.2) and (C.-l) 
in I.ahiri (1998). which allow us to apply his Proposition 3.1 and Theorem :{.l to conclude that, for a 
given t/  G [0. 1]. 
where —r denotes the weak convergence of random variables as fi —> rc. and 
I f .  » )  = £"(>r(0 )> ' r ( 'S) )  = Gr("- ~ " G [0. 1 ]. « G . 
B\' similar arguments and tlie Cramer-Wold device (.see. e.g.. Billingsley. 1968. pp.48—19). for j. k G 
{1. • • •. //;} and m G 2"*", the covariance function for ( V ' r . i  (s). •  •  • .  Yr.mi'^)) '  is 
C 
. r  ( " )  
p 
a r i t t j . U k - . - t )  =  E ( ) ' r , j ( 0 ) \ ' r , k ( . f ) )  =  G r ( u  j  .  " k - • - * )  -  U j U k -
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and for given iti. • • •. iim G [0. 1]. 
•v„ 
1 = 1 
D 
S  0. Rii.A ^ I a - r { u j  .  U k :a)cla 
J IRi 
wluTc denotes the weak convergence of random vectors as n —r >c. Hence the convergence of 
finitc-cliriu'iisiorial distributions is verified. 
I"or tlie tightness of r( ) 'ind a.s. continuity of the sample paths of VV'r(-)- 't is sufficient to show 
thai, for all ( > 0 and all ;/ > 0. there e.>:ist a J 6 (0. 1) and an tiq € 2"*" such that. 
/^(-•^"Pu„<u<(u„+o.Al lv. .r(")  -  6..r("n) l  > f)  < (7.1) 
for all ti > ;j() and !<u € [0. 1]- The proof of (7.12) is similar to that of Theorem ;{.l in Zhu et al. ("JOOO) 
and we omit the details. 
Finally, by the strong mi.King condition (A.4) and similar arguments as in Lemma 4.4 (Lahiri. 1999). 
as —r >c. 
|/:"^exp(;7(^,. i([/) -  ^n,2(«)))) -  ^ (exp(''6.,i("))) £"(exp(-/7^n,!'("))) [ -> 0: i/ € [0. 1]. 
- - - P 
riiat is. the individual ECDF pro<-esses are asymptotically independent. Hence. —r 
VV' i  — .\ote that VV'i — VV':; has the same distribution as VV. Hence, ^ H'. proving Theorem 
;:.L • 
7,2 Proof of Theorem 3.2 
W'e introduce sotiie more notation. F-'irsl. wo define the individual bootstrap copy of S,n.r 
^; ,(--) = A,(F;, ,(C) - F„ ,(r)): z ^ R. (7.2) 
and its rescaled version as. 
C,,r(") = \n(r-^A^] - F,...(«)): " e [0. 1). (7.:{) 
where i ' ^  ^(•) = ^(G'~'(-)) and F „  r { - )  =  /^n.r(C'~'("))- -^e.Kt. define the centered F.^ ^ as. 
C,,.(") = A4F;,,(H) -e . ( F:L.,(«))]: «e[o.i]. (7.4) 
where E ,  is the conditional c.Kpectation imder P . .  .\ow. let Z?,*; ^ ^ n'P denote the collection 
of satiipling sites in the block R'l, r- ^ — 1 • • • • •Given b. let denote the collection of all 
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translations of in the form of ( i h n  + /?n.r) for some i 6 Z" and ihn + C /?n.r- Further, 
define tlie following block averages (with the subscripts n and r suppressed). 
.v;(«) = Y. [^(^;(«) < ")-"]: "€[0.1]. 
A\.,{«) = Y. [/(^r(^) < «) - ./]: .iG[0. I]. 
S6Z?;', 
where E I = 1. • • •, \T^ p|. and k = 1. • • •. h'n.r- Then, we have. 
E . { X ' , ( u ) )  =  u e [ O A ] .  k  =  I . - r .  (7. 0 )  
To prove the theorem, it suffices to show that. 
^ VV a.s.. 
where a.s. denotes weak convergence of random elements in D[—x;. on a set .1 with P(--l) = 1. 
is defined in (;?.(5). and >V is defined in Theorem :5.I. Since , and -j independent under P.. 
it is eiioii£;li to show that. 
D 
<.ri.r >Vr a.s.; r- 1.2. 
where ^ is defined in (7.2) and VVV is defined in .Section 7.1. Further, since the itivariant CDF GV is 
continuous, it suffices to show that, the rescaled process converges in distribution a.s.: that is. 
^ VVV a.s.: r = 1.2. (7.(5) 
wlnTe —T denotes weak convergence of random elements in D[0. 1]. ^ is defined in (7..'5). and VVV 
the rescaled version of VVV. 
To show (7.G). we rewrite ^ as. 
C n  r i " )  = Sr'i.r(") + [ £'. ( ,r ( " ) ) " /^r..r(")]: "£[0.1]. 
where ^ is defined in (7.-1). First, we show that Ar,[/^,.r(") — E.{F^ r("))] By ("••^)-
suffices to show tiiat. 
K„.. 
An[/^n.r(») - « - I\~,r ^ E-(A7.(u))] 0 a .S. (7.7) 
k  =  l  
For e;use of presentation, we suppress the subscripts n and r. Continuing with (7.-5). we obtain. 
/:.(.v,:(«)) = Y1 XI [/(-?(«)<«)-"] 
.HgB" 
= rr'-r'ii3'-"r'{ Y <")-"]+ Y1 < « ) - " ] }  
•ten' sen-
=  |r '-r' |i3'"r'{ Y  \ B ' \ [ I ( Z ( : * )  <  u )  - u ] +  Y  - "..)[/(^(^««) < «) -«]}. 
» € R  s e n -
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where R  = /?„ r- = f i n  r  denotes the subregion of R n . r  where the blocks /?*•' C R n . r -  R ~  =  R ^  r  
i^leiKjU-M the subregioii of Rn.r where the blocks S*"' n Rn,r 0 S*" <"1 f^n r r "s denotes tlie 
miinber of translations that include ». Hence. 
K K 
X . . . [ F { u )  -  U  -  LAT' Y1 £'-(-V;-(«))] = \ n { F { u ]  -  U)(L - ^ \ T ' T ' )  -  A,.A-' 
<••=1 k = l  
K 
X Y, I T - ' r <  " )  -  " 1  
*.-=1 t t e f t -
=  t i n  +  h n  •  
Since |/ (") — f/i < 1 a.s. and 
K 
A,.|i - A-'-v,.  ^ ir '-r'l = C>(A;-7A„) ->O. 
k = l  
w r  ol^raiii fin — t  0 a.s. Further, since \ [ ( Z { » )  <  t t )  — "| < I and for some positive constant C \  
^ l /  n  ^ t / f i n  
I  Y i  ( i S ' i  -  " « ) |  < < ^ ' 1 1 1 1  - J ) -
.Sgfi- 1=0 J = 0  
we obtain. 
|/-.nl<o(A„(A,V/ir;)-'(Ar//'r.)-'(A;7/'; '.)) =o(Af/A,.) a..s. 
Hence (7.7) holds. 
.\ow. it remains to show the a.s. weak convergence of r = 1.2 ;is random elements on D[0. 1]. 
[•'or the finite-dimensional distributions, it suffices to show tliat. for any real numbers oj. • • G ffi. 
and i/i. • • (/„, <E [0. 1]. with ni € Z"*". 
r n  r r »  
^ak^n.ri"k) ^^ak\Vr(uk] a.s.. (7.8) 
k = l  jL-  =  1 
P 
wliere —T denotes weak convergence of random variables. We show for /» = I. that is. given u G [0. I]. 
P -. 
r((/) U ' r ( " )  a.s. The arguments for ni > 1 are similar and are omitted. We again suppress the 
.<iiljscripis n and r. .Since ^(ii) = A„/\'~' =i (") ~ ^.s. and by Berry-Essen Lemma 
(.see. e.g.. .Shao and Tu. 1995. pp.451), we obtain. 
sup^|p.(,^"^(i/)/Var.(,$;;^(u))'/- < x) -<I>(j-)| < C[A„ A""'ma.\<:|.V; ((/) - E.(.V;(M))|j 
\  j  
^ [-^n ~ ^ ( " ) ) ] 
/c = l 
where 't>( ) is the CDF of a standard Gaussian randorji variable and C is a positive constant. Since 
ma.>ct|.V^((/) — £'. (A'^ (i;))| < 2 a.s. and KJ= 0(\f/Xn) —> 0. it remains to show that. 
K 
~ ^ (")) ) a-s-. ("-9) 
kzz\ 
wlicro &{•. •) is tiie rescaied version of cr(-. -) defined in Theorem ;{.l. We show (7.9) in two steps. In the 
first step, wo siiow that. 
E(Ar.A-'Var.(-V:(«))) (7.10) 
for each k  such that S*"" is a square block of size X f .  We rewrite \'ar. (^^ r(")) 
Var.{C, . («))  =  IR^R'  Y1 [A1<(«)-E.(A\:(U))-] .  
13y (7.7) and Theoreni .'{.l. we have. 
|A..E.(A\:(«))| < |A4F(«) - « - E.(.\\:(«))]|+ |A„(F(-/) - »)| = o^d). 
Tiirtlier. by the stationarity of the r.f. and the fact that E { X f  . \ ^ i { u ) )  —r | / ? o | ( T ( i i .  t i ) .  wo obtain. 
ir^r' Y 1  E ; { A l K - ' X l { u ) ) ^ a ( u . u ) .  
B'-'eT'' 
Hence (7.1U) holds. 
In the second step, we show that 
£(A„/\~'[Var.(.Vni/)) - E(Var.(.\fc(u)))])"' 
is sutnmable over i i .  for each k  such that B ' '  is a square block of size X f .  We cluster the translations 
of B" into big blocks Dj of size (2A/)- and categorize these big blocks into 9 groups so that within 
each group, the small translation blocks from any two different big blocks are at least A(-dibtance apart. 
Define the big-block sums as. 
y f { u )  =  ^ X l K - '  [.v;:,(«) - E . ( X - , i u ) f -  -  E { X l ( u ) )  + E(E.(.Vi: («)) = )]. 
and IfH .V''"^ denote the collection of big blocks D^'"s from the ^-th group; <j = 1. --.9. Then, we can 
rewrite. 
A ^ / v- ' [ var. ( . \7 . (»))-E(Var . (A-;-(«)))]  =  IT" '"!" 'Y.  
; /=I DJ'65' '  ' '  
By similar arguments as Lenmia -1.1 (Lahiri. 1999). for each group <j. 
where = rnax£)kgs'^ '»ll^j'"(")ll-i+<5- for some 6 > 0. Hence. 
£-(1^.1-1 J -  V f i u ) ) '  < o { { X l / h l ) - H x l / X f ) - ( X f / h l ) ' )  =0(A,VA^).  
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wliii-li is siinimable by the a^jsu nipt ion. Then, by Holder's inequality, the fourth moment of (7.11) is 
^iimmablc. Hence. A'"'•\'ar.(.Vt((i)) —> a{u. u) a.s. by Borel-Cantelli Lemma. The two steps above 
can be applied to k- such that B''  intersects with the boundary of R. Since Af/A„ —)• 0. the number of 
sfiuare blocks dominates that of tiie boundary blocks. Then (7.9) and lienco. (7.8) holds with ni = 1. 
For the tightness of tiie process, we follow the arguments in Biihlmann (19?J-() and show that, for 
every itn € [0. I], for every f > 0 and every i) > 0. there exist a d € (0. 1) and an "Q(^) G Z"*". such that 
for all n > 
^ • ( ' ^ " P u „ < u < u „ + . s l ^ n . r ( " )  -  < n . r ( " o ) l  >  f )  <  r i < i '  'I S- (7.r_>) 
1-i.\ ( > 0 and ;/ > 0. We divide the interval [UQ-"o + <i] into subiniervals [u,. such that it, = 
I'n + if /('jA„); / = 0. 1. • • •. f/i = [d ((JA,, )/<]. By Lemma -1 of Biihlmann (1994). 
••^"P.i„<U<>,„ + olC..r(") -^M.rCfo)! < ;5ma.\o<,<m-l |C.,r("' + l) -^r'.r(".)l + 
ma.>co<.<M-I [A„[£".(F; .^(( / ,  +  I))  -  £".(F; ,^(U.  ))] |  
— fsri + An . 
lleticeforth. we abbreviate /(u,^i) — f { u i )  to /(Ai/,). for any real-valued function f .  By (7.7) and the 
tighiiies.s of r from Theorem ;{.l. there e.xist a d > 0 and an no > 0 sucii that, for every n > hq. 
/ ' IN ^  NIAXO< 1 <  R7I — I  AN I £*•  ( /^^ P (  A R/I )  )  R(A(/ | ) |  
"i" maXfl< I < rri — I Afi [ ri ,r ( ' 'i ) i |  maXo< j < m — 1 Afi IA Wj j 
< c/'2 a.s. 
.N'l X t .  by 1 lieorem 1 of Bickel and Wichura (1971) and similar arguments ;is in Lemma 8 of Biihlmann 
(199 !). u-e oljtain. 
P.{\I:in \ > (/'2) < rjS/'J a.s. 
.Note that .\;J(A(i,) plays the role of D j ( H i { n ) )  in Lemma-5 and the moment bounds can be derived in 
a similar manner as those in Lemma -5 and 7 of Biihlmann (199-1). Hence (7.12) holds. By (7.7). (7.8). 
and (7.12). (7.(3) and hence the result of Theorem ."{.2 holds. O 
7.3 Proof of Theorem 4.1 
First, we introduce some more notation. Let. 
r„(--) = b,, ((F„,,(.-) - Fn.,(--))- - (F^,i(-) - ( = ))•) : Z€R. 
7G 
= 2(G-,(.-) - 6%(--))V(--): r € R. 
riioii. >„ of (1.(5) and J'-y; defined in Tiieoretn -1.1 can be re-e.vpressed as. 
>'r. = f  i „ ( : ) t L ( : ) d : .  
J I R  ' m
>•>. = f L-^{:)u{z)dz. 
J m 
Kecall from (1.2). 0„.r = A,./l~'(Fn,r - /^-«..r): '• = 1.2. Let On = Or,A - On.2-
.Note that i"n( ) can be re-written a^s. 
l ' r t ( - )  =  ' ^ r A - i '  +  - { ^ n . l { - )  —  . ! > ( - )  ) < 3 r i  ( - )  :  Z  € .  K -
In the proof of Theorem ."5.1. we have shown that under assumptions (.•\..l)-(.\.-l). given : £ IR. 
A„(F„.,(r) -6V(--)) 5- VVV(r). 
where i  denotes weak convergence of random variables. Hence. Fr,,r(:) — Gr(:) = O p ( \ ~ ^ )  and 
/•"„ r(;| A 6V(;). for all :  E R-
Further, by similar arguments as in the proof of Theorem H.l of Lahiri (1999). under assumptions 
(.v.;!) (.\.7). 
1-On .r —r Vr. 
where ^ denotes weak convergence of random elements on D[—rc. >c]. and V ' r ( - )  is a Gaussian process 
wiili mean zero and covariance function ',r( • •) defined in (-!.;{). 
B\' ilie /'>-mi.\ing condition (.\.-l) and similar arguments as in Lemma-1.4 in Lahiri (1999). o„.i and 
P 
o„ 2 'ire asymptotically independent. Hence o„ —r V. where V" is defined in Theorem -LI. 
Now. by assumption (.-\.8) and Lemma .5 of Zhu et al. (2000). we conclude that. 
/.„(.V„ -.V-,) = f  v A z ) u ( : ] d z  ^  f  i - ^ i z ) u - ( z ) d z  =  f  2 { G d  =  )  -  G 2 {  =  } ) V ( z ) w ( z ) d z .  •  
Jm J IR J m 
7.4 Proof of Theorem 4.2 
First, we define. 
r ; ( c )  =  b ,  ((F,:.,(r) - F,:,,{,-))- - (F;.,,(r) - F;..O(--))'-) Z^R. 
and (•-.,(•) as in Section 7.3. Then, we rewrite as. 
>'r" = f t " .  
J IR 
i i 
atul Sow. let the bootstrap version of c3„,r = A„//~'(/^n.r — r = 1.2. 
.Hid On = On .i — On.2. be defined as. 
and o"| = o', , — o,' .Vote that in( ) can be re-written as. 
r-(r) = -6r'o;{--)- + •1(F: ,( = ) -  F;,,(z])o-Jz]: r € R-
By the [)roof of Thooretn .'5.2. ^(c) —> C'r(-) probability P. a.s.. for all r G IR- By similar arguments 
a.-^ those for Theorem 1 of Lahiri (2000) and Theorem I of Biihlmanii (199-1). 
.  r 
o„ -T V a.s.. 
\vii<^re ^ denotes weak convergence of random elements on D[—?c. x;]. yr(-): r = 1.2 are two indepen­
dent (Jaiissian processes with mean zero and covariance function <,>(•• •) defined in (4.;{). and V = V'l —V'o. 
By Lemma o of Zhu et al. (2000). we conclude that. 
/.,(.i;: -.I-) = f r - J z ) w { z ) d z  f = f 2{Gd = ) - 0\{z))V( : ] a { : ) d =  a.s. • 
Jm J IR Jm 
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Table I Hypothesis testing results for three simulated data sets with G'l = G'-j 
Data Set A,. 116. II-. '/O '.'U Conclusion 
I 1(5 0.299 0.:?8l Do not reject Ho 
2 :vi 0.11(5 0.206 Do not reject Ho 
;{ (54 0.052 0.128 Do not reject //„ 
Fable 2 Hypothesis testing results for three simulated data sets with G'l ^ G'T 
Data Set A,. lls^nll-.. '/o ;•() Conclusion 
-I 16 0.749 0.41:{ Reject Ho 
5 :{2 0.672 0.:546 Reject Ho 
(5 64 0.818 0.100 Reject H„ 
Table F'rediction intervals of the WISD for three simulated data sets with 
Gi G-2 
Data Set A„ •i;. "0 or> "O 05 A) 90 
4 16 0.562 -1.535 2.222 (0.42:5.0.658) 
5 :{2 0.452 -1.86:{ 2.054 (0.;588.0.510) 
6 64 0.670 -1.191 1.691 (0.64:5.0.688) 
Figure 1 An illustration of the asymptotic structure and the sampling design: 
(a) sampling subregions /^„_ij and divided by a straiglit 
line, and a coarser square grid of sampling sites (in •): (b) sampling 
subregions /?„j and divided by a straigiit line, and a finer 
square grid of sampling sites (in •). 
Figure 2 Data simulated from tlie same Gaussian r.f. over grid of size A„ 
1(5: (b) 32: (c) 64. 
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Figure 3 Data simulated from two different Gaussian r.f.s over grid of size A^: 
(a) IG: (b) 32; (c) (54. 
S4 
ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTION OF THE EMPIRICAL CDF 
PREDICTOR UNDER NONSTATIONARITY 
A paper submitted to CRM Volume on Spat ial  Stat is t ics  and Appl icat ions 
Jun Zhu. S. N. Lahiri. and Noel Crcssie 
Abstract 
In tliis paper, we establish a functional central limit theorem for the empirical predictor of a spatial 
cumulative distribution function for a random field with a nonstationarv mean structure. The type 
of spatial asymptotic framework used here is somewhat nonstandard: it is a mi.xture of the so called 
"infill" and "increasing domain" asymptotic structures. The choice of the appropriate scaling sequence 
for the empirical predictor depends on certain characteristics of tlie spatial sampling design generating 
the sampling sites. .\ precise description of this dependence is given. The results obtained here e.xtend 
a similar result of Lahiri (1999) who considered only the stationary ca.se. 
l\i i/u ord.s and p/irasts: Functional central limit theorem. Increasing domain asyniptotics. Infill asymp-
totics. Prediction. Spatial cumulative distribution function. Spatial sampling design. 
A MS •yi i t j j t  r t  r lassi f ical ion:  Primary 62E20; Secondary (j'2M20. (50GG0. 
1 Introduction 
.\ spatial cumulative distribution function (SCDF) is a random distribution function that provides 
a statistical summary of a spatially distributed random process over a given region of interest. Let 
: .s S JR"^} be a random field (r.f.) and let /? be a region of interest in ZR''. Then, the SCDF of 
{Z()} over R is defined as 
F ^ { : : R )  =  f  [ { Z i s )  <  : ) d s / \ R \ :  :  e  I R .  
JR 
( 1 - 1 )  
where /(.-I) is the indicator function, equal to 1 if A is true and equal to 0 otherwise, and |/?| = 
denotes the volume of R. .Vote that for each realization of the r.f.. the SCDF f '^ is a (right) continuous, 
nondecreasiiig function with linj;_+_^ F^(:: R) = 0 and lim;_,^ F^{z: R) = 1. and hence possesses all 
t he properties of a cunmlative distribution function on the real line IR. .\s a spatial statistic, it provides 
.III effective summary of the distribution of the values of the Z process over a given region R. I'se of 
the SCDF ivas proposed by Overton (1989) in the conte.Kt of analysis of survey data from the .N'ational 
Surface Water Surveys. .Many conmionly used summary measures about the behavior of the spatial 
[irocess {Z( )} over the region R can be recovered from the knowledge of the SCDF. For example, if 
Z{s) <jenot<^ an air-pollution measurement at location *. then one might be interested in the average 
;ur-|Jollut ion level over a region of interest R. that is. in the regional mean 
Z ( R ) =  f  Z(.s)f/^/|/?|. 
J  n  
It is easy to see that Z(R) = /  zdF-^(::  R) .  which is simply the mean of the random distribution 
function /?). For more on the properties and uses of the SCDF as a spatial statistic, see .\lajure 
et al. (199-5) and Lahiri et al. (1999). 
In practice, the Z  process is observed only at finitely many loc.ntions {j<i «„} lying in the 
(sampling) region of interest R  =  R „  and we wish to infer about the SCDF R n )  based on the 
rlata {Z(.si) Z { . i n ) } .  -Vote that the SCDF. being a functional of the Z  process over the entire 
n-gion R „ .  is then unobservable .  . \  basic predictor of F ^ { - :  R r , )  is given by the empirical cumulative 
(listribution function (ECDF). 
n  
F„(z)  = ^/(Z(^.) < --): zeR.  (1.2) 
j = i 
Pro[)eri ies of the ECDF as a predictor of F^ (•: /?„) depend on the spatial sampling design generating 
tli<- sam()liiig sites {.ti ^„} and on tiie properties of the r.f. Z(-). .-Vssuming that the r.f. is 
• i tdl loi ianj .  Lahiri (1999) proved a functional central limit theorem (FCLT) for the process. 
6.(--)  = b„{F„(=) -  F^i- .Rn)):  ze lR.  ( l . :{)  
where is a suitable sequence of scaling constants. In this article, we e.xtend his results and prove 
a similar I-'CLT for the process allowing the process Z{-) to have a nonstationary mean structure. 
Specifically, we assume that the observed process Z(-) is of the form. 
Z(a) = r/(.^) + e(«): s e IR''. (1.4) 
w h e r e  y(.) is a possibly unknown (deterministic) regression function and {f(«) : « € IR''} is a zero-
mean. stationary r.f. If there is additional information available on certain covariates .Vi(«) \\.(a). 
8(5 
associatod with the Z process at location s  € WV' (e.g.. from remote sensing satellite data), then the 
regression function g(») may be taken as a nonparanietric or parametric function of the covariate values 
-ri(.s) j-fc(.s). such as 
Ui' i )  ='Ji(-r i i ' f )  -rfcC*)): n e  R' '  
for .some function yi  :  IR^ —r Bl  or  
y{s)  = Jo + + .. . + .  
wliere (.i„. .ij i;.)' G are regression parameters. In either case, since the ECDF given by (1.2) 
recinires only the knowledge of the observed variables {Z(^i) Z(«„)}. it can be used as a predictor 
of the unobservable S(.'DF. 
I he main result of the paper establishes weak convergence of the process fn(-) to a Gaussian process 
ir( ) (say) as random elements of D[—>c. >:]. the space of right continuous functions on [—x;] with 
left limits (cf. Billingsley. 19(58). The limiting Gau.ssian process has continuous sample paths witli 
[jrobabiliiy I. The spatial asymptotic structure used for proving the FCLT is somewhat nonstandard. It 
is a <-ombiiiation of what are known as the "increasing domain asymptotics" and the "infill asyrnptotics" 
(cf. C'ressie. 199;{). and is similar to the asymptotic structures used by Lahiri (1999) for tiie SCDF in 
the stationary case, and by Hardle and Tuan (198G) and Hall and Patil (199-1) for certain other inference 
[problems involving temporal and spatial processes. We describe the spatial sampling design and the 
;usytMptotic structure in more detail in Section 2. .\s in the stationary case, the sampling design plays 
a critical role in determining the accuracy of the predictor Indeed, as follows from the main result 
of th<^ paper, the order of the scaling constant in (l.;{) depends on the sampling design. Since the 
asytnptotic variance of [Fn( ) — /?ri)] i^s of the order b~-. more accurate prediction of the SCDF 
is [possible for a sampling design that produces a larger scaling constant b„.  Ue provide 
a precise description of the relation between the order of the scaling constant b„ and the relevant 
characteristics of the sampling design that determine it. It follows from this that is a more accurate 
[jredictor under sampling designs that possess certain symmetry properties. .More details are given in 
.Section 
In provifig the FCLT for in the nonstationary case, we have to contend with some technical 
difficulties that are not encountered in the stationary case. For example, in the stationary case, the 
e.xpeclecl value of^„(r) is zero for all r. However, under model (I.-l). this is no longer true for a general 
regression function !/(>«)• Nonetheless, under appropriate regularity conditions, the process is shown 
to converge weakly to a zero-mean Gaussian process as in the stationary case. Thus, one may use the 
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{•"{'LT to construe:! large sample inference procedures (e.g.. prediction intervals) for the unobservablc 
SC'DF P\(-: Rn) for nonstattonary r.f.s given by model (l.-l). 
riio rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section "1.  we describe the details of the sampling 
design and spatial aivmptotic structure. In .section .'5. we state the assumptions and the main results 
of the paper. In Section -l. we provide the details of the proofs. 
2 The Asymptotic Framework 
There are differetit ways of studying asymptotic properties of estimators and predictors based on 
spatial data. However, tlieysceni to stein from essentially two basic structures, known as the "increasing 
dcMiiain asymptotic structure" and the "infill asymptotic structure" (cf. Cressie. 199;5). When all 
sampling sites are separated by a fi.xed positive distance, and the sampling region R = R„ becomes 
unbounded as the sample size increases, the resulting structure leads to what is known as the "increasing 
domain asymptotics" (cf. Cressie. 199S). This is the most common framework used for asymptotics 
for spatial data observed on a given lattice. In contrast, when samples of increasing size are collected 
from within a sampling region R that does not become unbounded with the sample size, one obtains 
the "infiH" structure. Various asymptotic structures for spatial data arise from a varying degree of 
combination of these two basic structures. .\s in Lahiri (1999). we assume here a "mixed" asymptotic 
structure where we let the sampling region R = /?„ grow, and at the same time, allow "infilling" 
of any fixed bounded subregion of /?„. For a discu.ssion of why such a structure is natural for the 
present problem, see Remark 2.1 below. A similar "mixed" structure has been used by Ilardle and 
luan (19j<')) in the context of smoothing time-series data and by Mall and Patil (1994) in the conte.xt 
of non()arametric estimation of the auto-covariance function of a r.f. 
We begin with a description of the sampling region R„ which specifies the "increasing domain" 
coniponent of our asymptotic structure. Let RQ be an open connected subset of ( —l/'i. 1/2]'' containing 
tiie origin such that the following regularity condition holds: 
(C.l) For any .sequence of positive real numbers, {a,,}, with lini„_>-^ = 0. the number of cubes 
generated by the la t t ice  that  intersect  both RQ and RQ is  0((a~ ' ) ' ' " ' )  as  n  —)• >c.  Here.  2L 
flenotr-s the set of all integers. 
Next, let {An} be a sequence of real numbers going to infinity with n.  Then, the sampling region 
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f i„ is obtained by "inflating" t!ie set RQ by tlie scaling sequence A^: tliat is. 
/?ri = /?o. 
Since the origin is assumed to lie inside RQ. the shape of the sampling region is preserved for different 
\aliies of n. Furthermore. Condition (CM) on RQ guarantees that the effect of the data points lying on 
the boundary of R„ is negligible compared to the totality of all data values. This formulation is similar 
to that of Sherman and Carlstein (199-1) and Hall and Patil (1994). and allows the sampling region 
Rn to have a fairly irregular shape. Some common e.xamples of such regions are spheres, ellipsoids. 
pQlyluxirons. and star-shaped regions (which can be non-convex sets with irregular boundaries). 
.\ext \ve describe the "infilP component of our a.symptotic framework. Let {/fn} be a sequence of 
real luiinbers such that /i„ i 0 as ri —> . and let c be an arbitrary point in the interior of the unit cube 
A(i = (0. 1]"'. We a.ssume that the sampling sites {«i «„ } are given by the points on the "shifted 
and scaled" integer grid {(« 4- c)/i„ ; i  E Z"'} that lie witliin the sampling region Rn'- that is. 
{«! -Sr. } = {(«+ c)/i„ : i e  n  R„ .  
Since /i,j tends to zero with ri. the sampling sites "fill in" any given subregion of R„ with an increasing 
ik'nsity. Thus, the asymptotic framework we consider here is a mi.xture of "infill" and "increasing do­
main" structures, with the sampling sites generated by a nonstochastic uniform sampling design wliose 
"starting" point c/i„ is an arbitrary point in the cube ( O . / j n ] ' ' -  indeed, as e.xplained in the next section, 
it is the choice of the "design parameter" c that critically determines the order of the scaling constant 
6,, in (I.. '{) and. hence, the accuracy of the predictor F„. 
Roiiiark 2.1. The mi.xed asymptotic structure described in the paper appears to be the natural one 
for iiiNostigating large-sample properties of the statistic Fn(:) as a predictor oi the unobservable SCDF 
/• \ . ( r :  f in]-  Since the SCDF R,,)  is  def ined in  terms of  an integral  on Rn.  i t  cannot  be predicted 
ronsis t t  n t ly  without infilling. On the other hand, if the region /?„ remains bounded, then there is 
not enough information to allow conststtrit estimation of population quantiles (cf. Lahiri. 199C) for 
constructing prediction bands for the SCDF F~^(z: Rn). Thus, both the "infill" and the "increasing 
domain" components must be present in the spatial asymptotic structure for constructing meaningful 
inference procedures based on tiie FCLT of the paper. 
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3 Main Results 
For clariiy of exposition, we divide this section into three parts. In Section 3.1. we collect the 
necessary notation. In Section .3.2. we state the assumptions, and in Section -•{.3. we state the main 
result of the paper. 
3.1 Notation 
For a vector x = (j-i. • • •. x^)' 6 R'' {k > 1). let | |a:| | = ( 1=*^! = l denote 
the I -  and norm of x. For a countable set ./. we let \ J \  denote the cardinality of J . and for an 
uncountable set .1 C • |.-l| denotes the volume, that is. the Lebesgue measure of .4. Let be 
the set of all nonnegative integers. For ci = € (2+)''-. X = (j-,. - ••.xfc)' € and 
for a function / : —>• H. we define = 0^=1= 0^=1D*^ f = D"' ... D'^. 
where Dj denotes partial derivative with respect to Xj. For notational simplicity, we shall also write 
f ( x . y )  for x  E  I R ' ' .  a  E  i l Z + ) r  y  E  R ' ' .  ( 3  E  (2+)''. and / : R''+'' R. 
J ) > I.'/ > 1 • 
I nder the a.ssumption of stationarity of the r.f. ; t t  E  R'^} .  let the location-invariant marginal 
distriljution function of f(a) and the joint bivariate distribution function of f(0) and t(a) be denoted 
as. 
F ( r )  =  P ( f ( 0 ) < . - ) .  
= P^f(O) < ri.c(«) < . 
where ri. r-_. 6 R. and s 6 R"^• .-Mso. let 
Gi{:i. -3- ;-{:•!<) = < <^(0) < -3 < < --i) : 
Ci . c:;. c;j. r.i E R. s E R''• Then, for any given ri.rs E R.  p(^Z{x)  < z \ .Z{y)  < :n^ = G(:i  — 
-'2 ~ niy)'-y — ^)- which is abbreviated to ^(x.y) to simplify notation and. similarly. P(^~i < 
Z{x.) < ci < Z(y) < Co) = Gi(;i —(j{x). Zn —g(x). Ci —(j[y). — 'j(y)'-y —'J^)• which is abbreviated 
to Hiix.y). It is easy to sec that the partial derivatives of the function H with respect to x and 
y are of the form f(x.y:x — y) for some function / depending on ri.r-j. For example, for |ct| = 1. 
y)  = Di6'(; i  - i j[x) .  g{}j):y-x)  [ - t j (x)]  + G(zi  -g{x) .  C2-i / (y):! / -x)-[- l] .  
In view of this observation, we shall also use the alternative notation 
L ^ ^ { z i . z - . : x . y . x  -  y )  =  D ^ D ^ g ( x . y ) :  
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x . y e  I f i ' ' .  e x .  ( 3  e  ( 2 + ) ' ^ .  
Let C'-^iA) be the collection of all random variables with zero mean and finite second moment that 
are measurable with respect to tlie <T-field generated by : s £ .-I}:.-I C • For A. B C IR"^. write 
^,(.4.5) = sup {|E^r,(/(£-^-)'/-(E,r)^/- € C . ( B ) } .  
Then, define the />-mixing co-efTicicnt of the r.f. : a € IR'^} by 
p ( f c :  m )  =  sup {/3i (.-1. fl) : |.-l| < rrj. I S| < rrj. c/(.l. i3) > A-}. (•{-5) 
w h e r e  ihe siipremum is taken over all rectangles A. B in H''. and where d { A .  B )  denotes the distance 
between the sets .4. B C in the |  • |-norm. given by d[A. B) = inf{|a: — i/| ; x G A.y 6 B}. We 
recall that c determines the starting-sampling site and we let cq denote the center of Aq = (0. 1]*^. W'e 
define the index N: as a function of the vector c. where k = •! if c = co and k = '2 if c co- Finally, for 
ft 1. n-j € (Z"*" )'^. let 
« ( a i . a - j )  =  f  f  ( T.  -  c ) ^ ' ( y  -  c ) ^ - ( i x . d y .  
J Ao J 
We are now ready to stale the assumptions to be used to obtain the main result of the paper. 
3.2 Assiiiiiptioiis 
(.\.l) There exist positive real numbers C.C..0 with C > 'id. Od < such that the />-mixing coefficient of 
the random field {t(«) : s G IR"^}. given by (-{-o). satisfies. 
p{k-.ni) < 
(.\.2) Tiie random field {c(.s) : s 6 J?''} is stationary and the marginal distribution function F 
limes differentiable with boutided derivatives. In addition, there e.xists a constant f\ such that 
| F ( F - ' { « , ) - « )  -  r ( F - ' ( « 2 ) - a ) |  <  / v | " i  - » 2 | -
for all (/[. u-j G (0. I) and a ^ ffi. 
The function </ is (^"+1) times differentiable with bounded partial derivatives, and f \D'^g(x)\d-x. < 
>c. for all |ci| =2 1 -f- k/'1. 
(.V. l) (i) The function G is (K+ I) times differentiable on with bounded partial derivatives, and 
sup,, ^ D y G { u .  v : y )  is Lebesgue integrable on I R ' '  for all |ct| = «: + I. 
(ii) For all ri.r-j € 5?. as n —»• >c. 
JR.-y  
for all y S IR!^ and |ai| = Ict^l = n/'l. 
(A.o) Tlierf exist constants K > 0. 1/2 < "• < I. such thai 
+1 
^ < K\F{z;)  -  F{z,) \ \  
|a;,|+|a^|=i> 
for all ri . r-_. € ffi. x. y £ . 
(A.()) The growth rale and the infill rale satisfy: 
+ (/,,.A„/logAj'' ->0. as n zc .  
where is <is in (A.o). 
\\V- now briefly discuss Assumptions (A.1)-(.\.(J) and their implications. Assumptions similar to 
(.\.l). (.v..5). (A.(j) have been used by Lahiri (1999) in the stationary case (i.e.. where the function </ is 
constant) and are discussed in detail therein. [lerice. we concentrate on the remaining assumptions. The 
first [)art of .A.s.sumption (.-\.2) is a smoothness condition on the marginal CDF F( ) that cati be verified 
direct 1\'. The second part is a type of uniform Holder's condition and it holds if. for example. F has 
a density that is compactly supported and is bounded away from zero. Assumplion (.-\..:?) exclusively 
relates to the regression function i/. The integrability conditions in (A.;5) and (A.4)(i) jointly imply 
the uniform integrability of the partial derivatives of the function G(-. •:«) over /?„. which is crucial for 
tlu- establishment of the convergence of finite-dimensional distributions of the process . Assumplion 
(.\. l)(ii) is a version of liie well-known Grenander's condition (Grenander. 19o'l; Anderson. 1971) that 
is conirnonly assumed in the context of inference problems involving regression models with dependent 
errors. 
We are now ready lo stale the main result of liie paper. 
3.3 The Main Result 
Define the .scaling constants {6„ : n > 1} by 
if c = co (;l.(3) 
and 
6„ = if C^CQ. (3.7) 
•Siiic-o h„ tends to zero with n.  it follows that 6„ has a larger order of magnitude in the case c — co than 
in the case c ^  CQ. Also, note that being the scaled difference of two cumulative distribution functions, 
the sample paths of the process lie in D[—x. ;c] witli probability one. The following result (proved 
in Section I) demonstrates the weak convergence of {<^n : " > 1} as random elements of the space 
D[—7c. "X]. ecinipped with the Skorohod metric (cf. Billingsley. 19(58). 
Thetjroni 3.1: Suppose that Condition (C.l) and .\.ssumptions (.-\.1)-(.\.(J) hold. Then. 
s , n  ^  »  •  •  
where denotes weak convergence of random elements in D[—>c. >c] as —>• and ir(-) is a zero-
mean (Jau.ssian process with covariance function. 
f 7 ( ; i .  ; - j )  =  | / ? o r '  ,  n  .  ( ^ i .  r - . ' :  y ) f / l / .  
|«,|=»/2 
.\I oreover. U'( —"x) = ir(>c) = 0 a.s.. and n'(;) has continuous sample paths with probability I. 
Proof: See .Section -1. 
riii^orem 3.1 shows that the process converges weakly to a Gaussian process as random elements 
of ?c] even under nonstationanlij oi the Z process. This extends a result of Lahiri (1999). who 
|)ro\ed a similar rCLT for under stationarity. Although the limiting Gaussian proces.ses have mean 
Z'To in both ca.ses. they have different covariance functions. In the stationary case, the covariance 
function depends only on the bivariate distribution function G'(;i. r-j:«). In contrast, as Theorem 3.1 
shows, the covariance function of the limiting Gaussian process in the nonstationary case depends in 
a noiiirivial way on the mean function <j as well as on the bivariate distribution function G'(-:i. -f). 
.Although it may be somewhat counter-intuitive. Theorem 3.1 provides an instance where second-order 
[jropiTiies (viz.. the covariance function f(ci.  ^ 2)) of the limit distribution IT depends on the first-order 
( m e a n )  s t r u c t u r e  o f  t h e  o b s e r v e d  r . f .  { Z ( s } } .  
Theorem ;5.1 also shows how the scaling constant is determined by the design parameter c. 
\ \ 'hen c — Cf). the sampling sites under the uniform spatial design are located at the mid-points of the 
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rcctniigiilar tessellation { ( i  + Aol /Jn : « 6 2Z''} of IR"^. In this CEUse. the scaling sequence {6„} is of a 
larger order of magnitude and. lience. the ECDF is a more accurate predictor of the SCDF /?„). 
For any other choice of c € Ao. the symmetry of the sampling sites with respect to the rectangular 
tes .sellation is lost, resulting in less accurate predictions. Thus, for a giien rate of infilling hn. if the 
statistician has the option of choosing the starting point chn of the rectangular sampling grid, he or she 
should ciioose c = CQ to ensure a better prediction of R„). Note that this implicitly requires the 
smoot liiiess conditions of (A.2)-(.V.5) to hold with K = -1. which are more stringent than the smoothness 
coiiflitions with - 2. Tlius. for a given rate of infilling h„. c = CQ is the best choice, provided the 
functions [•'. <j. C! have enough smoothness to satisfy .\ssumptions (.\.2)-(.\.-5) with k = 4. 
On the other hand, note that for a given growth rate . Assumption (A.6) allows a more dense 
infilling (i.e.. a smaller /J„) when c ^  CQ. This seems to imply tliat the max/rnw/.scaling sequence in 
(;{.7) for the case c cn may be "larger" than that in (3.(5) for the case c = CQ. However, it is easy to 
s(^e that for a given sequence . the majcimal scaling sequence for c- co is as 
com[)ar<'(l to ')1 for case c= Ca. and that the second sequence grows to infinity 
at a fush r  mtt  for all d > \  and all - > 1/2. Consequently, even when ma.^imal amounts of inTilliiig are 
usctl. tlif choice c = CQ still yields a more accurate predictor, provided that the smoothness conditions 
of .V.ssimiptions (.\.2)-(A.5) hold with K = 4. 
4 Proofs 
W'c begin with a brief description of the steps used for proving Theorem .'{.I. The proof of the FCLT 
in Theorem .'{.l follows the standard approach of establishing (i) tightness of the process '"md (ii) 
wf'ak convergence of its finile-dimensional distributions. We separate out the lengthy steps in the proofs 
of (i) and (ii) into a few preparatory lemmas (viz.. Lemmas 4.1-4.5). Lemmas 4.1 and 4.4 give certain 
iiionK'iit Ijoimds. Note thai unlike the consiant-mean stationary case. E$„(r) is not necessarily zero 
for a gf'iieral regression function g. For convergence to a zero-mean Gaussian process, we need to show 
ihat the bias of F„ vanishes sufficiently fast. This is done in Lemma 4.3. which establishes asymptotic 
negligibility of tiie bias of ^n( = )- The (co-)variance of [F„(r) — F^(r:/?„)] is found in Lemma 4.2. 
Indeed, the proof of Lemma 4.2 reveals the efTect of the vector con the scaling sequence {6n}- Together 
with Lemma 4..3. it yields the expression for the covariance function of the limiting Gaussian process 
in Theorem .'{.l. Lenmia 4.5 proves weak convergence of its finite-dimensional distributions of (i.e.. 
I)art (ii)) using Lemmas 4.1-4.4. Finally, tightness of the process (i.e.. part (i)) is established by 
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verifying a known sufficient condition for tightness of D[0. l]-valued processes from Billingsley (19(58). 
For proving tlie lemmas and the theorem, we need to introduce some more notation at this point. 
Let SI ~ (i + c)/j„: i £ 2Z.''. and let = {i £ 2*' : (» +c)/i„ € /?n} denote the subset of indices in 
Z'' corresponding to the sampling sites in /?„• Let r(i) = (i + Ao)fin'- i € Z''. .Ve.xt. define the sets 
•J\n = {' € •/„ : r(«) C /?n} and ./o„ = {» € Jn '• r(*) n R„ 0. r(t) n ^ 0} which, respectively, de­
note tlie collcction of indices of unit cubes r{i) that are completely contained in /?„ and that are on the 
Ijouridary of /?„. Note that = .J\n ^ Jin- In a similar manner, define the regions Ri„ = r(i) 
and R-jr, = '-'igj. where r{l.») = r{i)n R,,. For a real number a. let a"^ = max{a.O}. Let 
( C '( ) 'o denote generic positive constants that depend on their arguments (if any). .\lso. unless oth­
erwise specified, limits in order symbols arc taken by letting u tend to ~c. For e.xample. we would write 
u„ = o( 1) to mean a„ ^ 0 as n —r x;. 
Lemma 4.1: Let = /„So and Z(i) = f  f - ( Z { s ) ) [ { »  < E  (» + Ao) H i  £  J r ,  =  {t € 2"^ : 
(i -t- Ao) n 5^ o} be random variables satisfying 
EZ(i)=0. lZ(t)|<l and 
E \ Z { i ) \ '  <  6 n .  for all i £ 
where l„ ~ >c and BQ is a Borel subset of (—1/2. l/ 'lY that satisfies the same boundary condition 
(C.l) as ilie sot fjy. Then, under Assumption (A.l). 
II  ^C(d.p{-)){ l -^ '6l+li6„) .  
ieJ .  
Proof: In the stationary case (i.e.. for i / (s)  = 0 for all s  £ IR'^) .  this lenmia is proved in Lahiri 
(1!)!)!)) (I'f. Lemma 4.1. op. ctt). It may be checked that the arguments in the proof go through with 
minor changes even for the nonstationary case of model (1.4). We omit the details. 
Lemma 4.2: Suppose that Condition (C.I) and .Assumptions (.\.I). (.\.;J). (.A.4). and (.-V.6) hold. 
Then,  for  r i .  £ [R.  
X  / "  j C a , c t , ( ; i . ; 2 : ! / ) ' / 2 / ( l + o ( I ) ) .  J si< 
whore >• (/) = (/(Z(«-) < - /(Z(«) < Z j ) ) d s :  j  =  1.2. 
Proof: Here, we assume K = -1. The proof for the case K = 2 is similar. Let —  E  
{T.i^j„ Then. using Taylor's expansion, we have. 
I n  = 51 /" . / . ^7(«,•••»_/) +^(a:.y)c/xc/y 
• ,  - , Jr(! ii Jra j) 
=  Y I T .  J  [ E ( - -  ^ /)"/«! 
-0^^7(.-i.^y)(l/--J)"/«!) + E 
x{x -  s- f* '{y  -
+ V Y" / / r„(: f i . . f j :x .y)( lxdi j  
•  •  ,  J r ( i . i )  J r n . j '  
= ^In + /^n- (-1-1) 
where r„{.s- . . f j :T.y)  are the remainder terms. 
.\e.\t. we .split the leading term /[„ into two parts. Let /n„ denote the term where tiie sunmiations 
over both i  and j  c.Ktend over the index set ./i„. and let /i^,, = /in — hin be defined by subtraction. 
Then, noting that the r(l.t) = r(i) for all i € Jui- 'incl that the terms corresponding to |ct| < :? 
intt^grate to 0. by .\ssutnption (.-V.-l). we obtain. 
i:[ z (-DS'JK-'iHx-.ir/o! 
i€J ,„ jeJi .  '  '  |a|=A-
)"/«!) + Y i  |Ct,| + |Q[,|=*; 
12-|i: i€A. j€J,„ 
X f  f  {x - c ) ^ ' ( y  - c)^-clxdy] 
J^o -/Ao •• 
-  E  [ 4 - ' a ( a i . a 2 )  f  f  D ^ '  D ^ - g { x . y ) d x d y  
ia,i=.. 
iCtjIz 
x(l +o(l)) 
9() 
( -J .2)  
i«ii=-|tt,|=;; 
In the lo-st step, we need to use a version of the Lebesgue Doniinatecl Convergence Theorem to conclude 
i-onvergcrice of the integrals from pointwise convergence to the function (-1 •-2: !/)• This can be 
done using A.ssumpt ions and as in the proof of (-l.;?) below. 
.Ve.xt. note that by Assumptions (.\.. '{) and (.-V.-l). tliere e.\ists a Lebesgue integrable function 
//fiiCtj (•) such that 
sup \D^'< Hcx^a^iy - x). 
for all x.y G #?'' and for all 1 < |ai|. |ci-j| < K + 1. Hence, using the fact that l-Anl = 0((-^ri/',7')"'"') • 
we obtain. 
i'--..: = |( L E E - E E 
i e J l n j e J 2 n  t e J . n j e J l n  l e J ^ n j e J j n  
•I 
k=i ia|=t 
^ ( y  -
[a, \+\cxA=k 
X I 
-I 
< cw.r«E E <EE + EE + EE 
*••=- ieJjnjeJj„ 
|Ct, | + |Cf..|=<c 
< E ( ,E ,E + E E + E E ' 
'C-'lr. ieV.-n teJ2. j€Jln «'€ „ J €-f-„ 
iCtl |+Icf_,|=A. 
- -s/)! 
< c(d)i , ix fr ' .  (-1.3) 
.\l.so. by similar arguments, there exist Lebesgue integrable functions //C*iQ,(-) and points G 
r(l.j) and .Hj G r(I.j) such that, uniformly in IR. 
K-'nl < yi 51 / / \rr ,{ . f i .» . : :r .y) \dxdy 
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^ (ii^ - •f/ir^' + III/ - -••j!!"' ') 
< nf/) / '^ l«nl  Y .  f  "cx,cxAv) ' iy  
|a.|+|«..|=5 
<  C ( d ) h l x i .  (4.4) 
I lic li-tnma now follows from (4.1)-(4.4). 
Lotiiiiia 4.3: I'licler ('otidition (C.[) and .Assumptions {. \ . '2)  and (.\.. 'i). for any r G f?. 
\eJ2 v( / ) |  =O(A; ; / - ) .  
wli.^rr )  { i )  _  Jp i  { I ( Z { » i )  <  : )  —  I ( Z { s ]  <  : ) ) d s  and ["(l.i) and ./i„ are as in Lemma 4.2. 
Proof: We o[ily consider the case k = 4. Let /-'(a;) = F(: — x € J2''. Then, using Taylor's 
i^x|5ansion and proceeding as in the proof of Lenmia 4.2. by .\s,sumpt ions {. \ . '2)  and (A..'{). we obtain. 
ieJn 
r i l . i .P 
=  ! Z /  . ( -  E  ( « ! ) - ' / ? "  F ( ^ - ) ( x +  r . ( . . ; : x ) ) c / x |  
= ^ (2!)-' ^ |d"F(^-) / (x-c)"f/x|(l+«(I)) 
l"l=- ieVi„ '  
< Cid)f,l V [ |D"F(x)|f/x 
|«|=2' 
Oih^/-)  
Loiiinia 4.4: Let = (<' ' in-(>in) y  • •  •  x  («<f„.6j„) be a rectangle in ZR'' with b,„ —a,n > c > 0.  for 
•'ill / = 1 '/ and n > 1. and that /?', n ^ W. Suppose tiiat .Assumptions (.A.1)-(A.()) hold. Then. 
for any rj. r_. G Hi.  as t i  —r -x . .  
(••') 
e{ Y 1  V3(|-))' ' <c-(f/)/^';|/?i|. 
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(1^) 
e{ Y .  YAii)) '  <C(d)h^, \Rl , \  \F(z:)-F(Z- , ) \ \  
wli.To V3(t') = ^ -i) ~ y4{i) = /r(2.i,,(^(-i < < -2) - /(-I < 
Z(.S) < :• , )] ,Ls .  Vi ' l . i )  = r(i) n /?„ n /i^ and J3n = {i  e  z  '  : r{2.i) # 0}. 
Proof: rii>-' proof is similar to that for Lemma 4.2 and is ornitted. 
Lc^iiiiiia 4.5: .Siijiposo that Condition (C.l) and .Vssnniptioris (.\. 1)-(.\.(5) fiold. Then, for an\' 
"I • • • • "r £ ft. :i. • • •. Zr € /?. and r > I. 
j=i  ,=i  j=i  
whero denotes weak convergence of random variables and <T(r,. Z j )  is as defined in the statement of 
l lieoreiM .'f.l. 
Proof: W'e shall prove the lemma only for the case K = -I. Clearly. 
r 
j=i  
= 6,.((.V„/,:^)-' - |/?„r') Vaj f  (/(Z(«) < --,) - P(Z(«) < - j ) )cLs 
,=1 
+b,.( .Whir 'Taj  Y ,  f /  < -,) - /(^{•-) < -j))d-s 
~Iri i  I-. ~ 
= I \Ti  +  I'>n- ("I-'T) 
.Vote that by Lemma 1.8.1 of Ivanov and Leonenko (1989). Condition (C.l) and .\.ssuniption (.\.(5). 
I\n teiifl.s to zero in mean squares. Hence, it remains to prove the weak convergence of /o,,. For this, 
wo (>mi)loy the ""blocking'" method of Bernstein (194-1). Let {Ajn} and {A^n} denote two sequences of 
(jositivf tiiimb<?rs such that Ain//in. Av,,//),, G 2"^ and. as n —>• 
+  l / A ^ n  +  A - J n / A i n  +  A i n / A ^  — ^  0 .  
Let A3,, = Ai„+A-j„ and let An(«:0) = (i+AojAs,,; i g Z''. We further partition each cube A„(i:0) into 
""big"" blo<'ks of (long) side length Ai„ and "liltle" parallellopipeds with at least one (sliort) side of length 
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A_.„. Lot /(I. /) = [*"ii. sii + Ai„). l i ' 2 .  i )  =  [.sii +  Ai„ .  A'l, +  A3,,) .  e  E  B  = {1.2}'' and eo = (1. • • •. 1)'. 
riiiii. An (i'le) = [(ci.il) X ••• X i ^ e ^ 6. defines the blocks, yielding the "big" block 
for e = €() and the "litlle" parallellopipeds for all e  € u .  S o l e  that the volume of a block of "type c" 
is |A(/;e)| = '• ^^'liere </ is the total number of "long" sides. Hence. |A(i;€)| = o(|A(»:€o)|). as 
I I  y z .  for all e  ^  CQ. 
.\o.\t. \vc c.Kpress An in terms of the "big" and "little" blocks. Let = {i G '• An(»:0) C /?n} 
bi' t h e  i n d e . x  s e t  o f  n o n b o u n d a r y  b l o c k s  a n d  l e t  . / j , ,  =  { i  £  2 ' '  :  A r i ( / : 0 )  n  5 ^ :  0 .  A „ ( i : 0 )  n  / ? ^  I d } .  
.MSG. for /' € let 
r ^ 
V,- = 6„(.V„/z'^)-' Va, / (KZi.'^i) < =j) - IiZ[») < Zj))d.H. 
J r i i . i )  ^  '  
I'or I € ./.j„ (i.e.. over the nonboundary blocks) and c G 0. define the variables. 
>•(«•:€) = Y.  (yj- i^yj)-
j  r { j ) c ^ ^ i i . e )  
i-'or i £ .Jr.n (i.e.. over the boundary blocks), define 
r ( i : 0 )  =  Y ,  i V j - i r y j ) .  
j  r ( J ) n R „ n A „ i : i . O i ; i k »  
Tiieii. it i.s ea^y to clieck that 
=  > • ( ' • :  c ) +  ^  Y ( i : 0 )  
ee0i€J^n «6A„ 
= ^ V'(i":co)+ Y1 H >'('":«)+ X! 
= f 'J ln  + h'2n + hsn-  ('t-t>) 
.\otf that K-j = \JT,n\ < (^'(£^)(An/A3„)''~'. and that |Ao(i:0) |  = A3,,. Hence, by .Assumption (.-\.l) 
anil Lemma 1.-1(a). 
£-(/-,3r,)= =  E i  ^'('=0)) 
< l -hrAk'^- 'pi i fc  -  l]^\3n:XL)mnx. i^ j^^E{y(i:0))-
k=0 
<  C ( d . p . G ) { X : i r . / X n ) { y Z ' ' ^ ) .  (4 .7)  
By similar arguments, noting that A'a = |./^„| = 0(Xn/\3„)''. |A(*.£)| < Af~'A2n for all c eo. and 
that the distance between A(i:c) and A(j:e) is (|i — j\ — l)'^A3n + Ai>n. we obtain. 
«€JH„ 
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< 5: £( i: >C:o)' 
A. J 
< C (t/) [.y^n I f I + ^ '/5((^' ~ '  )-^3n + A2,,: A[„ '  Ain ) j 
<.•=1 
xmaxj-gj^^  E{y( i :€))-
< C{cl)(XJ\:,n)' ' 'iXZ-^){\:in/K)'{^-Jn/\3n). (4.8) 
Hoiico. choosing Aj,, ~ A„/logAn and A2,, ~ log A^, from (4..5)-(4.8). we obtain, as ri —> 
r 
£"(X]aj^n(;j) -  ^  V'(/:co)) -rO. (4.9) 
Xe.xt. note tiiat for the given choices of Ain.A^r,. 
|Eexp(/7 ^ V'(i:co))- JJ Ee.\p(/7>'(i: C o ) ) [  
i€Ji„ ieJ^n 
< C(f/)|./.,„|p(A.„;|/?„|) 
< r(«/)(A„/A3,. )•'+'"'A:Jf.A.7„V (4.10) 
Let {-V(t) : i  G " > 1} denote a triangular array of independent random variables with X { i )  having 
i l ie  same dis t r ibut ion as  V(i ;eo) .  Then,  using Lemmas 4.1-4. ."5.  one can verify that  { .V(/)  :  i  6 -Jui .n  > 
1) satisfies Lyapounov's Condition (cf. Billingsley. 19(38. page 44). Hence. Lemma 4.5 now follows from 
(1.9). (1.10). and the central limit theorem for sums of independent variables. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1: In view of .\.ssumption ( \ . '2)  and Lemma 4.3. by standard arguments, it 
is enough to show that the time-scaled process ^,,(0 = [^n(^~'(0) — £^sn(^~'('))]: '  € [0. 1]. converges 
ill tlistribiition to ir(F~'(/)); '  € [0. 1]. as random elements in D[0. 1]. the space of all right continuous 
functions on [0. 1] with left-hand limits, equipped with the Skorohod metric. By Lemmas 4.;{ and 4.-5. 
we have the weak convergence of the finite-dimensional distributions of ^,,(0 to ir(F~'(/)). Hence, 
it suffices to show the tightness of the sequence {^n(0 : " > 1} and the almost sure continuity of the 
sample paths of ir(F~'(/)). By Theorem 15.5 and the proof of Theorem 22.1 of Billingsley (1968). both 
results hold if we can show that for all t > 0. r/ > 0. there exists a 0 < <) < 1 such that for sufficiently 
large n.  
p ( s i i p { \ i „ ( t ) - i „ { s ) \ : s < l < ( s  +  d ) A [ } < ( )  <  n ^ .  (4.11) 
for any given 0 < -s < 1. Fix 0 < t. r; < 1. and s G [0. 1]. Let p{n.( . i ) )  = C(c.  .  Then, 
by the fact that (A^/iJj)"' < (AjJ/J1 , '  a n d  A s s u m p t i o n  ( . \ . ( 3 ) .  t h e r e  e x i s t s  r j i  =  n i { c . r i )  >  I  s u c h  
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tli;il for all n > ri I .  
b„p = 
= (( A;! 
<  f / - i .  (4.12) 
.Note that by .\ssiiniption (.\.2). there e.xists a constant K such that for any 0 < < /•_. < 1. 
E(F,.(r-'(/.,)) - F,.(F-'(/i))) < /v(/2-/,). 
(4.1-1) 
(4.l:{) 
N<>xt. using (l.l. 'i). (4.14). and the nionotonicity of distribution functions, for any 0 < 11 < t  < 
1-. < 1. u-e obtain ^„(/) < ^„ (/•_.) +6n(F^ ('•.') -  ^-..('i)) + '^f<\h - 'i| and ^,.(/) > ^n('i) - b„(F^{t2) -
/-..('i)) —'2K\t-> —'i|. where F-^(u) = F^(F~'(h)) — E F-^(F~^ (u)): ti € (0. 1). Let tti be a (large) 
posi t ive integer to be chosen later. Tiien. setting <) = iitp and using (4.12) and the above inequalities, 
for .<iiflicient ly large n. we have 
Ne.\t. using the simple inequality that for a (bounded) random variable .V. l 'ar(A') < E X ~ .  and 
using Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.4(b). one can show tliat for any 0 < /[ < /•_> < 1. 
< P^ma.\{ |^„ ([••. +Z/^] A 1) -^n(-' ')| : 1 <'< "'} > f/ti) 
+ F ^ max {h,, |  F^ ([.s + ip] A 1) 
(•t-1-5) 
< C(f/.^-)|/2-^l|-•'• (4.1G) 
.\lso. by similar arguments, for any 0 < < /•_> < 1. 
< C{d.  K.  -  /i f -  + a:^| / .  -  I) .  (4.17) 
.Now. Inequality (4.i(j) and Theorem 12.2 of Biliingsley (1968) yield. 
l^n (••>• +'p) - sn(s)l : 1 <'<'"}> f/f)^ < C((/. K-)c . 
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(-1.18) 
. 'iiid. In' (-1.12) and (-1.17). 
P^rna. \ {6n|^{ -s  +  ip)  — F{s  + (/" — l)p)| : 1 < /' < } > c/2^ 
rn 
-  51 P(bn\F{^  +  ip)  - F{s  + Ip  -  p)  -  p\  >  f /4)  
1 = 1 
< C(d.  {Xi^p-  + Xip)  
< C{d.K)c- ' (rnp){Xih ' , - -  + '" ' ) - '^^  
< (-1-19) 
Finally, jot 6 = d(r/. f) > 0 be such that C(cl .  K) t  <  i] / ' l  (we can do so since - > 1/2) and 6/p  
is an inti^ger. Tiien. we choose the integer t r i  through in  =  6/p .  which goes to infinity with n .  Tiius. 
(-1.11) follows from (-1.1-^). (-1.18) and (-1.19). This cotnpletes the proof of Theorem ."{.1. 
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ON IMPUTATIONS USED IN SPATIAL-PROCESS PREDICTIONS 
A paper to be submitted to Environrnetr tcs  
Jun Zhu. S. N. Laliiri. and Noel Cressie 
Abstract 
Mrasuroinents over a spatial region are oftentimes modeled by a spatial random process. A spatial 
ciimiilat ive distribution function (SCDF) provides a statistical summary of such a process, and captures 
its oinpiriral distribution over the spatial domain of interest. Statistical methods have recently been 
devplopec! by Lahiri et al. (1999) to infer about the SCDFs based on complete data taken from a 
regular grid of sampling sites. In practice, the data are often incomplete, for which little is known 
about theoretical statistical inference. 
A [)o.ssiblr solution is to obtain complete data by imputation and make inference based on both 
the observer! and the imputed values. But. it i.s not clear how different imputations influence the 
[jredictioii for the SCDF. nor when and how to account for imputations in the data analysis. In 
this paper, we review the existing SCDF-inference methods, present imputation techniques applicable 
to spatial-process predictions, and conduct a simulation study to assess the imputation efTecl on the 
•SCDF prediction, for various sampling designs and spatial-dependence structures. 
.\s it turns out. the SCDF prediction is best when closely related auxiliary information is used in 
imputation. .Mternative imputation methods considered in this paper do not appear to be better than 
data analysis using observed data only, without imputation. In general, data configurations with fewer 
missing flata tend to give more accurate predictions using imputation. However, our simulations show 
that there are no general conclusions to be made regarding the effect of the nugget effect and the range 
of the r.f. on the prediction. 
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1 Introduction 
A raiidotii field (r.f.) witii continuous spatial index can be used to model spatially dependent data: 
we (.lenote the r.f. by. 
{ Z M  : » e R } .  
where Z(.s) is a random variable at tlie spatial location « and R C f f i '  is a spatial region of ititerest. 
I"<^r i 'xaiii[)le. Lahiri et al. (199!)) model a foliage-condition index for red-maple forests in the state of 
Maine using a r.f. 
Spatial statistics are random quantities that summarize the inforniaiion in the r.f. over the entire 
ri gioti. spatial cumulative distribution function (SCDF) is such a spatial statistic and is defined as. 
F^[::R)  = \R\-^ f  [(Z{s)  < :)ds:  :  € IR.  (1.1) 
JR 
wiii^re |/?| = f i fda denotes the volume of R. and /(.-I) is the indicator function, equal to 1 if the 
.stateincrit .1 is true and 0 otherwise. Tlie SCDF effectively summarizes the r.f. Z( ] over a given spatial 
domain of interest and its importance is featured in. for e.vample. Overton (1989) and .Majure et al. 
( 199.-)). 
In reality, iiieasurements can only be observed at a finite number of known spatial sampling sites 
in the region R. Therefore, the SCDF involves both observed and potential values of the r.f. and 
remains an unobservable random quantity. Recently. Lahiri (1999) and Lahiri et al. (1999) adopt an 
asymptotic-inference approach and derive tlie asymptotic distribution of the predictor of the SCDF 
ba.-ied on a finite sample observed at a regular grid of sampling sites. The asymptotic structure is a 
<'oinbinatioii of "increasing domain asymptotics" and "infill asymptotics" (Cressie. 199^}). with each 
stage in the asymptotics inde.Ked by n.  Then, ns n  — r  yz .  the growth rate of the sampling region 
R = R„ = X„Rts  tends to infinity, the regular grid spacing /)„ shrinks to zero, and consequently the 
sam[)le size .\ ' = .V„ —f x;. 
fiiven a set of data {Z(.<<i ).•••. Z(s.v„ )} ob-served at the spatial sampling sites {.<<i. • • •. s.v„} C R -
a basic predictor for (I.l) is the empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF) and is defined as. 
.v„ 
F„iz:  R)  = .V-' Yi ^ R. (1.2) 
j = i 
For ease of presentation, we denote (-:/?) and F„(-:/?) by F^() and F,, (•). respectively. The precision 
of tlie IX'DF as a predictor of the SCDF can be measured by a random quantity. 
7;. = b„[JjF„{ = ) -  F^{z))-dzy ' \  ( IM) 
lOG 
WIKTO {6,1 • 'I > I} is a sequence of normalizing constants that assures T„ to converge in distribution 
lo a Mon-<.lfgenerate raiiclorii variable IT. We refer to T' as the integrated squared difference (ISD) 
between the ECDF and the SCDF. Under a suitable asymptotic framework and model assumptions. 
Laliiri (1999) shows that the normalizing constant is. 
bu = An/,-'. 
and the limiting random variable H' is tlie f--norm of a Claussian process that has mean zero and 
I'ovariance function that depends on the derivatives of tlie r.f. distributions (see Laliiri. 1999. Theorem 
;i.i). 
[•"urther. a large-sample 100a9c prediction region for the .SCDF. based on Tn. can be constructed as. 
= [f : = ) - F(--))-f/--] < </o}. (1-1) 
where'/,, is the rt-th quantile of the limiting random variable 11', and 0 < n < I. Because the distribution 
of U' involves joint distributions of the r.f. and remains unknown in practice. Laliiri (1999) proposes a 
s[)nt ia! sulwampling method to estimate consistently the sampling distribution of T„ in (I .."5). The basic 
idea of spatial subsampling is to re-create appro.ximately independetU and identical copies of samples 
and populations within subsampling regions. Estimation of the sampling distribution of Tn gives an 
appro.Kimation of the (luantity and hence an estimation of the prediction region /n.a defined in (1.4). 
.Sup[)osi^ the estimated o-tii quantile is denoted by f/„. Then the appro.Kimate [QOaVi prediction region 
for the SCDF is. 
= {f :6„[^(F„(.-) -F(r))-t/--]'^' ' < (1..5) 
I'lider an appropriate .subsampling design. Theorem 4.1 of Laliiri (1999) ensures lliat the coverage 
probability of I„.r,- denoted by. 
C'n .rj, = P{F^ e f n . n ) -  (1-0) 
tends to n.  asymptotically. 
The statistical methods developed so far require that observations be obtained al each spatial sam­
pling site on the regular grid. However, in reality, this condition is oftentimes not satisfied, [n an 
exain[)le from Laliiri et al. (1999). on red-maple forest healtli. foliage indices are not available at. about 
l(J'/< of the sampling sites. The authors u.sc a type of hot-deck imputation and treat the imputed values 
as if I  hey were actual observations. Becau.se the imputed values might distort the distribution of the 
r.f.. it becomes important to assess the validity of imputation methods in SCDF prediction. 
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To fortiialize the problem, denote the data after tlie imputation by {Z{si). • • •. . Here. 
Z(.Sj) is tli(> original datum Z{sj). if it, is available, and is an imputed value if the datum is missing at 
iht> sampling site Hj-. j = Hence, the ECDF based on both the observed and imputed data 
is. 
.V, 
Fn(--) = -V."' X nZ{.Sj) < r): c € IR. (1-7) 
j  = i  
rather than F„( ) in (1.2): and the measure of precision of this ECDF becomes. 
f. = 6„[^_(F„(.-)- F^(;))-(L-]'^'. (1.8) 
.\lth(jugh it is not known in theory whether and to what limit the randotu variable 7"„ converges in 
dist ribut ioti. an estimated sampling distribution and hence an estimated quantile of T,,. based on tiie 
imputed data Z(.Sj); J = I. • • •. A'n. can be computed, as in Laliiri et al. (1999). Then, the prediction 
region <-om[)arable to (1.5) is denoted by. 
=  ( f :  [^(F„(.-) -  F { z ) ) - d z ]  (1.9) 
where (/,, is tlie estimated o-th quantile of T„: and the coverage probability of „ is denoted by. 
CV.,,. = P(F:^ 6 /„.„). (1.10) 
[l<jw close the c(uantity T, j  is to the ISD T);' and how close the coverage probability (l'„ „ is to the target 
[)rol)abiIity o would reflect the impact of the imputation methods on the SCDF prediction. Therefore, 
we shall examine the bias and variance of considered as an imputation estimator of the true ISD 
i. 1 • and the coverage probability C„ „ for the prediction region „ compared witli C,, ,, for /„ „. 
The main goals of this paper are to assess the effect of different imputation methods on the prediction 
accuracy of the SCDE's. and to provide guidelines for choosing a suitable imputation method. To do 
so. w(^ conduct a simulation study. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2. we give 
an over\ iew of the problems and methods in the statistical analysis of missing data. In Sections and 
•1. rjetails and results of the simulation study are given. 
2 Imputation Methods 
In this s<'ctioii. we briefly review missing data analysis in sample surveys and describe imputation 
meihofis that can be applied in tlie SCDF inference. 
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2.1 Iiuputatiou in Survey Sampling 
Missing (lata are conunoii in sample surveys, mostly due to one of the three reasons: non-coverage, 
total unavailability, and item unavailability. For example, all three types of missing data are encountered 
in forestry surveys. When the landowners refuse access to their properly, part of the forest population 
cannot be sampled or covered. Failure to locate or relocate sampling units on the ground can lead 
to total unavailability. Finally, incomplete response to questionnaires results in item unavailability 
(S<-hrender et al.. 
.Much research has been conducted on how to make the best inference about the targeted population 
when rlata are missing (sec. e.g.. Little and Rubin. 1987). Among all the techniques, the most promising 
GUI' is imputation, defined as the estimation of individual items missing in a survey response (Sande. 
19^•2). .Some of the common imputation methods are listed as follows (e.g.. Sarndal et al.. 1992): 
• Miim hnjnilalion 
This metliod replaces a missing datum by an average of all (or a subclass of) the available data. 
In [iarticiilar. if the overall mean corresponding to an item is used to fill in the missing value for 
this item, then the method is known as overall mtan imputation. But if the mean of a subclass, 
to wli ich the missing item is classified, is used, then the method is called class mean imputation. 
.Mean imputation may produce a reasonable point estimate of a population characteristic, but can 
.seriously underestimate the standard deviation, because less variability is present in the imputed 
data. 
• Uot-Dtrk Imputation 
.Mean imputation can be improved by incorporating more variability in the imputed values. In 
liol-fleck imputation, mi.ssing data are replaced by values selected from the observed data in the 
sample. Some e.xampies of hot-deck imputations are overall random, class random, distance func­
tion matching. In overall random imputation, a missing datum is replaced by a value randomly 
selected from all observed values. This method reflects natural variability, but it is not straightfor­
ward to calculate the variance estimates. In class random imputation, an imputed value is selected 
randomly from observed values within the same class. Finally, in distance function matching, tlie 
•"nearest" observed value is u.sed for the imputed value, where the distance is measured according 
to some distance function based on au.xiliary variables. 
• Cold-Deck finputation 
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III <:oiitra.st to hot-deck imputation, cold-deck imputation uses information from sources other 
than the current survey, such as historical data and earlier surveys. 
• Rigrtssioii Imputation 
Regression imputation relies on estimated relationships between variables. regression formula 
is fitted based on the observed data: then a missing dependent variable is predicted from the 
observed dependent variable(s). 
• Multiple Imputation 
For each missing datum, several imputed values are calculated and pooled to give a more credible 
imputation. 
2.2 Imputation for SCDF Prediction 
The .SCDF inference metiiods developed so far rely on two critical assumptions: the spatial sampling 
design is fi.xed and uniform, and the complete set of data on a regular grid of sampling sites is available. 
However, in reality, a complete data set is sometimes not available. There are two possible solutions 
to this problem. One is to develop inference methods for incomplete data set. which can be viewed as 
data on an irregular grid of sampling sites. The other is to impute the missing data on the regular grid 
and th«Mi conduct analysis based on both the observed and the imputed values. We sliall investigate 
the validity of the second approach by an empirical study. 
The imputation for SCDF prediction is different from that in survey sampling in the following 
ways. W'e have taken a model-ba.sed approach to the problem: our main interest is to prcdict spatial 
summary statistics of an infinite population (i.e.. the r.f.). In contrast, most of the sample-survey 
analysis are either design-based or model-assisted, and their main interest is to f.stimate finite-population 
characteristics. Consequently, the best imputation method for the .SCDF will be based on accurate 
prefliction. whereas the best one in sample survey is usually ba.sed on accurate estimation. .Moreover, 
we have modeled the data as coming from a statistically dependent r.f. with stronger dependence for 
piiysicaily nearby sites, whereas sample-survey data are more often idealized to be independently and 
ideiuically distributed. 
The imputation methods given in Section 2.1 are adapted to SCDF inference and are called spatial 
mean imputation, spatial hot-dcck imputation, and spatial regression imputation. We attach the word 
"•spatial" to emphasize the setting of spatial-process prediction. 
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Spatial mean imputation replaces a missing datum by an average of the available data from the grid 
of sampling sites, averaging over either the totality of data (i.e.. spatial overall mean imputation) or 
over data in the neighborhood of the missing site (i.e.. spatial class mean imputation). 
In spatial hot-deck imputation, a missing datum is replaced by a value selected from the sample, 
for example, either from its neighborhood according to .some fixed algorithm (spatial class fixed impu­
tation). or ranflomly from all available data (spatial overall random imputation). or randomly from the 
neighborhood of the missing datum (spatial class random imputation). or from the site that is closest to 
the mi.ssing site according to a distance function (spatial distance function matching). Spatial distance 
function mat<-lting is used by Lahiri et al. (1999) in an e.xample on red-maple forest health, where the 
auxiliary variables are the obsers'ed data adjacent to the missing site. 
In spatidl regression imputation, the relationships between spatially referenced variables are esti-
tiiated via .spatial linear regressions. The fitted regression formula is used to predict a missing datum 
at a panicular sampling site. 
2.3 The Iiiipiitatioii Effect 
AftiT imputation, a simple way to deal with the imputed values is to treat them as if they were 
actual observations. However, this treatment can lead to serious bias and hence affect the reliability of 
tlie results. Hence it is important to assess the nature and magnitude of the "imputation effect". In 
our context, the relevant concerns are the bias and the mean squared error (.\ISE) in the prediction of 
the SCDF. which can be effectively measured by a quantity such as . where is defined in (l-S). 
.Atiotiier relevant concern is the coverage probability of the estimated prediction region In.r, defined in 
(1.9). relative to the target rate A and compared with the coverage rate of In.a defined in (I.-T). 
L^-t X denote the total number of imputation methods considered. Then, for each imputation 
method, i c { I. • • • .X}. we define the ECDF. associated with both the observed and imputed data. as. 
w h e r e  Z,(.SJ ) is the observed value Z ( » j ) .  if tlie datum is available, and is the imputed value b\^ the 
/-til imputation method, if the actual value is missing at this site. The estimator of the ISD . for the 
j-th imputation, is defined as. 
j = i 
(2.2) 
I l l  
tlic preciictioii region for the SCDF is defineci as. 
uliore (/„ , is tlio estimated o-tli quaiitile of T",,.,. and tlie coverage probability is defined as. 
Cn.rt., = P(F^ e '= 1. • • •-I. (2.-1) 
Iti tlie e.xtreme casie. when tlie imputed value is always — for any missing datum and is set to be 
the observefl sample size, this treatment is equivalent to no imputation, because the ECDF is essentially 
an av(>ragp over only the observed values. We include this ai a special c;ise of the imputation methods. 
Ideally, if the distribution of the ECDF F„ i( ) can be derived, then the prediction of the SCDF 
can be condui'ted a.s for the complete-data problem. However, the theoretical treatment of imputation 
[)rocedures .-ioems quite complicated. .Alternatively, one could searcii for conditions under whicli the 
known inference method is still valid, or at least, the limiting distribution ofis an adjustment of the 
limiting distribution 11' of Tn • 
In this paper, we take an empirical approach, where we conduct siniulation.s to study the imputation 
I'ln^ct on .SCDF prediction. .Much work has been done to compare different imputation procedures in 
.•sample surveys (see. e.g.. Co.x: and Folsotn. 1978; Ford. I98;{). whereas the empirical studies for spatial-
[)roc(>ss [jredictioiis are relatively sparse (see. e.g.. Kaiser et al.. 199(5). Details of a sitnulation study in 
the latter context are presented in Section -5 and 4. 
3 Simulation Study Design 
W'e conduct a simulation .study lo as.sess the imputation effect for various imputation metliods on 
the prerliction of a SCDF. In particular, we consider the quantity , in (2.2) as an estimator of the 
expecterl true ISD FF"'. and we evaluate tlie finite-sample bia.s and .MSE of F,7,: i = I. • • - .Z. W'e also 
estimate the coverage probabilities C,, „ in (I.C) and C'n.a.i (2.4) and compare them with the target 
rate o. Thr performance of the imputation estimator of the ISD and the coverage rates of the SCDF 
are evaluated for r.f.s with different dependence structures, different proportions of missing data, and 
various imputation methods. 
3.1 Siniiilatioii of Random Fields 
The main task here is to sinuilate a r.f. { Z ( s )  :  .<« £ f f i ' } .  witli different dependence structures 
and probability distributions. We consider a Gaussian r.f.. that is standardized lo have niean zero and 
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variatici- oiio. and lias one of the following two scmivariograrns. 
riccil Modtl 
-;(h:cQ.r) = < 
whcn^ C) € [0. 1] and r > 0. 
0 : /t = 0. 
Co + (1 - co ) {  1.5||/i||/r - O.o(||/i||/r)^} : 0 < ||/t|| < r. (•"''-l) 
1 : i|/t|| > r. 
Eriiunt ttltal Model 
-(/tu-Q.r) = 
where CQ G [0. 1] and r > 0. 
0 : h = 0. 
Co + (1 - co){ 1 - exp(-||/i||/r)} : /i, ^ 0. 
Mere h G //i' aiul (j/i|L denotes its Euclidean norm. The constant CQ is tlie nugget tjjtct associated with 
the r.f. Z( ) and the constant r coincides with the range for the spherical riiodel. For definitions and 
descrijjt ions of the nugget effect and the range, see Chapter 2 of Cressie (I99.'5). Hence, by varying the 
values (if the constants CQ and r. we can control the amount of noise and dependence within a r.f. 
It is desirable but not always ea^sy to simulate the Gaussian r.f. for a given seniivariograni. The 
<-la.ssical approach is to generate a Gaussian vector using, for e.xaniple. the Cholesky decomposition of 
the covariance matrix. Elowever. this approach is computationally demanding in simulation of a r.f. 
with continuous spatial index, because of the extremely high dimensions of the Gaussian vector and its 
covariance matrix. .More recently, circulant embedding techniciues are developed to generate stationary 
(lau.ssiaii r.f.s with more computational efficiency (see. e.g.. Dietrich and .Vewsam. 199.'?: Wood and 
Chan. 199 1). This later approach is adopted by Kozintsev (L999) in his simulation programs written 
in C and S+. 
W'e modify this program to generate Gaussian r.f.s on a square grid, in the range of (0. A,,] x (0. An] 
and with a fine resolution of h^. Here, the sequence of constants {A„}n>i are the growth rates in the 
"iiKTeasiMg domain asymptotics". the sequence of constants {/in }ri>i are the infill rates in the "infill 
a.sym[)totics". and the constant is the finest resolution of the r.f.. which is set to be very small so 
that the simulated lattice r.f. gives a good approximation for the r.f. with continuous spatial index. 
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3.2 Simulatiou of Observed and Missing Data 
riic resolution of the finest grid is set to be = 1/(5 and the data grid with spacing hn = 1 is 
ii<>stod within the finest grid. The simulated "observed" data consist of those r.f. values on the data 
grid, or eciuivalently. every sixth value on the finest grid, in both dimensions. 
.\'e.Kt. a subset of the data are chosen to be the simulated "missing" data. We assume that the 
probability of a datum to be missing at a sampling site is ^ € (0. 1). and is independent of data at other 
sites. With varied levels of p. the proportion of missing data can be monitored. 
3.3 Impiitatiou Methods 
For tlie sampling sites where the data are missing, several imputation methods are used to fill in 
I he fiiis.sing values. Some preliminary results showed that spatial overall mean imputation and spatial 
overall random imputation gave very poor prediction results, and hence are not considered here. The 
five types of imputations used liere are spatial class mean, spatial class fixed, spatial class random, 
.spatial distance function matching, and spatial regression. In addition, the case of no imputation is 
also considered. Details of the imputation implementations are listed as follows. Note that in all cases, 
when there is no imputed value possible, the overall mean of the data is u.sed. 
• S[)titi(tl Class Mean Imputation 
(Jiveii a spatial sampling site a = € { 1. 2. • • •. }. define its neighborhood as 
= {j: = : .St — I < xi < i'l I. .s-_> — 1 < •_'< + I } — {•»} • That is. the 
iieighljorliood is a 3 x 3 grid centered at. but not including. ». Suppose liie datum at the sampling 
site .SQ is missing. Then the imputed value is selected to be the mean of the observed values in its 
neighborhood 
• Spatial Class Fixed Imputation 
I'or the same neighborhood structure as in spatial class mean imputation, suppose the datum 
at the sampling site SQ is missing. Then the first observed value in the neighborhood .Vi(«o) 
is used to fill in the missing value, in counter-clockwise order starting with the sampling site 
• S o  +  ( - 1 . - 1 ) ' .  
• spatial Class Random Imputation 
For the same neighborhood structure as in spatial class mean imputation, suppose the datum at 
the sampling site 4«o is missing. Then an observed value in the neighborhood .Vi(»o) is selected 
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at ranclorii to fill in the missing value. 
• Spatial Distance Function Matching 
(Jiven a spatial sampling site s = (.si.st)'; si.-'>2 £ {1.2. - • •. }. define its neighborhood jis 
.\'i>(^s) = s'"*'}. where . (.S[ — I.A;;)'. a'"' = (sj + I.AT)'. = (.SI.AM — I)', 
.f'"*' = (si.'s-j + I)'- Tliat is. the neigiiborhood consists of those sites that are within distance 1 of 
site .s. Now. define the data associated with the neighborhood of s as. 
•Suppose the datum at the sampling site j»o missing. Then this method iooks through each 
sampling site where the site and its neighboring sites all have observations. Consider such a site 
flien define a distance function between S and .SQ as. 
p(ao.«) = ||Z(.V,(^o)) -Z(.V,(^))||. 
where || • || denotes the Euclidean distance. The value at the sampling site that has the minimum 
distance p is used to fi l l  in the missing value at sampling site no-
• Spatial Rer/rtssion Imputation 
Suppose the r.f. Z [ - )  is closely related to a covariate process {.V(«) : n  £  R } .  For e.Kample. the 
foliage inde.K at a sampling site may be associated with a weather inde.x. Then tlie regression 
relationship between the two variables can be used for imputation. In particular, we create the 
covariates at all sampling sites in such a way that the following relationship holds. 
— -^0 + A ) 4- <(•»_,): j = 1. • • •. AN • 
where .yo and -ii are the regression coefficients and c( ) are iid Gaussian random variables with 
nieaii 0 and variance a-. In spatial regression imputation, we first obtain the ordinary least squares 
estimates of the regression coefficients and denote them by Jo and .ii. Suppose the datum at the 
sampling site SQ is missing. Then the imputed value is chosen to be Z(j(o) = -io + JiA'(so). The 
magnitude of cr- determines how close by the two variables Z(sj) and A'(j«j): j = l. --..V„ are 
related. 
3.4 The Simulation Procedure 
The factors considered in tiie simulation procedure are: the sample size in terms of tiie ratio of the 
growtli rale to the infill rate Xn/hn (with /f„ = 1). the r.f. dependence structure, the level of noise 
and depondciice in terms of the nugget effect CQ and the range r. tiie proportion of tlie missing data 
/>. aiul the imputation metliods discussed in Section The levels of eacii factor are as follows. The 
grid .size is cliosen to be Xn/hn = l(i. 32.(5-1. the dependence structure is chosen to be either spherical 
(3.1) or e.xponential (3.2). the nugget effect is chosen to be CQ = 0.0.0.4.0.8. the range is chosen to 
be r = 5.0. 10.0. the missing data proportion is chosen to be p = 0.1.0.25.0.4. and the imputation 
inethods i = 1. • • - .7 are given in Section 3.3. Here the imputation methods are coded as. 1 = spatial 
cia.<s miN'in imputation (MEA.\). 2 = spatial class fi.xed imputation (FIXD). 3 = spatial class random 
im|Mitatioii (R.\.\D). 4 = spatial distance function matching (DIST). 5 = spatial regression imputation 
with (T = 1.0 (FiECJl). 6 = spatial regression imputation with <t = 0.01 (REG2). and 7 = no imputation 
(\o.\r;). 
Sliiiiilatioii Procedure 
(I). Consider An. dependence structure, CQ. and r given. 
1. For the .•j-th simulation. 
i. Generate the infinite grid; 
Clenerate a realization of the r.f. on a square grid in R „  = (0. A^] x (O.A„] with spacing 
h~^ = 1/(3. Denote the ordered realizations by • - •. j}. where the grid 
size .V-c = ((jAr,)". 
ii. Obtain the sample grid: 
Obtain a scjuare grid with spacing h,, = 1 and nested in the grid generated in (i). Take 
the r.f. values on this new grid to be the simulated "observed" data. .Vote that the 
sample size is .V^ = A^. Let the .s-th ISD be defined as. 
j = i 
where is the ECDF based on the simulated observed data, and is an 
appro.ximation to the true SCDF defined as. 
iii. Obtain the subsample grids: 
Divide the region /?„ into subregions Rj''. which are translations of /?/ = (O.A;] x (0. A;]: 
k = 1. • • - . I\„. Here the size of the subregions is controlled by A/ = A„/4. and the total 
number of subregions is A'„ . 
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The r.f. values on the grid of spacing h„ = I over /?'*•' are taken to approximate tiie 
underlying r.f. Denote the appro.ximate SCDF by which is actually the ECDF of 
the data grid within . The r.f. values on the grid of spacing /»/ = 2 over are 
taken as the subsamples. Denote the corresponding ECDF by which is based on 
the subsample grid of data within The normalizing constant for the subsamples is 
6( = and the sample size within each subsaniple region is .V, = A,-. Suppose that 
the Si data in a subsanipliiig region are denoted by Z'l = {Zj'q. • • •. j}. Then, the 
ISD for this subsampling region is defined a.s. 
•V,  -1  
J = 1  
Choose (/„ , to be the o-th order statistic of the Kn copies of 7","^. Then the coverage 
result is denoted by. 
f 1 : T„,, < 
Cn.n., = < ~ (••!.()) 
[ 0 ; T„ :,> q,, 
iv. (Jenerate and impute missing data: 
Ci'iveri the sample grid of data, at each level of the missing proportion p. randomly (with 
probability p) and independently choose sampling sites as the simulated "missing" data, 
and leave the remaining data as the simulated "observed" data. L'se the ;-lli imputation 
method to fill in the missing data: / = 1. • • 7. 
v. Compute ISD and coverage rate for i = I. - • - . 7: 
Compute the imputation estimator of the ISD 7^, in ( 2 . 2 )  by. 
-1 
J = 1  
where F n . . , { - )  is the ECDF ba.sed on the observed and imputed data (with a total size of 
.V„) and F-v; j(-) is defined in (3.5). 
By the subsampling design described in (iii). define ilie subsample estimator of the ISD 
for a given subsampling region as. 
.v,-i „ 
T^L=bfYi  
J = i  
where , and are the subsample copies of the ECDF and SCDF. restricted 
to the given subsampling region. Choose to be the o-tli order statistic of the A',, 
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<-opit>s of T'^ Then the coverage result is denoted by. 
Cn.c,,., = < . 1-5.8) 
^ 0 - '^ n.l.s ^ '/o.l.a-
'2. Ropoat Step 1 for s = I. • • •. 100. 
.'5. (/oinpiito results; 
The Monte Carlo estimates of the e.vpected true ISD ET^ and the e.xpected imputation 
estimate of ISD are defined as. 
ino 
ET^  = 100-
J = 1  
too 
E f l ,  =  i o o - ' ^ T ; : , , , ; / =  I . - - - . '  
,1=1 
where T,j , and T,7, ^ are defined in and i'-l.T). 
The Motile Carlo estimates of the relative bias and relative root MSE of T' , are defined as. 
BI.\S(£-7;7.,) = [ E T I,- ET^]/ET;i. (:{.9) 
100 
RMSEi f l , )  =  [LOO-'^ {'/;^ .,,' /e tH.  (:{.io) 
5 = 1 
The Monte Carlo estimates of the coverage probabilities are defined as. 
100 
c„,,. = loo-'^c.,.,. (a.ii) 
5=1 
100 
=  I G Q - ' ^ C . , I . - - . 6 .  ( : i . r 2 )  
5 = 1 
where C'r, „ , and C„,r,.,.s are defined in (;!.()) and (.•{.8). 
(II). Rei)e,it Step (I) for all level combinations of An. dependence structure, CQ. and r. 
4 Simulation Study Results 
The relative bias and root .MSE of the itnputation estimate 7^,; i = I. • • •. 7. are shown in Tables 
1 (j. and the estimated coverage probabilities C„ a and i = I. • • • .G. are presented in Tables 7-9. 
for the (laus.sian r.f. with spherical models (^i.l). The simulation results for the e.xponential models 
(;5.2) are similar tc those for the spherical models and hence are omitted in the di.scussion. 
Tables l -.'J present the relative bias given by (:{.9). with each table representing a level of sampling 
sizf A„ / h„. The results in these tables indicate an overestimate of the true ISD ET^. for all combinations 
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of the factors CQ. r. and p. and for all imputation methods considered. Further, for larger proportions 
of ini.s.sing data p and smaller nugget efTects Co. the relative bias becomes larger (e.xcept for spatial class 
mean imputation). However, there is no distinct pattern in the bias relative to the covariance range 
[jaramoter r. 
Tables I-() show the relative root .MSE of T"^, gis^en by (3.10). for three levels of sampling size 
Here again, as the proportion of missing data p increases, the relative root .\1SE increases. For 
spatial cla-ss mean imputation, the relative root .\ISE decreases as the nugget effect co increases and 
the range r decreases: whereas for the remaining imputation methods, there is no clear pattern in the 
relative root .\ISE for different factors. 
Tables 7 9 give the actual coverage rate C'n,„ in (3.11) of the prediction region In n 'Hid Cn.a.i in 
(;!. 12) of i = 1. • • •. (j. at q = 0.90. for three levels of sampling size A„//i„. The results in these 
tables suggest that. ;us the proportion of the missing data p and the luigget efTect CQ increase, the actual 
coverage probability decreases. For spatial class mean imputation, the coverage probability becomes 
better for larger range r. However, for all other imputations, coverage rates seetn to improve for larger 
range r. when the nugget effects CQ are large. Overall, the coverage probabilities improve as the grid 
size A„///„ increases, for spatial class fi.xed imputation, spatial class random imputation, and spatial 
regression imputation, with small a values; but not otherwise. 
.\mong the imputation methods considered here, spatial regression imputation with <T = O.Ol gives 
the least relative bias, root MSE and the best coverage rate, for all combinations of factors. This is 
expecti'd. becau.se the au.xiliary variables are closely related to the r.f. and the match of the imputed 
values to the actual values is nearly perfect. However, for spatial regression imputation with a = l.U. 
the relative bias, the root MSE. and the actual coverage rates are among the worst, especially wtien the 
sample sizes are large. For smaller sample sizes, few missing data, and larger nugget effects, the results 
are slightly better. 
S[3atial class mean imputation gives considerably large biases and root .\ISEs for large samples. For 
the smaller sample sizes, the relative biases and root .\ISEs are moderate, when the nugget effect and 
range are small. The coverage probability is very low, e.vcept for the case of small grid size, small nugget 
effect. large range, and small amount of missing data. 
.Vriiong the three hot-deck imputations, spatial fixed imputation gives small biases and MSE. when 
sample size is large: spatial class random imputation performs better, for larger sample sizes and ranges: 
whereas spatial distance function matching is the worst in both the bias and .MSE. e.xcept when the 
samijle size is moderate and the proportion of missing data is small. The actual coverage rates for 
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tlio first two nieiliods are reasonably good, but are quite poor for spatial distance function matching, 
(•specially WIUMI tlie proportion of missing data is large. 
For tlic method where no imputation is used, the results of bias and root MSE are very good, 
•'specially when a large nugget effect is present. Because tlie subsanipling method requires a complete 
grid of samples, it is not applicable to the no-imputation case. The coverage probability can not be 
calculated atld hence is not listed in Tables 7-9. 
E}a.srd on these findings, we recommend the following guidelines for choosing an imputation method; 
1. Spatial class mean imputation is not recommended, e.vcept when the sample size, the nugget, and 
tlic range of the r.f. are all small. 
2. When the sample size is large and the range is large, spatial fi.xed imputation and spatial class 
imputation can be considered. 
3. Spatial distance function matching is suitable only when the proportion of missing data is small. 
4. When there are auxiliary variables tliat are closely related to the r.f.. spatial regression imputation 
is among the best choices. 
5. Even though theoretical results are not available yet. empirical results suggest that prediction of the 
SC'DF using the incomplete grid of data can do better than some analysis based on imputed data. 
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Fahlo I Estimated relative bias for imputation estimator of ISD vising splierical 
tnodel and Xn/fin = 1(5. 
X r i / l l r ,  = I'i Relative Bias 
' • ( )  r P ETr, -MEAN FfXD RA.ND DIST REGl REG 2 .NONE 
o.uu •j.OO 0.10 0.0008570 0.195 0.;{52 0.;509 0.404 0.290 0.001 0.2.58 
0.2.') 0.0008570 0.884 0.755 0.784 2.080 1.492 0.000 0.8:51 
O.-IO 0.0008570 1.981 1.604 1.829 7.915 :5.86l 0.001 1.526 
10.00 0.10 0.0008702 0.077 0.28:? 0.21:5 0.:596 0.:584 -0.000 0.246 
0.2.') 0.00087(52 0.:?28 0.7:i9 0.571 1.78(5 1.912 0.001 0.855 
O.-IO 0.0008762 1.041 1 .:520 1.209 8.079 4.260 0.001 1.644 
U.-IU ."J.OO 0.10 0.001(5052 0.172 0.172 0.185 0.285 0.129 0.000 0.104 
0.2.5 0.0016052 1.212 0.6:{9 0.660 1..548 0.9.54 -0.001 0.57:5 
O.-IO 0.001(5052 2.;u:{ 1.006 1.011 6.265 2.212 -0.000 0.855 
10.00 O.IO 0.0016118 0.124 0.155 0.1:54 0.268 0.145 -0.000 0.108 
0.25 0.0016118 0.805 0.498 0..520 1 .:{51 0.898 -0.000 0.:586 
0.10 0.0016118 1.979 1.064 1.10:5 5.;524 2.055 -0.001 1.12:5 
0.8U .'J.OO 0-10 0.0021-166 0.251 0.1 :M 0 141 0.175 0.098 -0.000 0.078 
0.25 0.0021-1(56 1.292 0.:576 0.:556 0.957 0.49:5 -0.001 0.221 
O.-IO 0.0021-166 2.9:59 0.994 1.014 4.475 l.:512 0.001 0.774 
10.00 O.IO 0.0021-156 0.296 0.1(5:5 0.1:5:5 0.296 0.115 0.001 0.117 
0.25 0.0021-1.56 1.2.58 0.411 0.407 1.066 0.46:5 -0.000 0-249 
O.-IO 0.0021-156 2.882 0.827 0.941 4.7:57 1.4:57 -0.001 0.5:54 
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ral)le 2 Ejitiriiateci relative bia-s for imputation estimator of ISD using spherical 
model and X„/li„ = ;}2. 
= ;!2 Relative Bias 
'•() r p ET- MEAN FIXD RAND DIST REGl REG 2 -NONE 
(J.00 .^>.00 0.10 0.0001890 0.571 0.:508 0.:5:52 0.456 0.996 0.000 0.281 
0.2.5 0.0001890 2.959 0.975 0.977 2.:587 5.:547 -0.00:5 0.879 
0.10 0.0001890 (5.882 1.951 1.997 8.741 1:5.8:51 0.000 1.8:51 
10.00 0.10 0.0001(5-17 0.279 0.:s6;5 o.;5:55 0.5:56 1.1.54 0.001 0.:582 
0.2.O 0.0001(i-17 l.:{47 0.989 0.997 2.642 7.10:5 0.000 1.186 
0.10 0.0001(3-17 2.7-11 1.56:5 1.556 8.487 17.792 0.004 2.-50:5 
O.-IO -j.OO 0.10 0.000-1079 0.(502 0.224 0.226 0.201 0.:5.5:5 -0.001 0.155 
0.2.5 0.0001079 :5.120 0.522 0.716 1 .:550 2.1(5:5 0.000 0.495 
O.-IO 0.000-1079 (5.772 1.087 1.18:5 5.:5ll 5.42:5 -0.001 1.022 
10.00 0.10 0.000.'5()()5 0.-161 0.1(58 0.195 0.:5i:5 0..502 -0.000 0.1:59 
0.2.5 0.000:5(565 2.-15-1 0.568 0.606 1.521 2.714 -0.001 0.:56:5 
0.10 0.000;U5(55 5.071 1.064 1.049 4.850 7.169 -0.000 0.790 
0.80 .'j.oo 0.10 0.00048G9 1.110 0.162 0.185 0.:5:58 0.:557 -0.000 0.128 
0.25 0.000-18(59 5.775 0.466 0.491 1.256 1.9:57 -0.001 0.288 
O.-IO 0.000-18(59 12.:526 0.881 0.942 :5.998 5.256 0.001 0.612 
10.00 0.10 0.000501:{ 0.772 0.160 0.147 0.146 0.2:50 0.000 0.116 
0.25 0.000501:5 -1.524 0.5:51 0.5:59 1.012 1.777 0.001 0.:529 
0.10 0.000501:5 9.5:54 0.905 1.1:50 •1.527 4.697 0.002 0.669 
Table Estimated relative bijis for imputation estimator of ISD using spherical 
model and Xn/li^ = (54. 
A„//in = ()-l Relative Bias 
r P ET-^ * n -MEAN FIXD RA.VD DIST REG I REG 2 .NONE 
0.00 5.00 0.10 0.0000:}92 2.4:57 0.;584 0.:594 0.5:52 :5.688 0.000 0.:522 
0.25 0.0000;{92 i:5.782 1.088 1.212 :5.069 2:5.094 0.000 1.278 
O.-IO 0.0000:592 29.884 2.664 2.185 9.520 58.986 -0.001 2.5:5:5 
10.00 0.10 o.oooo:{:58 0.752 0.:i6:{ 0.:576 0.6:57 4.712 -O.OOl 0.455 
0.25 o.oooo:{;{8 :5.769 0.785 0.9:55 2.812 27.454 -0.000 1.172 
0.10 0.0000:5:58 8.624 2.;571 1.67:5 9.:564 68.199 -0.000 2.529 
O.IO 5.00 0.10 0.0000907 2.602 0.227 0.2:50 0.:548 1.561 0.001 0.154 
0.25 0.0000907 1:5.9:58 0.490 0.591 1.554 9.910 -0.002 0.:555 
0.10 0.0000907 29.449 1 .:57:5 1.400 5.441 24.5:54 -0.002 0.960 
10.00 0.10 0.0001028 1 .:550 0.202 0.26:5 0.269 1.414 -0.000 0.156 
0.25 0.0001028 7.262 0.592 0.705 1.547 9.054 0.000 0.524 
0.10 0.0001028 15.625 1.2:52 0.906 4.671 2:5.294 0.000 0.8:56 
0.80 5.00 0.10 0.0001277 4.181 0.1:50 0.120 0.271 1.27:5 0.001 0.05:5 
0.25 0.0001277 22.281 0.548 0.605 1.246 7.169 0.001 0.:5:52 
0.10 0.0001277 44.97:5 1 .:{26 1.08:5 4.710 18.478 0.001 0.785 
10.00 0.10 0.0001209 :5.:566 0.229 0.257 0.268 1.120 0.001 0.156 
0.25 0.0001209 19.028 0.592 0.507 I .:581 7.:559 -O.OOl 0.5:51 
O.-IO 0.0001209 :59.597 I .:561 1.20:5 4.401 19.084 0.001 0.967 
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Tabic 4 Estimated relative root MSE for imputation estimator of ISD using 
splicrical model and A„//i„ = 16. 
K J I l n  = 16 Relative Root MSE 
<"() r P En .MEAN FIXD RAND DIST REGl REG 2 .NONE 
0.00 5.00 0.10 0.0008570 0.944 1.218 1.125 1.294 1.035 0.585 1.068 
0.25 0.0008570 1.846 1.755 1.768 3.448 2.638 0.585 1.945 
0.40 0.0008570 3.229 2.918 3.099 10.253 5.384 0.583 2.882 
10.00 0.10 0.0008762 0.8:57 1.208 1.105 1.342 1.279 0.706 1.201 
0.25 0.0008762 1.234 1.967 1.618 3.046 3.068 0.705 2.264 
0.40 0.0008762 2.121 2.585 2.218 11.296 5.732 0.706 3.134 
0.40 5.00 0.10 0.0016052 0.9;J2 0.879 0.920 1.142 0.891 0.574 0.803 
0.25 0.0016052 2.421 1.658 1.628 2.956 2.128 0.570 1.645 
0.40 0.0016052 3.584 2.186 2.256 9.423 3.517 0.573 1.976 
10.00 0.10 0.0016118 0.995 1.075 1.067 1.169 1.027 0.793 0.959 
0.25 0.0016118 1.921 1.554 1.528 2.565 2.111 0.794 1.452 
0.40 0.0016118 3.494 2.413 2.397 8.370 3.577 0.793 2.547 
0.80 5.00 0.10 0.0021466 1.180 0.925 1.006 1.002 0.947 0.704 0.871 
0.25 0.0021466 2.472 1.384 1.267 2.044 1.514 0.704 1.040 
0.40 0.0021466 4.736 2.880 2.803 6.670 2.859 0.708 2.494 
10.00 0.10 0.0021456 1.256 1.057 1.028 1.363 0.980 0.816 1.024 
0.25 0.0021456 2.371 1.414 1.387 2.271 1.385 0.812 1.189 
0.40 0.0021456 4.206 2.061 2.170 7.017 2.657 0.810 1.646 
Tablo 5 Estimated relative root MSE for imputation estimator of ISD using 
spherical model and Xn/hn = 
= ;52 Relative Root .\ISE 
<"0 ;• V ET-^ ^  ri .ME A.N FIXD RAND DIST R EG 1 REG 2 .VO.VE 
0.00 •i.OO 0.10 0.0001890 1.4:58 1.112 1.171 1.291 1.979 0.477 1.067 
0.25 0.0001890 4.1(59 1.975 1.986 :5.620 6.722 0.468 1.914 
O.-IO 0.0001890 8.:587 ;5.180 :5.248 10.7:52 15.455 0.479 :5.292 
10.00 0.10 0.0001G47 1.026 1.165 1.1.52 1.-I08 2.161 0.-502 1.249 
0.2.') 0.0001647 2.495 2.065 2.0.56 .5.925 8.688 0.498 2.-5:52 
0.40 0.0001(547 :5.972 2.688 2.591 10.449 19.82:5 0.509 4.244 
O.-IO .").00 0.10 0.0004079 1.616 1.0:59 1.077 1.0.50 l.:551 0.720 l.Ol 1 
0.2.5 0.0004079 4.489 1.491 1.840 2.57:5 :5.5:55 0.720 1.4-16 
O.-IO 0.000-1079 8.24:5 2.184 2.272 7.702 (5.879 0.719 2.178 
10.00 O.IO 0.000:5(505 1 .:566 0.981 1.052 1.155 1 .:577 0.567 0.856 
0.25 0.000;}6(55 :5.678 1.6:55 1.627 2.722 :5.957 0.569 1.257 
0.10 0.000:5065 6.548 2.206 2.1.50 6.596 8.580 0.570 1.885 
0.!<0 o.OO 0.10 0.0004869 2.278 1.1:54 1.21:5 1.418 1.452 0.98:5 1.057 
0.25 0.0004869 7.090 1.575 1.-588 2..529 :5.1(5:5 0.981 1.29:5 
0.10 0.0004869 1:5.769 1.908 1.97:5 5.87:5 6.619 0.98:5 1.56G 
10.00 0.10 0.000.501:5 1.879 1.085 1.040 1.056 1-157 0.898 1.0:50 
0.25 0.000.501:5 5.869 1.686 1.8:51 2.1:50 2.992 0.899 1.482 
O.-IO 0.000.501:5 11.112 2.208 2.604 6.5:5:5 6.14:5 0.900 1.97(5 
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I'ablo (j Estimated relative root MSE for imputation estimator of ISD using 
spherical model and = 04. 
Relative Hoot MSE 
;• P  E n  MEAN FIXD RAND DIST REGl REG 2 .\0.\E 
(J.OO •i.OO 0.10 0.0000:{!)2 :{.495 1.084 1.17:5 1 .:50:5 4.82:5 0.:527 1.049 
0.25 0.0000:{02 15.25:5 2.155 2.246 4.:554 24.690 0.:527 2.5:54 
O.-IO 0.0000:592 1.475 :5.888 :5.:509 11.596 61.07:5 0.:526 4.:507 
10.00 0.10 0.0000:{;{8 1 .G;55 1.157 1. 155 1.515 5.9:56 0.460 1 .:528 
0.25 o.oooo;{:{8 4.915 1 .(58(5 1.844 4.069 29.122 0.462 2.42:5 
0.40 o.oooo;5;{8 9.882 :5.47(5 2.7:5:5 11.04:5 70.28:5 0.457 4.0:51 
U.!0 •5.00 0.10 0.0000907 ;5.8:{9 1.07:5 1.10:5 1.271 2.651 0.648 0.92:5 
0.25 0-0000907 15.:n8 1.400 1.5(55 2.776 11.237 0.64:5 1.198 
0.40 0.0000907 :{1.0(55 2.(587 2.789 7.:546 26.076 0.6:57 2.202 
10.00 O.IO 0.0001028 2.47(5 1.105 1.2(5:5 1.151 2.512 0.71:5 1.0(58 
0.25 0.0001028 8.(584 1 .(575 1.8(56 2.851 10.565 0.712 1.642 
0.40 0.0001028 17.192 2.49:5 1.955 6.4:58 24.87:5 0.711 2.044 
(J..-SO .').00 0.10 0.0001277 5.494 1.110 1.018 l.:514 2.50:5 0.928 0.928 
0.25 0.0001277 2:5.709 1 .(5:59 1.7(50 2.55:5 8.516 0.927 1.4:59 
0.40 0.0001277 4(5.470 2.748 2.477 6.476 20.049 0.9:52 2.157 
10.00 0.10 0.0001209 4.(54(5 1.1(50 1.256 1.210 2.229 0.787 1.15:5 
0.25 0.0001209 20.579 1.752 1.62:5 2.787 8.8:52 0.78:5 1.681 
0.40 0.0001209 41.41(5 2.770 2.6:5:5 6.150 20.802 0.789 2.:512 
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Fable 7 Estimated coverage probability using spherical model and = 16. 
The target coverage is 0.9. 
K / h  n = 16 Coverage Probability 
C() r P  ^  n  .0 ;'0 .ME.\.\ FIXD RAND DIST RECa REG 2 
0.00 5.00 0.10 0.920 0.960 0.920 0.9:50 0.920 0.980 0.990 
0.25 0.920 0.820 0.840 0.840 0.550 0.580 0.990 
O.-IO 0.920 0.510 0.620 0.590 0.0:50 0.200 0.990 
10.00 O.IO 0.920 0.950 0.900 0.900 0.870 0.870 0.9:50 
0.25 0.920 0.900 0.820 0.840 0.4:50 0.410 0.9:50 
0.40 0.920 0.690 0.640 0.620 0.0:50 0.100 0.9:50 
O.-IO 5.00 0.10 0.850 0.760 0.760 0.760 0.740 0.820 0.860 
0.25 0.850 0.:{60 0.650 0.520 0.:510 0..520 0.850 
0.40 0.850 0.180 0.460 0.490 0.0:50 0.160 0.850 
10.00 0.10 0.800 0.800 0.750 0.770 0.670 0.7:50 0.800 
0.25 0.800 0.450 0.570 0.600 0.:500 0.400 0.810 
0.40 0.800 0.210 0.:{70 0.:560 O.OlO 0.260 0.810 
0.80 5.00 0.10 0.820 0.450 0.490 0.550 0.510 0.560 0.540 
0.25 0.820 0.120 0.460 0.:590 0.160 0.:580 0.540 
0.40 0.820 0.040 0.:{00 0.270 0.010 0.240 0.540 
10.00 0.10 0.740 0.5:50 0.580 0.6:50 0.540 0.640 0.680 
0.25 0.740 0.150 0.4:50 0.520 0.260 0.410 0.680 
0.40 0.740 0.060 0.:{:50 0.:500 0.000 0.170 0.680 
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Table 8 Estimated coverage probability using spherical model and X^/hr, = 32. 
The target coverage is 0.9. 
\ n / h  „ = ;52 Coverage Probability 
Co r p t M .0 90 ME.\N FIXD R.-V.VD DIST REGl REG 2 
0.00 5.00 0.10 0.990 0.920 0.980 0.950 0.910 0.810 0.990 
0.25 0.990 0.2G0 0.800 0.8(50 0.440 0.080 0.990 
O.-IO 0.990 0.0:{0 0.580 0.5:50 0.000 0.000 0.990 
10.00 0.10 0.980 0.9:{0 0.890 0.910 0.810 0.560 0.980 
0.25 0.980 0.570 0.700 0.620 0.240 0.000 0.980 
O.-IO 0.980 0.180 0.-160 0.4:50 0.010 0.000 0.980 
O.-IO o.OO 0.10 0.870 0.;J80 0.550 0.610 0.580 0.5:50 0.710 
0.25 0.870 0.010 0.:{80 0.;580 0.180 0.060 0.710 
O.IO 0.870 0.000 0.180 0.180 0.000 0.010 0.710 
10.00 0.10 0.8(50 0.180 0.(570 0.710 0.570 0.450 0.7:50 
0.25 0.8(50 O.OlO 0.500 0.480 0.220 0.070 0.7:50 
0.10 0.860 0.010 0.;5G0 0.:520 0.000 0.000 0.740 
0.80 5.00 0.10 0.870 0.1(50 0.(510 0..580 0.590 0.480 0.680 
0.25 0.870 0.000 O.-l-lO 0.440 0.150 0.100 0.680 
0.40 0.870 0.000 0.220 0.2:50 0.020 0.000 0.680 
10.00 0.10 0.810 0.:{:{0 0.(5:50 0.640 0.660 0.6:50 0.760 
0.25 0.810 0.000 0.470 0.490 0.220 0.060 0.760 
O.-IO 0.810 0.000 0.;{60 0.;5:50 0.000 0.010 0.760 
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Table 9 Estimated coverage probability using spherical model and A„//jn = (5-1. 
The target coverage is 0.9. 
A,.//' n = (5-1 Coverage Probability 
C(J  r P  C ' „ , o  £<0 .MEA.V FIXD RA.XD DIST REC;i REG 2 
0.00 5.00 O.IO 1.000 o.:5io 0.990 0.960 0.960 0.090 1.000 
0.25 1.000 0.000 0.800 0.780 0.290 0.000 1.000 
O.-IO 1.000 0.000 0.:5:50 0.460 0.000 0.000 1.000 
10.00 O.IO 0.990 0.9(50 0.9(50 0.970 0.950 0.0.50 1.000 
0.25 0.990 0.190 0.9:50 0.910 0.490 0.000 1.000 
O.-IO 0.990 0.000 0.5:50 0.760 0.010 0.000 1.000 
O.-IO 5.00 0.10 0.820 0.040 0.710 0.710 0.670 0.170 0.780 
0.25 0.820 0.000 0.-560 0.480 0.250 0.000 0.780 
O.-IO 0.820 0.000 0.280 0.290 0.020 0.000 0.780 
10.00 0.10 0.8:50 0.200 0.650 0.610 0.650 0.170 0.770 
0.25 0.8:50 0.000 0.490 0.470 0.170 0.000 0.770 
0.40 0.8:50 0.000 0.2:50 0.:510 0.000 0.000 0.770 
0.80 5.00 0.10 0.840 0.010 0.670 0.6:50 0.520 0.160 0.690 
0.25 0.840 0.000 0.410 0.;590 0.160 0.000 0.700 
O.-IO 0.840 0.000 0.180 0.240 0.010 0.000 0.700 
10.00 0.10 0.800 0.020 0.580 0.640 0.490 0.240 0.710 
0.25 0.800 0.000 0.400 0.460 0.150 0.000 0.710 
0.40 0.800 0.000 0.180 0.280 0.000 0.000 0.710 
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 
In environmental studies, such as ecological-heallli monitoring, hazardous-waste assessment, and 
glol)nl-<-|imate forecast ing. measurements of selected indicators yield spatially and temporally dependent 
tlata. Random-field (r.f.) models with continuous spatial inde.x are commonly used to model such data. 
One ciuantity that captures the empirical variation of a r.f. is the spatial cumulative distribution 
function (.SC'DF). The empirical distribution function, based on finite samples on a regular grid, can be 
usetl as a [iredictor of the SCDF. .\ research group at Iowa State University has done considerable work 
on visualizing and e.xploring SCDFs over time and across regions. In addition, they have developed 
inferential methods for the SCDFs. although only at a given time for a given region. In this dissertation. 
1 have adapted e.xisting methods and developed new ones for niaking inference about the spatial and 
teiiijjoral changes in the SCDFs. 
The first paper of the dissertation consists of comparing SCDFs of two r.f.s at two different time 
points. First. I have developed a hypothesis-testing procedure to compare the invariant cumulative 
distribution functions (CDF) of the two r.f.s to determine whether there are statistically significant 
changes from one time point to the other. .Ve.Kt. I have developed quantities that characterize the 
differences between the two .SCDFs and constructed their prediction intervals based on the differences 
Ijetweeii the corresponding empirical distribution functions. I have estimated the quantiles of the test 
statistic and constructed the prediction intervals by a spatial subsampling method. For illustration. 
1 ha\e applied tiie comparison methods to test and predict changes in red-maple forest health in the 
U.S. state of .Maine using data collected by the U.S. EP.\"s Environmental .Monitoring and .Assessment 
Program in the early 90's. 
Tlu! second paper of the dissertation deals with comparing SCDFs of two adjacent r.f.s at the same 
time point. My primary interests are similar to those in the first paper, but the modeling and inference 
techniques are rather different. Here I have e.vtended the inference of the SCDF over one region to 
the inference across two regions by comparison of the invariant CDFs and prediction of quantities that 
characterize the differences between two SCDFs. I have estimated the quantiles of the test statistics 
i;n 
and const met ed prediction intervals by a block bootstrap method. The stationarity a-ssuniption is 
made on the individual r.f. for each region, while the dependence structure is placed over the two 
regions combined, via the p-mixing condition. Block bootstrap, which doe:? not require inscription of 
same-shaped blocks, is more suitable than spatial subsampling. which relies on appro.ximately identical 
•subsample copies. I have applied both the hypothesis testing and the prediction-interval construction 
to the analysis of simulated data sets. 
The third paper of the dissertation considers inference for SCDFs of nonstationary r.f.s. because 
St at ionarit\' assumptions are often violated in practice. The type of nonstationarity I have considered 
is an atkliiive trend in the mean structure of a r.f. I have established large-sample properties of the 
I'liipirical-distribution-function predictor for a fi.xed trend. However, the complexity of the inference 
is expe<-ted to increase greatly when estimation of the trend using data introduces extra variability, 
possibly becau.se of the somewhat restrictive non-parametric framework adopted here. In this regard, 
a parametric-model-ba.sed approach offers a fle.xible and powerful alternative, especially when there is 
"•viflen<'e to support for a reasonable model. Handcock (1999) e.xplores such a po.ssibility using Bayesian 
hi<>rarchical modeling, where the non-statiotiarity is in the mean function as a regression. .Much work 
remains in this area with regard to both modeling and inference. 
The last paper of the dissertation concerns a very practical issue, namely, the effect of incomplete 
data on the spatial analysis. The statistical models developed so far rely on complete data observed 
at a regular grid of sampling sites, which arc often not available. It seems that little theory has been 
develo[)ed to infer al>out a r.f. with continuous spatial index. ba.sed on an incomplete grid of data. 
Here, a simulation study ha-s been conducted to assess the "imputation effect" on the SCDF prediction. 
for different sampling grid sizes and spatial-dependence structures. I have just started to investigate 
some theoretical issues, such as the weak convergence of the empirical distribution function using both 
the observed and imputed values. To begin with. I focus on non-random and single-stage imputation. 
rotultlioiial on the missing mechanism. The main difficulty is to grasp the exact magnitude of the .second 
moments, even though, intuitively, a higher order would be e.xpected when the amount of missing data 
is non-trivial. 
Ii!ven though the SCDF has been the main focus in this dis.sertation. inferences about other summary 
statistics and parameters of a r.f. can be made using similar approaches, including the r.f. modeling, 
the a.syiiijitotic framework, and the resampling methods. In particular, some functions derived from the 
•SCDI-s can be effective summary tools. Two such functions are the spatial Lorenz functions and the 
relati\e .SCDFs. They are analogous to the Lorenz functions and the relative distributions associated 
i:$2 
with I lie iiivariaut CDFs; these are two powerful descriptive aud iufereutial tools in disciplines such as 
i-coiiomics and sociology. I give a brief development. 
For a iioii-iiegative random variable Z. suppose that Z  has CDF C/( ) and that (J < E(Z ) < 
riioii. the theoretical Loreiiz function is defined as. 
L(y) = E(Z)-' f zdG{:): y £ . 
J o  
wliiTo jT?"*" denotes the positive real line. Lorenz functions originated from the analysis of income 
distributions within a community (Lorenz. 1905) and have been powerful and popular descriptive tools. 
i>spot-ially ill e<-Qtiomics. Given data Zi.- -.Z.v. a coiuuiotily used estimator (sec. e.g.. Beach and 
Kaliski. 1986) is the empirical Lorenz function, defined as. 
/:.v(y) = (X^Z.) ^ZJ{Z,<y): y € IR^. 
1=1 1=1 
where /(•) is the indicator function. 
.\ spatial analog\' of tiie Lorenz function for a non-negative r.f. {Z {.s) : » £ fft''} with respect to the 
SCHF P\_(-) is defined as. 
L^{y) = J' :dF^(z): y e . 
and is called the spatial Lorenz function here. Given samples. Z(:*i). • • •. Z(jf.v)- collected at spatial 
locations. .s,. - -.,sv E /?. the empirical Lorenz function. 
-1 
L x i y ) = (^Z{.s,)) ^Z(.^,)/(Z(.^,) < y): y e R-". 
1=1 1=1 
<-an now be used as a predictor for the spatial Lorenz function 
Further, for two random variables. Zj in the reference group and Z-j in the cotiiparison group. 
corr(s()otiding to two CDFs G'i(-) and G'-.)(-). the relative CDF is defined as. 
/?(«) = 6'-.(Gr'((/)): ue [0. 1], 
and ro[)resents tiie proportion of the comparison group whose attribute Z-j lies below the u-th quantile 
of I he reference group. Here G'J"' (•) denotes the inverse of G'l (•) such that G'J"' (") = inf{c : G'l (r) > «}: 
" € [0. 1]. (Jiven data Zi.i. - • •. Zi,.v, from the reference group and Z-j.i. • • •. Z^.x. from the comparison 
group, the relative CDF /?(-) can be estimated by the empirical relative distribution function. 
Rs (u) = Fs ,-AFY\i u )): u e [0. 1], 
i;{:} 
whore F.v i( ) and F \  n ( - )  are the empirical distribution functions. For more details on relative distri-
IjutioM functions in sociology, see Handcock and .Morris (1999). 
.\n c.xtensioii of the relative distribution functions to the spatial r.f. models : .t G !R'^} and 
{Z-j(.s) : .H £ IR''}. with respect to the SCDFs i(-) and i>( ). is the relative SCDF defined as. 
«^(") = F^.2(F-!,(")): «6[0. 1], 
(;i\»'n samples. Zi (.<»i i ).•••. Zi (a i.v,) collected at spatial locations i. • - •. v, and i). • • -. Z(jtn ) 
collected at spatial locations ^ 2,1- • • • • . we can compute the empirical distribution functions F.v.i (•) 
and and R\{ ) can now be used to predict R^{ ). 
The statistical inference methods used for predicting the SCDF based on the empirical distribution 
function could be adapted to predict the spatial Lorenz function and the relative SCDF. However, 
e.xtra care needs to be taken when the Continuous Mapping Theorem is used. I leave this for future 
invostigat ion. 
Thus far. tny approach is to derive weak convergence for the predictor based on the empirical dis­
tribution function. The asymptotic structure is nonstandard: it is a mixture of "increasing domain 
a.-;ymptotics"" and "infill asymptotics". Further, suitable assumptions of stationarity and dependence 
strn<-tures are made on the r.f.s. This approach is mostly based on. and hence somewhat restricted to. 
i-ia.ssical weak convergence theory, which was developed in the 19o0s (see, e.g.. Billingsley. 19(58). Con­
vergence theory is restricted to Borel cr-fields of the metric space such as the space D[—^c. x;] equipped 
witii the .Skorohod topology. The main elements of the classical theory consists of the Portmanteau 
Tiif^orom. (.'ontiiiuous Mapping Theorem. Prohorov's Theorem, and techniques to establish tightness. 
In the recent twenty years, more general theory has been developed that allows non-Borel-measurable 
random elements. The main idea was proposed by Hoffmarm-.Jorgensen and luts been e.xtended (see. 
e.g.. Pollard. 1981: Shorack and Wellner. 198(i: Pollard. 1990: \'aart and Wellner. 1999). Much of the 
modern theory for non-measurable maps are extensions of the classical theory. It .seems plausible that 
comparisons of SCDFs can now be made more easily for multiple time points and regions, [lowever. 
it remains unclear whether the complexity encountered in the non-stationary r.f. and the analysis of 
incomplete or irregular grid of data can be lessened. 
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